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1 I LITERARY MANIFESTATIONS 
The sensitive ear will always catch 
even the most distant echoes of a 
carnival sense of the world 
-Mikhail Bakhtin [1984: 1 07] 
From one important perspective that draws upon the posi-
tive attributes of carnival, it may be justly argued that 
this book is appropriately titled. There is indeed a life-
affirming and life-enhancing "spirit" that pertains to carnival 
in its varied and numerous manifestations. But from an equally 
significant although principally negative standpoint, the 
present study might also have borne an opposite designation 
that likely would not be perceived or interpreted as innocu-
ous. For the spirit hovering over the spectacle of carnival 
shares the stage with a lurking, less than benevolent, even 
demonic twin, which, in a sometimes flirtatious manner that 
can have disastrous results, will smile upon and favor death 
rather than life. So I might have chosen a title that also takes 
into account the "anti-spirit" of carnival. But titles, needless 
to say, need not take account of everything, and books like-
wise need not dwell so squarely and so prominently upon the 
jaundiced side of a common, perhaps universal, human pre-
occupation in the arts and in life. 
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Still, this study will afford no comparable indulgence in 
subsequent discussion of the concept of carnival. Suffice it to 
say at the start that both the positive and negative poles of 
experience are inextricably connected, as the common meta-
phor drawing upon polarity implicitly suggests, and will be 
treated accordingly in the following exploration. A positive, 
life-affording potential, in other words, will be shown to co-
exist in uneasy alliance with a corresponding affinity for its 
fugitive negative realization. Further, in accord with my in-
tention to make of this work a literary investigation, my ar-
guments, examples, and suppositions are derived funda-
mentally from primary sources in the form of contemporary 
literary narrative. 
I must nonetheless note that those same rich and diverse 
sources are framed in these opening pages by theoretical views 
belonging to Mikhail Bakhtin, the Russian literary theorist 
and philosopher of dialogue. The closing arguments of the 
book are likewise framed by the thought of the Swiss psy-
chologist Carl Jung, whose theory of the archetype plays a 
summative role in my findings here. Within those twin 
"frames," the subject of carnival, in its multifarious literary 
manifestations, is explored through a range of brief citation 
and extended reference that embraces seemingly insignifi-
cant incidents as well as fully developed drama belonging 
exclusively to the realm of fiction. Finally, in this opening 
series of caveats, the term "carnival" itself must be acknowl-
edged as not entirely appropriate to the topic of this book, 
since my subject is the "carnivalesque"-a rich and complex 
designation that will, however, require book-length clarifica-
tion. 
The twin concepts of "carnival" and the "carnivalesque" rep-
resent two distinct but interrelated considerations. Carnival 
originates in ancient times. Its precise origin remains a mat-
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ter of scholarly debate. As Sir James Frazer holds in his en-
cyclopedic work The Golden Bough (1890), the diverse cer-
emonies of death and rebirth that characterize carnival, with 
its mock conflagrations and attendant symbolic resurrections, 
"bear the stamp of a dateless antiquity" (1963 :367). 1 In its 
most general sense, carnival celebrates the body, the senses, 
and the unofficial, uncanonized relations among human be-
in?-.S that nonetheless exist, as Bakhtin affirms in his acclaimed 
study of medieval folk culture, Rabelais and His World 
(1965), alongside the official, openly recognized forms of 
human intercourse. My purpose in this work, broadly stated, 
is to explore how these two sets of relations are manifested in 
the intentionally perpetuated discourse that is twentieth-
century literature. 
What are our perceived differences between carnival and 
the carnivalesque? The first refers to an established period in 
time when certain cultures engage in a spirited celebration of 
a world in travesty, where the commonly held values of a 
given cultural milieu are reversed, where new "heads of state" 
are elected to "govern" the ungovernable, and where the gen-
erally accepted rules of polite behavior are overruled in favor 
of the temporarily reigning spirit of Carnival. When a similar 
spirit permeates a work of literature, we suggest that it par-
takes of or promotes the Carnivalesque. That is, it supports 
the unsupportable, assails the unassailable, at times regards 
the supernatural as natural, takes fiction as truth, and makes 
the extraordinary or "magical" as viable a possibility as the 
ordinary or "real," so ·that no true distinction is perceived or 
acknowledged between the two. 
For present purposes, "carnival" is understood to refer 
generically to concrete cultural manifestations that occur pe-
riodically in numerous related forms in North and South 
America, Europe, and the Caribbean. Carnival is defined by 
folk culture temporarily subordinating to itself certain "hid-
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den," embedded features of the official culture that may in-
clude the particular use of language and dress (including the 
profoundly important mask), as well as the introduction of a 
fool, madman, or clown to serve as a necessarily short-lived 
"regent." In addition, the people arrange for themselves, as 
simultaneous participants and spectators, a spectacle (ofthe-
ater, music, and dance), in which they may (un)ceremoniously 
partake. This generalized activity we distinguish from the 
"carnivalesque," which, as the operative term here, designates 
the general application of a certain carnival "spirit" (whose 
sense and meaning will be discussed throughout these chap-
ters) to the world of literature, which responds in multifari-
ous but related ways to an attitude that is both social and 
cultural, mythological and archetypal. In effect, the carni-
valesque provides a mirror of carnival; it is carnival reflected 
and refracted through the multi-perspectival prism of verbal 
art. 
Hence, in this usage, the "carnivalesque" denotes a di-
verse "carnivalized attitude," or "spirit," reflected in a myriad 
of equally varied yet necessarily related manifestations in 
world literature. It designates "the transposition of carnival 
into the language of literature," to which Bakhtin refers ap-
propriately but cumbersomely as "the carnivalization of lit-
erature" (1984: 122). 
Victor Terras speaks of"a universal human impulse to-
ward carnival as a revolt against and reversal of fixed values" 
(1991:519). In broad terms, my intention is to examine that 
"revolt" and "reversal" of what we implicitly understand as 
fixed, traditional, or conventional values, as rendered in mod-
em novelistic treatments. To that end, the present study rep-
resents a necessarily delimited treatise that concentrates on 
two literatures: the twentieth-century novel of Latin America 
and the literature engendered by the European experience of 
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the Second World War. My purpose is to demonstrate a cer-
tain commonality between these two apparently incommen-
surate sources that derives from a particular attitude toward 
the world and the world of literature, which attitude, I will 
argue, is embraced by the camivalesque. 
This study, therefore, does not examine instances of ac-
tual carnival, its concrete manifestation at a specific time and 
place. It focuses instead upon the camivalesque: carnival's 
reflection in literature, a mode and perspective that at once 
produce transformations, reversals, and inversions offate and 
fortune that reveal in tum a resultant, necessarily dualistic 
view of the world. Likewise, my chosen concentration is upon 
selected works ofliterature that reflect the Second World War 
experience rather than focus upon the war itself and the expe-
rience it generated in reality. I make this important distinc-
tion at the outset in order to remain free from all possible 
constraints to speak about a particular carnival as concrete 
cultural event or about the actual Holocaust, a telling case in 
point, as historical fact. My topic is, then, narrative, a mode 
of human communication and an artistic form for reflecting 
one world (the actual) in another (which is fictional). 2 
Within the general framework of the camivalesque, the 
aim of this study is to explore its bright, life-affirming, "magi-
cal" side as well as its dark, death-embracing, horrific aspect. 
The former is broadly exemplified by Latin American "magi-
cal realist" works; the latter is most profoundly revealed in 
novels engendered by the sufferings inflicted upon millions 
during the Second World War. The most terrible event in the 
history of the world produced an equally extraordinary lit-
erature to reflect that awful period. Since this study is deter-
mined by concerns that are literary and philosophical rather 
than social and historical, attention here will concentrate on 
the literature produced by that experience-on the "literary 
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fact" (in the Formalist critic Jurij Tynjanov's felicitous 
phrase), as opposed to historical event. Further, in our prac-
tice, the term "Holocaust" pertains generally to accounts of 
suffering experienced during the Second World War. This 
broad perspective on that vexed expression will allow, for 
instance, for the torturous experience of a young dark-haired, 
dark-eyed boy traipsing through the unspecified countryside 
of Eastern Europe during the war years, as documented in 
Jerzy Kosinski's The Painted Bird (1965), to figure promi-
nently within our subsequent discussion. At that stage, the 
inverse of the magical aspect will be seen, in effect, to emerge 
as the horrific side of life, as unrelenting terror monumen-
tally experienced. 
In discussing Dostoevsky's The Idiot, Bakhtin observes 
that "Myshkin [the novel's saintly hero] is in carnival para-
dise, Nastasya Filippovna [beautiful, tortured, and damned] 
is in carnival hell" (1984: 173). In this study, I will expand 
upon Bakhtin's insightful but limited distinction between 
carnival heaven and carnival hell by making extended refer-
ence to the two profoundly important strains in twentieth-
century world literature, previously noted: the magical real-
ism of Latin America that responds to the mythological and 
cosmological beliefs that still animate the world of indigenous 
tribes living in the southern half of the Western hemisphere, 
and the works of disparate writers scattered throughout the 
world who, up to the very present, still respond to the horrors 
experienced in Europe a full half-century ago. In Arthur 
Koestler's Arrival and Departure ( 194 3 ), the argument is put 
forth that "since the Renaissance, the red tissue paper of our 
scientific reasoning has obtained greater perfection than the 
blue of our intuition and ethical beliefs" (1968:21 0). In dis-
cussing the literature of Latin America, the blue, in effect, 
will be given its due. At the same time my discussion ofHo-
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locaust literature, whose historical source had been determined 
by a specious and cruel "scientific reasoning," will be refracted 
through a "tissue" lens that has been forever turned blood 
red. 
In a sense, the two seemingly disparate literatures se-
lected for joint analysis here represent a certain continuum in 
world literature. Both appear fantastic, straining credibility. 
Yet one presents essentially the bright side ofhuman experi-
ence: the wide range of man's potential combined with a cor-
responding, even greater potentiality that exists in the extended 
world of nature. The other literary manifestation reveals the 
darkest side of human capacity, what would have been un-
imaginable had it not actually happened. Latin American read-
ers of magical realist works recognize their world and their 
experience within that world. They may acknowledge as well 
that what is documented is not only remarkable but also, para-
doxically, ordinary; that what is depicted, however imagina-
tively refracted in artistic fashion, nonetheless represents the 
everyday experience of Latin America-what Garcia Marquez 
refers to as "an immediate reality that came to be more fan-
tastic than the vast universe of ... imagination" (1971:44).3 
By contrast, the reader of Holocaust literature is bound to be 
aware of the horror as extraordinary. Yet both literatures spring 
from what is, or had been, mundane experience.4 (It is not for 
nothing that Hannah Arendt speaks of the banality of evil.) 
Dictators and revolution are common in Latin America, as its 
literature makes eminently clear; the forced transports in cattle 
cars of human beings to the death camps were equally a part 
of the European experience during the war. 
Still, that seemingly neat division of"separate realities," 
reflected in two apparently distinct literatures, does not pre-
clude the equally distinct possibility that their respective char-
acteristic features may at times coincide. In Garcia Marquez' 
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quintessential work of magical realism, One Hundred Years 
of Solitude (1967), the fantastic is presented as commonplace 
among the "peddlers of everyday reality" (1971 :43). One 
chapter begins thus: "It rained for four years, eleven months, 
and two days." That matter-of-fact statement is shortly fol-
lowed by the remark that "the worst part was the rain was 
affecting everything and the driest of machines would have 
flowers popping out among their gears if they were not oiled 
every three days" (1971 :291-92). So, alongside the "common-
place fantastic," there also exist practical concerns. Further, 
this camivalized reality does not preclude an attendant grim 
potential from emerging as well in all its darkest manifesta-
tions. Hence, on an individual plane, one character proclaims: 
"The only effective thing ... is violence" (100); while an-
other asserts: "for people like us [shooting is] a natural death" 
(154).5 In such equations is rooted an affinity for violence 
that is not only personal but cultural, a collective "truth" that 
can easily explode-as in the joyous celebration that is quickly 
transformed into its deadly counterpart, a "bloody carnival" 
(186) devouring its players. 
Innocent of the tragedy that threatened it, the town 
poured into the main square in a noisy explosion of 
merriment. The carnival had reached its highest level 
of madness .... Suddenly, during the paroxysm ofthe 
celebration someone broke the delicate balance .... The 
rifle shots drowned out the splendor of the fireworks 
and the cries of terror drowned out the music and joy 
turned into panic .... and there were many dead and 
wounded lying on the square: nine clowns, four Col-
umbines, seventeen playing-card kings, one devil, three 
minstrels, two peers of France, and three Japanese em-
presses. [191-92] 
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"The delicate balance," a hallmark expression in the present 
context, is broken, affording a striking example in which the 
bright camivalesque is seen to elide with the dark grotesque. 
Even more telling is a later occurrence in the same novel, 
when striking workers are summoned to gather at the town 
square to receive redress for their grievances. The result is 
again mass murder, as the innocent are cut down by the strange 
"hallucination" (283) of machine gun fire. According to a 
now sadly familiar pattern, "the nightmare trip of the train 
loaded with corpses traveling toward the sea" (for instant 
burial and elimination of evidence) is followed by denials 
(that seem to follow all such atrocities) that the terrible event 
ever occurred in the first place. " 'There haven't been any 
dead here.' ... 'There weren't any dead.' ... He could find 
no trace of the massacre .... There were no dead .... 'Noth-
ing has happened ... nothing has ever happened, and nothing 
ever will happen. This is a happy town'" (285-87). Reminis-
cent of the literature of the Holocaust, the grim reality de-
picted in these passages of the premier work of magical realism 
is the same, only the metaphors differ: "Those who had put 
them in the [railroad] car had had time to pile them up in the 
same way in which they transported bunches of bananas .... 
Through the wooden slats as they went through sleeping towns 
he saw the man corpses, woman corpses, child corpses who 
would be thrown into the sea like rejected bananas" (284). 
Here the analogy is between human beings and bananas, else-
where it is between people and cattle. The awful point re-
mains the same. 
Yet the respective emphases of the two literary forms 
differ. What magical realism portrays is ultimately positive, 
affording a hopeful vision of life in which what might be 
termed fantastic is designed to appear plausible and real. In 
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Holocaust literature, the fantastic emerges as horrific rather 
than "magic." Where one form illustrates the endless poten-
tial for life, the other (largely determined by historical fact) 
reveals a powerful tendency toward death, as the fugitive suc-
cess of the innocent survivor appears a greater oddity than 
the rewarded efforts ofthe determined killer. Broadly stated, 
the profound difference between the two may be conceived 
as situated on a continuum whose poles reflect the classic 
opposition between eros and thanatos, between the force for 
life and the drive toward death that occupies, at one and the 
same time, the human soul. 
How that opposition is realized in literature is an im-
plicit concern of this book, posed in a series of interrelated 
questions: How can we understand the stunning and engag-
ing magical realist texts of contemporary Latin America in 
light ofhighly contrastive European representations of equally 
compelling twentieth-century realities? Are these two seem-
ingly oddly matched forms related in their varied literary mani-
festations? Are they diametrically opposed? Or, do we find 
certain points of tangency? The answers to these and like 
concerns will afford new understandings not only of these 
two pertinent and significant modern literary forms but of the 
sources that generate them. 
As noted, it may appear that one literary form is situated 
at one extreme of the continuum of human potential and the 
other at the opposite end, as seeming polar opposites or as 
two sides of a kind of Janus face of human experience. One 
laughs, the other cries. One gazes in joy and wonder, the other 
stares fixed in horror. One appreciates the vast potential for 
surprise in the world, relative to man's place within it; the 
other is aghast at a like potential for extreme cruelty and bru-
tality. 
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But what if these two seeming ends of a continuum were 
shown to meet? What if this "continuum" were molded in the 
form of a circle, with each of its two polarities then joined? 
Or, as Nietzsche expresses this dilemma in The Birth ofTrag-
edy (1872): "When the inquirer, having pushed to the cir-
cumference, realizes how logic in that place curls about itself 
and bites its own tail, he is struck with a new kind of percep-
tion: a tragic perception, which requires, to make it tolerable, 
the remedy of art" (1956:95). For present purposes, what is 
needed (not to denigrate the role of art) is the remedy of a 
new model-one that is newly conceived. In the subsequent 
course of discussion, this book takes up the challenge posed 
by just such problems. At this early stage, suffice it simply to 
acknowledge the power of metaphor to sway-perhaps even 
determine-our thinking. Were one to persist in taking the 
notion of an "absolute" continuum as a model exclusively, 
one would necessarily have to insist on the myriad differ-
ences between the two literary forms chosen for discussion 
here to the virtual exclusion of their occasional significant 
similarities. 
The point is made by Jung that "between all opposites 
there obtains so close a bond that no position can be estab-
lished or even thought of without its corresponding negation, 
so [that] 'les extremes se touchent.' "He goes on to say, para-
doxically: "True opposites are never incommensurables; if 
they were they could never unite" (1960:206-7). On the intu-
itional plane, which in part accounts for this book and which 
Jung clearly valued, the Swiss psychologist notes "the 
archetype's affinity with its own opposite," remarking as well 
the image of the "tail-eating serpent" (213). While the present 
study makes no claim for its subject being identified purely 
as an archetype (a point to which I will return), Jung's insis-
tence upon the affinity one pole or extreme has for its oppo-
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site helps to make the case for our own "tail-eating" model 
(an image that, curiously, as we have seen, Nietzsche also 
draws upon in referring to that kind oflogic that "curls about 
itself and bites its own tail"). 
As another (figurative) feature of this mode of thinking, 
the appropriateness of the Janus face as model is likewise 
supported by a range of disparate literary works. In the magi-
cal realist tradition, we read in Isabel Allende's Eva Luna 
(1987) that a woman gives birth to a child "characterized by 
a fused body with two heads .... The great curiosity was that 
one head was white by race, and the other black" (1989: 1 03). 
Typically, in this tradition, it is left to readers to make of that 
"fact" what they will, but within the present exploratory con-
text, the event may turn out to be not so much a "great curios-
ity" as part of a clearly established pattern that is, in essence, 
dualistic in nature. 
That duality extends to the other literary tradition to be 
explored here, as instanced when the Janus face model en-
dures a peculiar split in Y oram Kaniuk' s Adam Resurrected 
(1972), in which the engaging mad protagonist continually 
startles those around him. "How can this man cry in pain with 
one eye and with his other laugh like a wise guy?" (1972:75), 
asks a fellow inmate of the mental institution where both re-
side. Laughter, as a response to horror and a means for sur-
vival, is (as we shall see) deeply rooted in a literary tradition 
preoccupied with both terror and surmounting its effects. In 
more general terms, the Janus face is indeed an appropriate 
model for our purposes, since, as seems evident: "All the im-
ages of carnival are dualistic; they unite within themselves 
both poles of change and crisis: birth and death ... blessing 
and curse . . . praise and abuse, youth and old age, top and 
bottom, face and backside, stupidity and wisdom" (Bakhtin 
1984:126). 
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As an extended theme (rather than a peculiar isolated 
incident), The Campaign (1990) by Carlos Fuentes begins 
with, and is based on, a related carnivalesque reversal: a 
well-born white child is kidnapped and exchanged for a 
prostitute's black baby. "He moved quickly: he put the black 
child next to the white one in the cradle. He contemplated 
them both for a few seconds. Thanks to him, they were fra-
ternal twins in fortune. But only for a moment. He took the 
white baby and wrapped him in the rags of the poor child; 
then he swaddled the black one in the gown of high lineage" 
(1992: 16). The passage succinctly illustrates a basic principle 
of the carnivalesque: a reversal in fortune achieved by an in-
dividual of low position removed to one that is high, making 
the transition, in effect, "from the kennel to the throne" 
(Kaniuk 1972:24 7)-in contrast to the situation in tragedy, 
where the protagonist suffers a fall from grace-but which 
new situation is destined to last "but only for a moment." In 
Fuentes' work, that moment is even further truncated, since a 
fire occurs almost immediately after the switch, leaving the 
black baby burned to death. The intent of the hero of the novel, 
himself "an agent of the blindest, most involuntarily comic 
justice" (1992:59)-that is, an agent of the carnival spirit of 
(in)justice-is clearly, although childishly and idealistically, 
motivated: "What he'd dreamed was now a reality. A black 
child condemned to violence, hunger and discrimination 
would sleep from now on in the soft bed of the nobility. An-
other child, white, destined for idleness and elegance, had 
lost all his privileges in a flash and would now be brought up 
amid the violence, hunger, and discrimination suffered by the 
blacks" (21-22). 
True to the carnivalesque spirit of reversal and inver-
sion in which this novel is grounded, the hero's "dream" may 
be perceived as both just in abstract terms (Why should one 
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child be assured a better life than another, especially on the 
specious and cruel basis of the color of its skin?) and unjust 
in its particular (lawless) application. This dualistic feature, 
coupled with the strange, strained tum of events represented 
by the subsequent conflagration, affords an immediate, sec-
ond camivalesque reversal: the stolen child (white), made as 
good as dead for his parents, remains, nonetheless, alive; the 
switched child (black), offered up to a life of riches, on the 
other hand, dies instant! y. The camivalized result of the hero's 
confused, confounded efforts to right-in oblique miniature-
a widespread social wrong results in greater injustice. ("He 
had only substituted one injustice for another." 43)6 In addi-
tion, illustrating the slippage typical of the camivalesque re-
versal, the initial high idealism that motivated the act may be 
just as accurately expressed in the cynical language of the 
gutter: "Now this son of an expensive whore will live the life 
of the son of a cheap whore" (34). In the philosophical terms 
that carnival also rightly elicits, and drawing in part upon the 
present illustrative instance, we see that the carnival spirit 
inspires the transformation of absence into presence: what 
cannot be, for a moment, is; what is least likely emerges as 
temporarily established fact. In a world of"infinite possibil-
ity," the camivalesque inspires the realization of the least 
expected eventuality, as the unimaginable is conceived and 
created out of a bewitched idealism that wants to see change, 
no matter the cost. 
In this political novel, and in the world at large, that 
change is frequently effected-and the cost made high-by 
revolution. In Fuentes' argument, however, "all modem revo-
lution does is create a new elite. Why? The old elite was more 
elegant and practiced in the very thing the new elite is going 
to do: mete out injustice" (127). According to this line of 
thought, "all modem revolution" (although in the context of 
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this novel we are talking about events that are nearly two 
centuries past) achieves is a carnivalesque substitution on the 
same order as that accomplished by the switching, on ami-
crocosmic scale, of a white baby for a black one. The tiny 
"political act" upon which the novel hinges, in other words, 
mirrors the greater political event of revolution, where the 
end result is the same: instead of one force meting out injus-
tice, another is put in its place to do exactly the same thing. 
To that end, as this work and the contemporary Latin Ameri-
can novel in general acknowledge, insurrection and (civil) 
war are the most time-honored means. When the unlikely hero 
of The Campaign makes his first kill, and in order to "kill 
from then on with a clear conscience," he attempts an act of 
propitiation. "I tried to transpose the face of my victory on 
the battlefield onto [the dead man]. ... The mask of glory 
passed over without any difficulty from my face to his, cov-
ering it with a rictus of horror and violence .... I fled the 
place as soon as I felt that both faces, mine and that of my 
victim, were changing once again. It was no longer glory. It 
wasn't even violence. Once the masks of war were gone, the 
face that united us was that of death" (1 07-8). 
As in Dostoevsky's Crime and Punishment, the crucial 
lesson learned is that the one who takes the life of another 
human being kills off a part of himself in the process. The 
potential for violence and death represents the dark side of 
the carnivalesque. In the passage just cited, the possibility 
for transformation is again realized; the human face once more 
is shown to bear a dual aspect. But the series of transforma-
tions documented here are not only from the "face of vic-
tory" to a "face of death"; also noted are the significant shifts 
from a face that is human to a mask that is demonic, indicat-
ing, in these twin shifts, not only the swiftness by which death 
may become the eternal substitute for life but also the speed 
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by which what is human becomes dehumanized through the 
taking of a life. For the hero, the dead soldier becomes "my 
propitiatory victim, my memorable dead man," who will al-
low him, now, to kill "without thinking twice about it" ( 1 07). 
But in that "now," that new, unchangeable, and fearful 
contemporaneity, the face of the hero has been forever al-
tered from that of an innocent to that of one who has killed-
and, in the subsequent course of the novel, he is perceived as 
having changed as a result of having acquired that dire expe-
rience. Returning to the notion of a continuum, or, better, to 
our Janus face model ofhuman experience, we recognize that 
the hero has just shifted, in that one simple deed, from the 
one side that is bright and smiling to the other, which is di-
minished and sad. 
In a very dissimilar modern work, a like Janus face is 
suggested by the repeated reference in Alexander Solzhe-
nitsyn's Cancer Ward (1968) to "the place where ninety-nine 
weep but one laughs" (1969:531 ). A commonplace of West-
ern criticism asserts that Solzhenitsyn's novel represents in 
microcosm, within the cancer ward, the macrocosm of So-
viet society. That commonplace may be profitably extended 
to suggest that the phrase just cited, pointed in its indictment 
of the Gulag Archipelago concentration camp system and 
poignant in its human implications, incorporates a view that 
again acknowledges the dark side of the carnivalesque atti-
tude in modern literature: namely, that within this greatly pro-
liferated tradition, there is a steady alternation, as well as a 
simultaneous manifestation, of writings animated not only 
by carnivalesque laughter but also by tears. Hence, there 
should be no quarrel with Garcia Marquez' (earlier cited) fu-
gitive reference to a "bloody carnival" atmosphere, a seem-
ing oxymoron but nonetheless a felicitous phrase that speaks 
potential volumes. 
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One such volume is the 1928 novel The Street by Israel 
Rabon. In this little known work (which deserves greater rec-
ognition), there is a passage that looks back as it were to the 
popular culture of the marketplace that absorbs Bakhtin in 
his study of the medieval carnival atmosphere, emanating, as 
he puts it, from "the free winds blowing from the market-
place" (1968:275). The winds blowing in Rabon's novel, 
however, howl in anticipation of a literature that will be born 
only after the Second World War in response to atrocities 
that had not yet made their fully developed appearance on the 
world stage. This novel anticipates that development, par-
ticularly in a scene that ostensibly takes place during the Rus-
sian Civil War. 
The next morning we were led to the marketplace again. 
Our hands were tied, and we were forced to undress 
and to lie down half naked on the ground. Our shoul-
ders were smeared with ground meat mixed with hu-
man excrement and animal dung. Each man lay half a 
meter or so away from the other. Then more than a hun-
dred pigs were driven into our midst. The pigs, squeal-
ing wildly, tore at our naked shoulders. Not far from us, 
thousands of people looked on, delighted by the atro-
cious spectacle. Many of the prisoners had parts of their 
shoulders gnawed away by the pigs. [1990: 1 03] 
Reminiscent, on the one hand, ofKuznetsov's Babi Yar 
(and of passages borrowed from that work and incorporated 
into D.M. Thomas' The White Hotel), several aspects of this 
account nonetheless bear unmistakable Rabelaisian features: 
the marketplace as setting, the presence of copious amounts 
of food as well as excrement, the overwhelming sense of a 
feast (indulged in by a hundred pigs no less), the theatrical 
aspect, as "carnival becomes a theater of cruelty" (Lachmann 
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1987 :7). After all, the passage represents an instance of"popu-
lar culture" witnessed and enjoyed, we are told, by thousands 
of people. Yet, in stark contrast to the preponderant literature 
of the past (left largely untouched by the possible influence 
of de Sade ), that "atrocious spectacle," in its wholesale grue-
some aspect, stands as a quintessential instance of twentieth-
century writing, one that also provides an accurate prefigura-
tion of far worse yet to come.7 
In a singular reversal of roles (between the human and 
animal world), Isabel Allende's fine political novel Of Love 
and Shadows (1984) offers a related image in which the swine, 
this time, is brutalized as a direct result of its being politi-
cized. 
At the construction site ofthe monument to the Saviors 
of the Nation an enormous pig was released, costumed 
in cockades, a Presidential sash, a dress uniform cape, 
and a general's cap. The beast ran squealing through 
the throng, who spit on it, kicked it, and hurled insults 
at it before the eyes of irate soldiers who used every 
trick to intercept it in order to rescue the trampled sa-
cred emblems; finally, amid screams, sticks, and howl-
ing sirens, they shot the beast. Nothing remained but 
the enormous humiliated carcass lying in a pool of black 
blood on which floated the insignia, the kepi, and the 
tyrant's cape. [1988:274-75] 
Again, the cruel side of the camivalesque is depicted in all its 
rich, dark potentiality-which includes the blatant irony of 
enacting in travesty the frequent like fate of the generic swin-
ish despot, dispatched, in the end, by a barrage ofbullets ema-
nating from the guns of precisely those who are supposed to 
protect him. 
In a like dark context, there is a relatively innocuous but 
related instance of a modem camivalized passage in Juan 
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Rulfo's Pedro Paramo (1959), a stunning "novel of Mexico" 
(as the work is subtitled). In this tale, the character whose 
name gives title to the novel has just lost the love of his rogu-
ish life, a woman who would not countenance him and who 
died, seemingly, through pure self-will, again seemingly, at 
least in part, to spite him. 
At daybreak the village was awakened by the ringing 
of the bells .... At noon they were still ringing, and at 
nightfall. They rang day and night, day and night, louder 
and louder and louder. The people of the village had to 
shout in order to hear what they were saying. 
"What's happened?" they asked. 
After three days everybody was deaf. It was impos-
sible to talk with that clamor filling the air. And the 
bells rang and rang .... 
The endless ringing began to draw people in from 
other places. They came in ... almost as if on a pil-
grimage .... A circus arrived from somewhere, with a 
merry-go-round and a ferris wheel. And then the musi-
cians. They were only spectators at first, but soon they 
were playing in the bandstand in the plaza. Little by 
little the occasion turned into a fiesta .... 
The ringing stopped at last, but not the fiesta. There 
was no way to explain to the crowd that the bells rang 
for the dead, no way to make them go home. On the 
contrary, more and more arrived. [1969: 114-15] 
In this passage, in which only the feelings of the hero 
are brutalized, there are also the familiar topoi of the market-
place (the plaza) as setting, the sense of a feast (fiesta), of 
music and celebration, the drawing of an immense crowd, 
resulting in general hilarity and excitement-all of which are 
again entirely inappropriate to the situation at hand. That in-
appropriateness, however, is also a kind oftopos, a modem 
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counterpart to what Bakhtin refers to as the "unofficial" cul-
ture of an earlier age. Thus impropriety, although seemingly 
unwitting, plays its part-in which, this time, the acknowl-
edgment of death is transformed into a celebration of life. In 
essence, as will be shown, such transformations, reversals, or 
inversions typify the carnivalesque in their relentless shifting 
from life to death and back again. 
The role of the marketplace or central square figures in-
herently as a principal feature of the carnivalesque. As such, 
that primary role inspires further consideration of a "poetics 
of the street" in acknowledgment of that place where virtu-
ally anything can, and often does, happen. The street is a real-
life stage upon which the most unexpected drama may be 
enacted, including the drama of Carnival. On the individual 
plane, the street is where, potentially, one's fortune and des-
tiny are ultimately played out. As part of the public domain, 
the street is also the stage for public demonstration. That is 
where-on the historical scale-governments topple and 
sometimes fall. In the wake of one such (fictional) uprising, 
where thousands take to the streets, we find this telling re-
mark: "The crowd roared its approval so enthusiastically that 
it almost seemed like Carnival" (Allende 1989: 134 ). Inevita-
bly, a study of carnival and a like investigation of a poetics of 
the street are bound to converge. 
In that convergence, as only a single, exemplary case in point, 
what might be explored is the notion that "established au-
thority and truth are relative" (Bakhtin 1968:256). In this 
study, the critically related overarching question is, How is 
that relativity expressed in narrative? In partial response to 
this complex, multi-faceted question, we may say broadly at 
this stage that the carnivalesque attitude, among numerous 
other sources, serves as an implicit model for the making of a 
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wide array of texts that explore in various ways precisely this 
problem of"relativity." Conversely, specific (psychological, 
sociological, linguistic) aspects of a work generated by such 
a model are bound to reflect that originating carnivalesque 
attitude: in a single telling phrase, in a work's basic govern-
ing structural principle, or in a vast array of carnivalized situ-
ations and events. Revealing encapsulations of the carnival 
spirit (within a work that may nonetheless be a veritable bas-
tion of carnivalized activity) include such telling remarks as 
these: 
The world has bewitched me. [Fuentes I992:64] 
The universe surrounding him had the smell of a festi-
val about it. [Asturias I982: I 0 I] 
We're all kind of demonized. [I2I] 
One thing there's no shortage of anywhere are whore-
houses and churches. [Vargas Llosa 1988:435] 
That's what they have most of there .... Churches and 
funeral parlors. You can get dizzy from all the religions 
they've got. [48I] 
It's guaranteed by three thousand years of popular wis-
dom. [Garcia Marquez 1980:54] 
For [the townspeople] the supernatural was more be-
lievable than the natural. [Vargas Llosa I985 :99] 
Analogous to such pithy pronouncements in its own terse 
relation to the carnivalesque, Mario Vargas Llosa's Conver-
sation in the Cathedral (1969) allows for hardly a single 
carnivalesque image in the entire sweep of this political novel 
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of six hundred pages. Yet, in direct contrast to such paucity, 
the basic structural pivot of the work is founded on a clear 
carnivalesque principle: the inextricable bonds that exist be-
tween government officialdom, high society, and the demi-
monde that affords the upper strata of people in power their 
principal source of entertainment. 
On the other hand, Miguel Angel Asturias' novel Mulata 
(1963), reminiscent of the paintings ofHieronymus Bosch, is 
a veritable textbook of the carnivalesque. Replete with count-
less transformations and reversals of fortune (that are them-
selves frequently reversed once again), it depicts the inter-
mixing of human affairs with those of demons and devils (but 
not with gods or goddesses), making for a pronounced, sus-
tained blend of the natural and the supernatural; the presence 
of grotesque laughter at nearly every tum, coupled with the 
forces of darkness triumphing over the (essentially absent) 
forces of light; the seemingly never-ending introduction of 
devils, demons, and sorcerers; saints, priests, and (un)holy 
men; dwarfs, giants, and all manner of tricksters; wizards, 
witches, and spooks; and "a certain Mulata." In sum, the novel 
affords an astounding presentation of an overwhelmingly 
"different order or disorder of ideas" (1982:203), which makes 
of the book a virtual compendium of metonymically linked 
notions, united only by their increasingly outrageous, demonic 
points of view, which are governed by a principle of organi-
zation that can only have been derived from a carnivalized 
attitude toward the world and all its wonders. 
The carnivalesque therefore represents not so much a 
single literary form as a complexform of thought "that had 
coalesced and survived for thousands of years among the 
broadest masses of European mankind" (Bakhtin 1984: 123 ), 
a (perhaps primordial) way of thinking, or an archetypal pat-
tern, whose distinctive imprint may be found in a vast multi-
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tude of literary works. Bakhtin insists upon "the deep philo-
sophical character of carnival" (1968:252). The aim here is 
to explore the carnivalesque, carnival's profound reflection 
and varied manifestation in modem literature, where cultural 
values derived from "established authority" appear fluid in 
relation to a concept of "truth" that also remains in flux. 
As a point of departure, let us tum to Bakhtin's assess-
ment of the carnival attitude-what he terms "the general 
world outlook expressed in the popular-festive carnival forms" 
(244). His conclusions are derived from linked sources: his 
joint analyses of Rabelais' masterwork of sixteenth-century 
French literature, Gargantua and Pantagruel, and the atten-
dant medieval culture that served to generate that work. De-
signed to capture the medieval carnival attitude, Bakhtin's 
model points up several prominent features: the clear absence 
of a serious tone, carnivalesque revelry marked by blatant 
openness and recognition of new forms of linguistic and cul-
tural expression, "freedom and lack of ceremony . . . bal-
anced by good humor," and "complete liberation from the 
seriousness of life" made distinctly evident within the "at-
mosphere of carnivalesque freedom and familiarity." Last, in 
this abbreviated summation, that same atmosphere elicits a 
"wish for death and the wish for life .... [a revival of] the 
ancient ambivalence of the death wish, which also sounds 
like a wish for renewal and rebirth: die, and live again" 
(245-49). So, in brief, says Bakhtin in the context of an ear-
lier reality that could never have conceived the twentieth cen-
tury. Now, in recognition of more recent, grim historical fact, 
that phrase might well be reversed: live, and die again. Sur-
vive at your own peril. 
But all such relative issues-even those oflife and death, 
and perhaps, especially those-are dependent, first of all, upon 
the dominant political and cultural attitudes of a given time 
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and place. Our present concern is with the fluid relation 
between "established authority and truth." If, as the old 
maxim has it, truth is relative, we may inquire once more 
as to how that relativity is realized in literature. A second 
viable response is to draw upon a common figurative no-
tion of dialogue by suggesting that the carnivalesque af-
fords a certain "dialogic exchange" between the official 
and unofficial modes of cultural expression. In addition, 
we may borrow from Bakhtin his basic model of the Self 
and Other, conceived as dialogically engaged communi-
cants seeking to understand one another. Through slight 
emendation, a renewed but still meaningful model emerges: 
the Official Self in dialogue with the Unofficial Other, 
where the two will inevitably exchange roles, borrow from 
one another in the course of their "discourse," allowing 
for certain acceptable (as well as unacceptable) reversals 
and transformations to take place that will ultimately yield 
a variety of "truths," distinguished by a single unifying 
feature: their basically peripheral and ephemeral nature. 
No truth, in other words, is ever the truth. 
Further, within the same context of a "dialogized car-
nival" or "carnivalized dialogue," there clearly remains evi-
dent another greatly pertinent possibility: namely, that of 
a like figurative exchange within the carnivalesque between 
its bright, life-affirming quality and its dark, death-
embracing aspect, between the beatific and the demonic, 
"spirit" and "anti-spirit." In effect, those designations once 
again encapsulate the main topic of this book, whose aim 
is to elaborate in various instances and on a variety of lev-
els precisely such "dialogue," and to reveal its ultimate 
result. Part of the way in which that carnivalized dialogue 
proceeds is to remove all obstacles to its obstinate progress 
by obscuring the boundaries between seeming hard and 
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fast oppositions-the official and unofficial, life and 
death-in an ongoing effort to merge these opposing forces 
into new configurations of truth and meaning. Yet these 
newly born forms will in turn bear the seeds, in true carni-
val fashion, of their own eventual dissolution. Not only is 
truth peripheral and ephemeral but so are the (phantom) 
borders that distinguish meaning. In carnival, in other 
words, boundaries do not exist. 
As Bakhtin would agree, himself greatly preoccupied 
with the question of borders (among speech utterances, 
speech genres, and speakers as well), the carnivalesque is 
animated by a certain, perhaps periodic, human need to 
dissolve borders and to eliminate boundaries, so that there 
might be "an element of carnival play with death and the 
boundaries of life and death" (Bakhtin 197 4:295). Hence, 
the carnivalesque is designed to allow one extreme to flow 
into another, to provide for one polarity (the official cul-
ture) to meet and intermingle with its opposite (unofficial 
culture), much as individuals engaged in dialogue exchange 
points of view that may on occasion converge or coalesce 
into a single perspective. 
Just how prolific the carnivalesque spirit can be in its 
wanton destruction of established boundary is illustrated 
splendidly by Rulfo's Pedro Paramo. In this novel of disso-
lution, where distinctions among commonly delineated enti-
ties are consistently destroyed, a hallmark exchange takes 
place between the leading dissolute figure-the book's fear-
less (and, in that sense, heroic) anti-hero, Pedro Paramo, who 
is bent at all costs on imposing his will-and his man who is, 
mainly, his henchman. 
"It's a question of boundaries. He's putting up fences 
and he wants us to put up our part, to finish dividing." 
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"Don't worry about boundaries. There won't be any. 
Remember that ... even if you don't understand it." 
[1969:35] 
Not only will territory not be bounded, but much else as 
well in this remarkable novel will likewise resist 
(de )limitation. Thus commonly conceived boundaries are 
destroyed-beginning with those between the living and 
the dead. 
"No. You're not crazy, Miguel. You're dead." [20] 
"They've killed your father." 
"And who killed you, Mother?" [22] 
"You don't have to be afraid any more. They can't 
frighten you now. Just think about pleasant things, be-
cause we're going to be buried for a long time." [59]8 
As a further dimension of this carnivalesque erasure of 
common distinctions, people the hero does not know are sum-
marily relegated to a category of non-being, since, for him, 
they "don't even exist" (63). On her wedding night, a young 
bride has her best friend substitute for her in her husband's 
bed, instituting the first in a series of exchanges and substitu-
tions in which one living body will do as well (or nearly so) 
as another.(" 'A handful of flesh,' he called her. And when 
he embraced her he tried to change her body into that of. . . 
'A woman who isn't ofthis world.'" 107) In this wondrous 
text, the boundaries are dissolved as well between mother 
and father ("I'm your father too, even though I'm your mother" 
28); and between the "spiritual" and biological mother ("They 
told me in Heaven that they'd made a mistake. They said 
they'd given me the heart of a mother, but not a mother's 
womb" 58). The voices cfthe dead ("voices worn out with 
use"), as well as "old laughter," mix with living sounds, pro-
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ducing a haunting echo effect. ("The village is full of echoes. 
Perhaps they got trapped in the hollows of the walls, or under 
the stones" 39.) This is so because "the village is full of spir-
its, a whole throng of wandering souls that died in sin" (51). 
One still hears the howling of the dogs in this haunted place, 
which is the world, even though "there aren't any dogs here 
any more" ( 40). Even the presumed unity of the self is dis-
solved into a curious blend of what we have referred to as the 
self and other. 
I saw a man cross the street. 
"You!" I called. 
"You!" he called back. In my own voice. [41] 
Certain biological functions are likewise reduced to a lack of 
fundamental distinctions; hence, inhalation and exhalation, 
the air breathed in and out, becomes an indeterminate unity, 
or, in keeping with the spirit of the book, a nullity. ("There 
wasn't any air. I had to swallow the same air I breathed out, 
holding it back with my hands so it wouldn't escape. I could 
feel it coming and going, and each time it was less and less, 
until it got so thin it slipped through my fingers forever. For-
ever." 56) Likewise, the body's individual organs are col-
lapsed into one another. ("Then she felt that her head was 
crushing into her stomach. She tried to separate them, to push 
her stomach aside, it was blinding her eyes and cutting off 
her breath, but her head pressed down and down, as if it were 
sinking into the darkness of the night." 114) Time itself re-
sists definition; unbounded and unchanged, it remains pre-
cisely the same as it had been-before. 
"It's been a long time since you left me, Susana. The 
light was the same as it is now. Not so reddish, but just 
as weak and cold, because the sun was hidden by the 
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clouds. Everything's the same. It's even the same mo-
ment. I was here at the gate, watching the dawn. Watch-
ing you go away. Watching you climb the path to 
Heaven. And Heaven opened up, and light streamed out. 
You left the shadows of this world behind you. You 
vanished into Heaven's light." [116-17] 
Lastly, in this lyrical prose narrative, filled with both spirit 
and gore, the great artificial distinction between poetry and 
prose-or, better, between what we term poetic and what we 
call prosaic-is also felicitously erased. 
Essentially the same might be said of the works of the 
great Russian writer Isaac Babel, whose Red Cavalry Tales 
( 1926), drawn from an entirely different context, find a com-
mon theme in revolution with Rulfo' s novel and numerous 
others of the Latin American tradition, where revolution and 
political upheaval are characteristic (as we shall see) not only 
of magical realism but of its carnivalesque source as well. In 
mining that source, I cite in its entirety "Prishchepa," Babel's 
stunningly compacted miniature narrative, one of the single 
most powerful pages in world literature, included in his well 
known cycle of stories devoted to the Russian Civil War. 
I am on my way to Leszniow, where the Divisional 
Staff is quartered. My companion, as before, is Prish-
chepa, a young Cossack from the Kuban-a tireless 
ruffian who has been turned out of the Communist Party, 
a future rag and bone man, a carefree syphilitic, and a 
happy-go-lucky fraud. He wears a crimson Circassian 
coat of fine cloth, and a downy Caucasian hood is 
thrown back over his shoulders. On our journeys he 
has told me his story. 
A year ago Prishchepa ran away from the Whites. In 
revenge, these took his parents as hostages and put them 
to death. Their property was seized by the neighbors. 
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When the Whites were driven out of the Kuban, 
Prishchepa returned to his native settlement. 
It was early morning, daybreak. The peasants' slum-
ber sighed in the acrid stuffiness. Prishchepa hired an 
official cart and went about the settlement collecting 
his phonographs, wooden kvass-jugs, and the towels his 
mother had embroidered. He went out into the street in 
a black felt cloak, a curved dagger at his belt. The cart 
plodded along behind. Prishchepa went from neighbor 
to neighbor, leaving behind him the trail of his 
blood-stained footprints. In the huts where he found gear 
that had belonged to his mother, a pipe that had been 
his father's, he left old women stabbed through and 
through, dogs hung above the wells, icons defiled with 
excrement. The inhabitants of the settlement watched 
his progress sullenly, smoking their pipes. The young 
Cossacks were scattered over the steppe keeping the 
score. And the score mounted up and up--and the settle-
ment remained silent. 
When he had made an end, Prishchepa went back to 
his despoiled home and arranged the furniture he had 
taken back in the places he remembered from child-
hood. Then he sent for vodka, and shutting himself up 
in the hut, he drank for two whole days and nights, sing-
ing, weeping, and hewing the furniture with his 
Circassian saber. 
On the third night the settlement saw smoke rise from 
Prishchepa's hut. Torn, scorched, staggering, the Cos-
sack led the cow out of the shed, put his revolver in its 
mouth and fired. The earth smoked beneath him. A blue 
ring of flame flew out of the chimney and melted away, 
while in the stall the young bull that had been left be-
hind bellowed piteously. The fire shone as bright as 
Sunday. Then Prishchepa untied his horse, leaped into 
the saddle, threw a lock of his hair into the flames, and 
vanished. [ 1960:1 08-9] 
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In this utterly spare account, we find several prominent 
features representative of, and generated by, the carnivalesque. 
First, there is the sense of theater, of an extended spectacle 
replete with numerous spectators (saving their own hides at a 
healthy distance), as well as a single, principle performer 
working his will on any number of unwilling participants. 
The slaughter that takes place represents the primordial ritual 
ofvengeance (traditionally frowned upon by official culture 
but a vital and viable activity in popular culture), accomplished 
on a grand scale. That kind of scale is emblematic of the 
carnivalesque and is matched in this miniature tale by eating 
and drinking with Rabelaisian abandon. Finally, there is the 
all-consuming presence of fire-designed to swallow the old 
in preparing the way for the new. As Bakhtin puts it (in his 
discussion of "popular-festive forms"): "The heart of the 
matter is the ambivalent combination of abuse and praise, of 
the wish for death and the wish for life, projected in the at-
mosphere of the festival of fire, that is, of burning and re-
birth" (1968:248). In the "festival of fire" that concludes 
"Prishchepa," we find all of these ingredients in compact abun-
dance. The "abuse" mentioned is explicit and extreme; the 
"praise" is implicit and is directed at both the hero's parents 
and a life that is gone forever. The ambivalent "wish for death 
and the wish for life" are clearly present in Prishchepa, who 
will take his revenge in order to go on living in the only way 
he knows: according to a code that demands vengeance.9 But 
in this way, he also challenges an entire village to rise up 
against him and put a stop to the ritual by putting an end to 
him and his misery. Last, the "burning" within the story is 
also the burning that went on literally, somewhere in Russia, 
for four years ( 1918-1922), leaving the path finally cleared 
for the "rebirth" of a nation, whose subsequent demise the 
world has just recently witnessed. 
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Implicit within my argument is the view that human beings 
are animated, in their art making, by a periodic predisposi-
tion toward the bright side of the camivalesque, matched by 
a potentially far darker predilection for what we might term 
(with obvious and extended caveats) the grotesque. Bakhtin 
rightly combines (in recognition of their potential conver-
gence) the two concepts in a single expression, the camival-
esque-grotesque. Further, the continuous communal effort on 
the part of the world's art makers is determined by historical 
factors as well as by others clearly belonging to prehistory. 
The following chapters are therefore designed to show that 
the expression "carnival forms" (realized as the camivalesque) 
is essentially synonymous with "forms of thinking" and, 
moreover, that carnival forms of thinking are firmly embed-
ded within the human psyche as primordial structures, or an-
cient modes of conceptualization, that find their frequent 
reflection in otherwise seemingly disparate literary forms. 
Bakhtin writes: "The influence of carnival, in the broad-
est sense of this word, was great during all periods ofliterary 
development. However, this influence was in most cases hid-
den, indirect, and difficult to detect" (273). My purpose here 
is to search out and detect precisely that influence in two ap-
parently unrelated contemporary literary modes and to show 
as well that this influence is both universal and archetypal. 
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2 I THE CARNIV ALESQUE-GROTESQUE 
Through the window they saw a light 
rain of tiny yellow flowers falling. 
They fell on the town all through the night. 
-Gabriel Garcia Marquez [ 1971: 13 7] 
The university library was hit and burned; 
for days afterward, in addition to the 
steady rain of undifferentiated ash ... 
entire calcined pages of books fell from 
the sky. 
-Louis Begley [1992: 117] 
I n his study of Rabelais and medieval folk culture, Bakhtin 
argues that the "carnival-grotesque form" exercises a par-
ticular function that may be expressed from a series of re-
lated views: "to consecrate inventive freedom, to permit the 
combination of a variety of different elements and their rap-
prochement, to liberate from the prevailing point of view of 
the world, from conventions and established truths, from cli-
ches, from all that is humdrum and universally accepted. This 
carnival spirit offers the chance to have a new outlook on the 
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world, to realize the relative nature of all that exists, and to 
enter a completely new order of things" (1968:34). Yet that 
new outlook on the world, despite Bakhtin's pervasive opti-
mistic spirit (with which he looks upon the positive potential 
inherent in dialogic engagement as well as carnivalesque "cel-
ebration"), will likely bring its share of bad along with the 
good. That is, no matter how the argument gets loaded ("con-
secrate," "liberate" vs. "cliche," "humdrum"), there is still 
the potential for something to go awry, or askew, in the com-
mon slippage from theory to practice. So the carnival attitude 
promises joyous renewal but may well deliver something less 
desirable as well. 
In those works pervaded by a presumed "carnival spirit," 
in other words, there may also be evident a correspondingly 
sober perspective that likewise deserves attention because of 
inherent juxtapositions within a given work as well as for the 
message delivered. Bakhtin acknowledges this, in effect, when 
he says: "In world literature there are certain works in which 
the two aspects, seriousness and laughter, coexist and reflect 
each other, and are indeed whole aspects, not separate seri-
ous and comic images as in the usual modem drama" (122). 
We will see this confirmed in a single composite literary form, 
Latin American magical realism, which, while heralded for 
its cheerful presentation of the utterly unexpected, may re-
veal as well an uncompromising, grievous aspect that is 
equally a part of the reality it depicts. Further, the dark side 
of the camivalesque will also be explored in the contrastive 
terms suggested earlier, encompassing the seemingly unre-
lated spheres of Latin American and Holocaust literatures, 
which largely define our comparative project here. 
A distinction Bakhtin ostensibly makes between earlier 
literary forms will serve to distinguish between the contem-
porary modes under discussion. He differentiates the medi-
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eval and Renaissance grotesque from what he likewise de-
scribes in general terms as the Romantic grotesque. First, the 
term linking the two-the broad concept of the grotesque-
may be seen to embrace within its vast domain a fundamen-
tal sense of exaggeration, hyperbolism, and excessiveness; 
an impulse toward "the breaking up of the established or-
der," and a feeling of"immeasurable and exaggerated dimen-
sions"-in sum, a reliance on excess as the measure of a new 
(but not yet accepted) standard. Moreover, in accord with 
Hugo, we may say that "the aesthetics of the grotesque are to 
a certain extent the aesthetics of the monstrous" ( 41-45). Yet, 
in our later consideration of certain texts (The Painted Bird, 
for instance), Hugo's cautious caveat ("to a certain extent") 
will appear superfluous, as the grotesque and the monstrous 
converge, becoming synonymous. 
Part of what makes the term "monstrous" suitable in 
terms of twentieth-century literature may be derived from the 
following observation: "The grotesque image reflects a phe-
nomenon in transformation, an as yet unfinished metamor-
phosis, of death and birth, growing and becoming" (24). But 
what if the twin concepts of "growing and becoming" are 
eliminated? What ifthe notion of"unfinished metamorpho-
sis"-the idea, perhaps, of something aborted, left incom-
plete, in disarray, partially destroyed, not quite dead-emerges 
as final and triumphant? In response, we need think only of 
the literary (and filmic) images of the concentration camp 
victim, that horribly emaciated soul not quite alive, not yet 
dead. ("Wretched, nerve-racked hopeless sticks .... Beauti-
ful grotesques." Kaniuk 1972:51) In contrast to this stark re-
ality, Bakhtin argues: "All the episodes are ambivalent: 
destruction and uncrowning are related to birth and renewal. 
The death of the old is linked with regeneration; all the im-
ages are connected with the contradictory oneness ofthe dy-
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ing and reborn world" (1968 :217). But, again, what if there is 
no such ambivalence? What if "regeneration" appears dis-
tinctly absent, yielding no corresponding image of a "reborn 
world"? In that case, we are left in the firm, unrelenting grip 
of one extreme from among the two polarities delineated by 
the Russian theorist. 
The first such polarity is typified by the medieval and 
Renaissance grotesque, whose most significant weapon is 
laughter, the source of a vital regenerative power. In this lit-
erary form, traditional worn-out values are vanquished; what 
is tired and effete is defeated; even death is conquered by the 
reiteration of new life, affirmed in the cycle that leads from 
death to rebirth: "The phenomenon in its becoming, in its 
movement from the negative to the positive pole. . . . the 
world passing through the phase of death on the way to birth" 
( 411-12). In the eventual transformation of the medieval and 
Renaissance grotesque into the Romantic grotesque, the main 
result is the loss of the power of regeneration. Instead, a cer-
tain fear of the world and its hazards becomes the new mes-
sage ofuncertainty and insecurity. 
As a needed antidote, fear must be subordinated to laugh-
ter (although "sometimes fear is laughter" Asturias 1982: 167), 
what David Patterson treats as "metaphysical laughter," ex-
plaining: "When the word is exiled from its meaning, when 
the symbols of truth become signs of nothing, when the si-
lence of the sky transformed into a cemetery is deafening-
laughter remains the one avenue to life, the sole distinction 
between life and death" (1992:125). Curiously, a fine sense 
of what is meant by laughter in this context is provided by an 
unlikely source, Eli Wiesel's classic work of Holocaust lit-
erature, The Gates of the Forest, in which the twin manifes-
tations of madness and laughter are treated poetically and 
philosophically. "Behind every tree and within every shred 
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of cloud someone was laughing. It was not the laughter of 
one man but of a hundred, of seven times seven hundreds" 
(1967: 17). True to the carnivalesque tradition, this depiction 
of laughter is collective at the core, belonging not to a single 
individual but to the world's inhabitants at large. It is ren-
dered not in response to what is funny but in answer to what 
might otherwise (without its healing power) be frightening. 
Thus, Yoram Kaniuk's madman Adam instructs his fellow 
asylum inmates and concentration camp survivors in the col-
lective spirit that Bakhtin acclaims in Rabelais: "There is just 
one outlet. Only one way to rescue yourself. To laugh .... If 
I had been unable to laugh there ... I couldn't have taken it, 
I would have died from it, and the same goes for everybody, 
for all of you. Men and women, him and her, you and you . 
. . . You have to know how to laugh. There's no other way" 
( 1972: 184 ). Because, as Renate Lachmann points out: "Cos-
mic laughter dispels cosmic fear" (1987:13). 
Laughter, in this tortured context, thus remains the last 
resort of the hunted, just as it belonged to the "folk" in the 
medieval period that is the subject and focus of Bakhtin's 
study. In fact, while the two contexts (the medieval and the 
modem) are clearly different, the two understandings (belong-
ing to Bakhtin and Wiesel) are the same. When we read in 
Wiesel's work that a hunted-down figure "in the face of the 
soldiers and the stupefied dogs ... burst suddenly into over-
whelming laughter" (1967:60), that laughter can be traced to 
the folk tradition, revealing a popular stratagem for overcom-
ing fear (and perhaps, in a moral sense, one's tormentors), 
documented as far back as Rabelais. But this stratagem is 
also depicted in the poignant terms of the present: "Once you 
conquer your fear everything looks different. I'm happy now 
that I've conquered my fear. All my life fear has tortured me 
shamefully, you understand, shamefully. Now I'm a free man" 
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(Appelfeld 1983:103). That not so small triumph, after all, is 
the goal "in those pyromaniacal years of dread" (Kaniuk 
1972:232): freedom-but freedom, first of all, from fear. 
How do we account for laughter's "longevity"? Why is 
laughter so powerful? In short, because within "the power of 
laughter [is contained] the power oflife over death" (Patterson 
1992:127). In Bakhtin's words, "Laughter has a deep philo-
sophical meaning, it is one of the essential forms of the truth 
concerning the world as a whole .... Certain essential as-
pects of the world are accessible only to laughter" (1968:66). 
Examining the idea in its philosophical dimension as "an es-
sential form of truth," as well as its being a vital source of the 
literary imagination, Patterson argues: "Metaphysical laugh-
ter takes the man beyond the confines of space and time, of 
fear and isolation; it has a ring of madness about it, of a mad 
struggle for possibility, without which there is no resurrec-
tion .... Laughter is the means by which madness turns back 
on itself' (1992:126-27). In such critical terms are revealed a 
certain inspiration for the making of literature. As Wiesel re-
lates in The Town Beyond the Wall: "To laughter you can 
only oppose laughter." Through laughter you can "show des-
tiny that you aren't afraid of it, that it's no stranger, that you 
can make fun of it, laugh in its face" -even if that face is the 
ugly mug of the executioner. Laughter allows you to "shed 
your illusions ... fling off a dead weight, the weight of death" 
(Wiesel 1969:92). The fear of death is thus countered in the 
only way it can be: by the will "to go down laughing" (147).1 
That courageous will, in the face of impending death, is 
documented in two of Wiesel's early novels. "He laughed ... 
with neither joy nor cruelty, with the laugh of a man who has 
known total fear and is no longer afraid of anyone or anything" 
(1967:27). Such transformation, or liberation, we are bound to 
understand, is effected in the same freedom-seeking manner 
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that Bakhtin explores in his study of a very different time. 
Yet the formula (or prescription) remains the same: one cures 
fear by laughter. But which "one"? In Wiesel's terrible world, 
it is the lonely, abandoned one who is mad-not having gone 
mad, but having chosen madness as his course;2 as the only, 
necessarily paradoxical, resolution to a world gone mad, a 
"world that was insane" (Allende 1988:284). But that still 
leaves open the question, Who is the madman? Wiesel pro-
vides an answer (that also takes into account Allende's dis-
turbing designation): "In times like these madmen are our 
only friends. They don't kill us in the name ofbeliefs or ideas. 
They're on our side and they get themselves killed" (1967:23). 
"They are the salt of the earth" (Kaniuk 1972:50), as one fig-
ure, herself quite mad, puts it in camivalized terms. Problem-
atic as it may sound, when one must choose from among three 
possible roles, that of victim, killer, or indifferent spectator, 
madness, as defined by Wiesel (and as we shall see), may 
well appear the only virtue. 
Significantly, the main differences between the Renais-
sance Grotesque and the Romantic grotesque, as argued by 
Bakhtin, appear most distinctly in relation to terror. On the 
one hand, "the medieval and Renaissance folk culture was 
familiar with the element of terror only as represented by 
comic monsters, who were defeated by laughter. Terror was 
turned into something gay and comic." A commanding re-
source ever at hand, laughter, according to this vision, could 
always be called upon to defeat fear. On the other hand, "the 
world of Romantic grotesque is to a certain extent a terrify-
ing world, alien to man. All that is ordinary, commonplace, 
belonging to everyday life, and recognized by all suddenly 
becomes meaningless, dubious and hostile. Our own world 
becomes an alien world" (1968:38-39). That image of an alien 
world-in whose unrelenting grip we find ourselves fearfully 
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caught-characterized by terror, hostility, and the loss of 
meaning, is, in its most extreme expression, perhaps nowhere 
more forcefully formulated than in the literature of the Holo-
caust. 
Of definitive importance to our developing thesis, then, 
what Bakhtin has to say about medieval and Renaissance gro-
tesque, with its attendant regenerative laughter, bears greatly 
on Latin American magical realism. Similarly, what he has 
to say about Romantic grotesque relates closely to the litera-
ture ofthe Second World War. In these two contemporary 
literary forms, a related opposition exists between what can 
be generalized broadly (for the moment) as a celebration of 
life in all its varied manifestations and a grim and sombre 
acknowledgment of death as an equally colossal consider-
ation. 
In magical realism, death figures in the carnivalesque 
sense that Bakhtin perceives in popular-festive imagery; it 
allows for (re)birth and new life. There is a regenerative fea-
ture evident in its humor and consequent laughter, first of 
all, but also in the sheer proliferation of life forms docu-
mented in Latin American writings indigenous to the jungle 
and the sea, to both land and water. In the literature of the 
Holocaust, there is the repeated depiction of death without 
its carnivalesque, regenerative effect. "Death throes are" not 
"combined with birth in one indissoluble whole" (435). 
Where there is death, in this form, there is only death, with 
its accompanying terror devoid of any (life )saving grace. Yet, 
in our schema, that great negativity in the one literary form 
allows us to perceive it as the dark side, or back side (as 
Bakhtin might have it), of the other. Further, this view cor-
relates with the tradition of the carnivalesque, in which there 
exists "the constant combination of falsehood and truth, of 
darkness and light, of anger and gentleness, of life and death" 
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(433), typifying a world view that is characterized by am-
bivalence and duality. 
In a "dualistic world," where such ambivalent phrase 
itself may refer to the actual world, the literary world, or a 
carnivalesque depiction of the one (the actual) refracted 
through the prism of the other (literary), the conclusive sense 
of a duality that affords something greater than singularity is 
(in each case) ultimately achieved. That something, as ex-
pressed by Bakhtin, is "the fusion of the past and future in the 
single act of the death of the one and the birth of another." 
This vision, it may be argued, has its place in magical real-
ism. 3 Yet the understanding of "grotesque" that adheres, for 
example, to the notion of a "grotesque historic world of be-
coming and renewal" (435-36) is surely not the grotesque of 
Holocaust literature, where there is no sense of "renewal." 
There, the past can (and must) be remembered, to paraphrase 
the famous saying of Santayana, in order to preclude its "re-
birth" in the future. 
Between Holocaust literature and the Romantic gro-
tesque there exist certain parallels and similarities. Most no-
tably, there is a governing concept of terror that supersedes 
the very possibility of regeneration and renewal. Yet to 
conflate the contemporary form with an expression that is 
anachronistic would at the least be inappropriate, even more 
so because the term "Romantic," with all its attendant trap-
pings, runs counter to the essential quality, or spirit, of this 
singular literary form. However, in seeking a designation that, 
for our purposes, would be more expansive or inclusive than 
"Holocaust literature," which also bears considerable trap-
pings of its own-as well as a profound emotional coloring-
we will borrow from Bakhtin the concept of "grotesque 
realism."4 As he puts it, "The essential principle of grotesque 
realism is degradation" (19); "debasement is [its] fundamen-
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tal artistic principle" (370). Such formulations are absolutely 
essential and appropriate to our present concerns. "Grotesque 
realism" will therefore serve as our basic operative term, in 
accord with a process of substitution that allows us to pro-
ceed from Bakhtin's joint preoccupation with the gay 
camivalesque and degrading grotesque to an exploration of 
contemporary magical realism juxtaposed to grotesque real-
ism, in which the inverse of "magic" is recognized as hor-
rific. 
Given this inverted relation, it appears reasonable that we find 
arcing across both literary forms the interconnected themes 
of various authoritarian figures, whose soldiers,· police, and 
sundry sadists, are empowered to torture and kill (in seeking 
out some ephemeral "truth") without accountability. This 
theme is treated in brilliantly sustained fashion in Garcia 
Marquez' The Autumn of the Patriarch (1975), a quintessen-
tial magical realist work studded with wondrous event, as-
tounding hyperbole, and all manner of excess typical of the 
form. Yet it also portrays, alongside the horrors of dictator-
ship, with its wanton cruelty perpetrated upon a helplessly 
enduring but patient people, the resilience of those who may 
know little but can be certain of one thing: that they are des-
tined to outlast their "patriarch." 
This novel affords a carnivalesque vision of dictator-
ship and despotism in which the central figure, the "patri-
arch" himself, father of his people (and of innumerable, 
unacknowledged bastard children)-in his insatiable long-
ing for adulation, his driving need for power, and his repeat-
edly demonstrated ability to thwart the perceived and imagined 
efforts of all possible (and impossible) pretenders to the throne, 
his remarkable inability to see himself as the people perceive 
him (as an incomparable monster), his operating on sheer 
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whimsy, his cruelty, viciousness, avarice, and plain mean-
ness-resembles no one so much as that great Kremlin dis-
ciple of Machiavelli and the Devil, Josef Stalin. 5 Nonetheless, 
The Autumn of the Patriarch presents in brilliant, complex 
literary form an anatomy of Latin American dictatorship 
maintained by an elaborate military apparatus, coupled with 
a still more refined organization of government-sanctioned, 
institutionalized torture chambers. 
Part ofthe complexity inherent in this novelistic account 
of a monstrous Caribbean tyrant derives from its being not 
only replete with magical realist detail but also by its being 
fully integrated at every tum with equally startling, horrific 
account. On the one hand, the despot changes at whim the 
time of day as well as the dates of national holidays, causes 
an eclipse of the sun by decree, placates the raging tides of a 
hurricane, reverses the course of a river, and has the light of 
the sun and the glow of the stars tinted red. At the same time 
he also orders countless executions and assassinations. Only 
learning to read and write (after a fashion) as a very old man, 
the great leader, "the one who gives the orders" (as he is called) 
is illiterate but has a terrible genius for murder. Yet that very 
"genius" cannot obscure the telling fact that "it was impos-
sible to do away with such a quantity of life without leaving 
a trace of horror that would travel around the world" 
( 1977: 1 05). That assumption captures the singular essence 
of the book: namely, that this novel shares equally in the twin 
realms of the camivalesque and the grotesque. While stun-
ning attention is paid to magical realist detail, full of marvel-
ous and exaggerated event, there is also a complementary 
sober attitude, drenched in irony, directed toward the corre-
sponding horrific fact of a cruel despotism that permits a 
people's enslavement, mass persecution, and murder. 
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How are these two perspectives filtered through this 
single literary work? The answer is to be found in the unique 
prism of the carnivalesque, whose vision or "spirit" encom-
passes both the bright light of human potential and the ac-
complished evil present at times in man's treatment of man. 
In Garcia Marquez' exemplary novel, this dualistic attitude 
is manifested in the carnivalization of time, sickness and 
death, the commonly accepted relations between the animal 
and human worlds, related associations between man's inner 
and outer worlds, and in further relations based on paradox, 
oxymoron, and exaggeration. Regarding the latter set of 
skewed possibilities, the reader is informed that "there were 
no secrets of state that were not in the public domain, there 
was no order that was carried out with complete certainty" 
(125). That does not mean, however, that orders were not 
issued with an absolute assurance that was "unmistakable and 
fearsome" to those informed of the general's implacable will. 
Thus, his quaking henchmen are told: "within a maximum of 
forty-eight hours you find him alive and bring him to me and 
if you find him dead bring him to me alive and if you don't 
find him bring him to me" (143). Paradoxical many times 
over, such "reasoning" is clearly the hallmark of a carnivalized 
world in which "there was always another truth behind the 
truth" (45), concealing or disguising, behind a mask (as it 
were) of eternal dissimulation, "the hazards of reality" ( 13) 
that ultimately prove overwhelming to both ruled and ruler 
alike. 
The book's opening lines afford a sense of "stagnant 
time," the setting of the palace is pervaded by the "atmo-
sphere of another age," while even "the silence was more 
ancient" (7). (More ancient than what? we are left to won-
der.) The general, who "could only walk with the aid of a 
small orthopedic cart which bore his herniated testicle" ( 45), 
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described as being "the size of an ox kidney" (11 ), finally 
expires "at an indefinite age somewhere between 1 07 and 
232 years" (82). Nobody knows for sure. Lack of clear knowl-
edge in virtually every arena is nonetheless continually bal-
anced by his acting, immediately and brutally, upon little more 
than vague suspicion. 6 At one point, 918 heads are brought 
(in accordance with Rabelaisian precision) in bags for the 
despot's signed receipt ("signed I ... I myself" 141). Count-
less others requiring corresponding receipts follow. Once the 
killing machine is put in motion there appears no way of stop-
ping it. For the victims, decapitation and death are grim reali-
ties. For the general, death becomes one more subject for 
(unwitting) camivalized mockery: "because the way I am I 
don't intend to die again, God damn it, let other people die" 
(36). That refrain, in tum, becomes a repeated tirade: "let other 
people die, God damn it" (240), while his oft-repeated final 
phrase, in his befuddled, clouded mind, is as close as he can 
come to "prayer." Himself a camivalized figure, part of that 
attribution is derived from a total absence of spirit that can-
not be redeemed by any corresponding fullness of what is 
carnal. 
The dictator depicted in these pages is the clown crowned 
of the carnival tradition, the offspring of "a wandering 
bird-woman [who] at the beginning oftime had given diffi-
cult birth to a no man's son who became king" (129). Father-
less, born of a mother who "had to use her lower parts to eat" 
(141), homeless and timeless, the ruler, whose birth marks 
"the beginning of time," will also see to it that "a new cen-
tury of confusion and scandal was beginning in the world" 
(128). And that century would end, too, as the tyrant, absent 
(and safe) from the gala celebrations in his honor, muses: "a 
hundred years already, God damn it, a hundred years already, 
the way time passes" (202). To him the people shout (when 
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necessary), "long live God" (137). For he is the great tyrant 
and the great joke of the nation. 
in bars we told the story that someone had announced 
to the cabinet that he had died and that they had asked 
each other in fright who's going to tell him, ha, ha, ha, 
when the truth was that it wouldn't have mattered to 
him if he knew it or not or he himself wouldn't have 
been very sure whether that street joke was true or false. 
[ 121-22] 
Again, getting at the truth is not easy for "the one who 
gives the orders," for "God," although in this "nightmare age," 
the use of reason is attributed to gardenias (131 ), and there 
exists "a parrot who could guess the future" (139). Not sur-
prisingly, in this carnivalized universe, man and beast appear 
to trade places within a slippery hierarchy. In Eva Luna, a 
scene is devoted to the image of a dictator's palace being 
taken over by the people. ("The very day the tyrant died, 
indigents began to take it over, timidly at first, and then in 
droves" Allende 1989:137.) That theme in Autumn of the 
Patriarch is expanded into an entire novel in which the indi-
gent do not wait for the tyrant to die in order to move in, and 
where not only people appropriate space within those spa-
cious quarters but so too do animals "in droves." Hence, the 
very first line of the novel begins: "Over the weekend the 
vultures got into the presidential palace." The opening pas-
sages of the novel afford the sense of the carnivalesque in a 
world where not only have the poor finally appropriated the 
belongings of the rich but animals have taken over the hu-
man sphere (as being, perhaps, in no way inferior). 
for at that time it did not look like a presidential palace 
but rather a marketplace where ... orderlies [were] un-
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loading vegetables and chicken cages from donkeys in 
the corridors ... in the midst of the uproar of tenured 
civil servants who found hens laying eggs in desk draw-
ers, and the traffic of whores and soldiers in the toilets, 
and a tumult of birds, and the fighting of street dogs in 
the midst of audiences because no one knew who was 
who or by whom in that palace with open doors in the 
grand disorder of which it was impossible to locate the 
government. [Garcia Marquez 1977: 120] 
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In that "marketplace of a palace" (40), the boundaries are 
obliterated between inside and outside, between official (gov-
ernmental) business and the business of buying and selling 
(vegetables or flesh), and between the human sphere and ani-
mal domain. The latter two, moreover, may at times come 
into their own sad conflict, as when there is noted "the uproar 
ofthe lepers and the cripples [who had appropriated the pal-
ace courtyards and passageways for their own] as they fought 
with the dogs over food" (217). There, too, the mother of the 
despot kept "water-color painted birds in public offices" ( 49), 
while painted birds "wandered about at their pleasure through 
salons and offices" (125). The resultant "grand disorder" of 
"that marketplace disaster" (12) represents of course a hall-
mark of the carnivalesque. Yet the presence of animals also 
serves as a signifier of another (sociopolitical) kind: "one Janu-
ary afternoon we had seen a cow contemplating the sunset 
from the presidential balcony, just imagine, a cow on the bal-
cony of the nation, what an awful thing, what a shitty coun-
try" (11). 
In this country, "with one-hundred-degree heat and 
ninety-eight-percent humidity" (148), referred to repeatedly 
as a perpetual "realm of gloom" (241 ), a despot is confused 
with God by a people "who don't believe in anything except 
life" (148) and who are perceived, in turn, only as pawns and 
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victims. Politically perspicuous and persistent in the notion 
that cruelty is the best policy, the general does not recognize 
his own children, nor the women who bore them. In fact, he 
can hardly distinguish himself from his perfect double, whose 
assassination allows the general to perpetrate "the trick of his 
death" (31 ). In staging his own funeral, he is "horrified with 
the idea of being quartered and devoured by dogs and vul-
tures amidst the delirious howls and the roar of fireworks 
celebrating the carnival of my death" (33). Death, in this 
camivalesque work, elicits true carnival, the people's genu-
ine street celebration-perverted, in this instance, by the death 
of an impostor who had served in place of a fake king. Fur-
ther, in what might appear strange or paradoxical in another 
context, this latter fake, it turns out, cannot distinguish his 
own image from his real self: "I feel as if the reflection in the 
mirror is reversed" (21 7), he says, in apparent misgiving (even 
after the unmourned demise of his double) as to who he might 
be in relation to the enigma-which is himself-that even he 
must at times confront. 
Additional falsifications abound, including the presen-
tation (upon official instigation) of "a false dead man who 
arose from his grave and appeared walking on his knees 
through the crowd frightened by his ragged shroud and his 
mouth full of earth" (145), done in order to demonstrate the 
(equally false) healing powers of the general's dead mother 
in a prolonged, unsuccessful bid for her canonization. Like-
wise, it is falsely claimed that she had been miraculously pre-
served, when, in fact, "she had been stuffed according to the 
worst skills of taxidermy just like the posthumous animals in 
science museums" (146). These and other carnivalesque con-
trivances, conjured in the general's never-ending megaloma-
niacal stupor, all reduce to stark pretension, "a carnival 
apparatus that he himself had put together ... a circus trick 
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which he had fallen into himself without knowing it" (145). 
At the root of all such instances, which themselves constitute 
the very fabric of the work, is the guiding principle ordain-
ing, beyond the power of the all-powerful despot, the rule of 
carnivalesque reversals, (death) masks, sundry dissimulations, 
and that great kingdom given to an even longer lasting lon-
gevity-fakedom. 
In this work, which is anything but a fairy tale, the sorry 
figure promoted to "general ofthe universe" (203) sleeps in 
an armored room with three bars, three bolts, and three locks, 
which he secures at night to protect himself from all of his 
dominions, over which he has absolute power. Even the titles 
that accumulate to him resonate with their own carnivalesque 
effect. For "the all-worthy one who filled nature with respect 
and straightened the order of the universe and had taken Di-
vine Providence down a peg" (217) seemingly has nothing 
better to do with his time than write on the walls of the palace 
toilets, "long live the general, long live the general, God damn 
it" (189). In those tiresome literary efforts, the general again 
intones that peculiar combination of a prayer and a curse in 
recognition of his own unprepossessing figure, which has of 
late fallen into incontinence, his having begun to urinate in 
his pants during official gatherings (238). Such behavior, of 
course, may signal the transformation, over time, of even the 
great of this world. In accordance with the spirit of the 
carnivalesque, however, the transformation from great to small 
or, better, from upper to lower, is virtually guaranteed by the 
unwritten, "unofficial" order of things that ensures an unen-
viable destiny precisely for the unwitting soul who regards 
himself and his works as superior and therefore safe from an 
unkind fate and the ravages of time. 
One such case that derives as much from the realm of 
metaphor as from the world of the concrete is the general's 
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"own" palace, where one cannot go without "finding a pair 
of lepers sleeping on the Oriental rugs in the ballroom or a 
blind man lost in the offices or a cripple broken on the 
stairs," that great "palace for the neighborhood" that has 
been finally, gruesomely transformed into a "house of the 
dead" (225-26). There only the corpse of the general can 
still be found wandering, lost, dragging itself through the 
vestiges ofthe vast dominion of his own unlimited power. 
In that dominion, governed more by a sense of cyclical, 
rather than linear, time, the despot himself is "fascinated 
by the evidence that he was living in the origins of his 
regime" (226), when, in fact, he is reaching the end of it: 
no matter the number of prayers, or curses; no matter the 
amount of power that has accumulated, nor the time taken 
to get to the end. But that cyclical recurrence of events 
that only leaves the dictator where he began, unloved and 
unloving, has taken its grim toll in all those poor souls 
who have been arrested, beaten, and tortured without rea-
son, only to reveal that the victims were not evil-doers, 
conspirators, or enemies. Only now, as a result of this cru-
elty, they have been potentially. transformed into the lat-
ter. Thus, according to the despot's criminal logic, they 
have to be imprisoned all over again as a new threat to his 
power, thereby instituting a kind of gruesome ronde, which 
is also distinctly a part of the carnivalesque. 7 Yet this 
carnivalesque novel, in which both what is magic and hor-
rific play their respective, complementary roles, concludes 
with the end of an intolerable regime that itself closes that 
period of time that began with the tyrant's birth and fin-
ishes with his impossible deatht as "the music of libera-
tion and the rockets of jubilation and the bells of glory ... 
announced to the world the good news that the uncount-
able time of eternity had come to an end" (251 ). 
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The cruel dictator has finally died; his dictatorship has come 
to an end; the world has been transformed. Or has it? A de-
finitive feature of the carnivalesque, as noted, is the recurrent 
theme of transformation. But what if transformations and re-
versals yield essentially the same result as had been the rule 
in the past? In the magnificent tapestry of One Hundred Years 
of Solitude, whose fabric is studded with glistening 
camivalesque reversals, the principal protagonist begins a new 
revolution and a new war (amassing a grand total of thirty-two 
defeats) precisely at the moment when he is facing the firing 
squad (anticipated in the first sentence of the book) by enlist-
ing the very same men assigned the onerous task of execut-
ing him (Garcia Marquez 1971: 127). Similarly, we read in 
Garcia Marquez' In Evil Hour (1968): "When they hold elec-
tions again the killing will come back .... Always, ever since 
the town has been a town, the same thing happens" (1980: 18). 
If that is the case, it does not appear to matter whether there is 
revolution or (democratic) evolution, since a wearisome, grue-
some reality remains basically unaltered. Likewise, it appears 
to make no difference which new government is brought to 
power (or takes power). The repeated alternation from one 
government demanding to be taken as the "official culture," 
or "real" authority, to the next, requiring, in tum, the same 
recognition yields the same result. For the citizenry, in whom 
there is reflected this paradoxical alternation among constants, 
confusion remains the norm: "A new order reigned in the 
world and ... no one ... understood it." The "wisdom" of 
the "new" government is thus superseded, endlessly, by a far 
more reliable folk wisdom that proclaims: "Of course ... 
ever since the world has been the world, no decree has ever 
brought any good" (117). 
On the level ofthe fantastic, Asturias' Mulata, for present 
purposes an instructive work, provides an endless series of 
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transformations: from poor to rich and back again; from 
womM into dwarf and back; from com leaves into money; 
from man into stone; from man into a dwarf, back into a man, 
and then into a giant. Statues of saints have their heads re-
placed by those of animals ("and there were the saints with 
those animal heads"), but "suddenly," we read, "the decapi-
tated ones recovered their true heads" (196). Does not that 
startling remark encapsulate a veritable truth about carnival? 
Are not those who are (figuratively) "decapitated" destined 
to recover "their true heads"? From this virtual textbook of 
the carnivalesque, we might well learn not only that transfor-
mations are themselves subject to reversals but that, in the 
process (of one thing turning into another and perhaps chang-
ing back again), they may yield nothing new. Either the new 
product is transformed back to the original, or the newly 
formed figure produces the same result as the original had 
done. Thus the transformation itself may appear as only a 
counterfeit transaction, producing nothing of substance that 
is new. Only the outer appearance changes; the inner being, 
the defining character, remains essentially the same. 
That supposition does not represent law, of course, but 
only possibility-the possibility that carnival, for all its ram-
bunctious energy, may ultimately yield the same figure as 
before only with a new face (or a new mask). Yet, what might 
appear to be an unproductive paradox may also afford a whole 
new range of possible understandings. Here let us chart only 
a few striking points within that range. First, there is still, 
after all, the distinct possibility within transformation for real 
change. At its most banal and at the same time most poignant 
plane, we read: "Mr. Theodore Mundstock ... had aged a 
hundred years in those three since the Nazis came and spread 
their brown darkness over everything" (Fuks 1969:74). In its 
grimmest aspect, Wiesel documents an even more stark trans-
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formation thus: "During the war Michael had seen saints be-
come criminal, all for a crust of bread-a small, dry, filthy 
crust could change the natural order, could reverse the struc-
ture of creation!" (1969:59). So even the sorriest semblance 
of sustenance (coupled, undoubtedly, with monumental hun-
ger) can elicit a corresponding monumentally dark carnival-
esque reversal in the carnivalized world of war (about which 
more will be said later).8 
Second, in our consideration of what amounts, in effect, 
to carnivalesque transformation negating itself, it becomes 
evident that carnivalesque reversals may elicit the need for 
analogous alterations in our common understanding. Offer-
ing a hint of such thinking, Fuentes writes: "He thought about 
Homer, the Cid, Shakespeare: their epic dramas were written 
before they were lived. Achilles and Ximena, Helen, and Ri-
chard the hunchback in real life had done nothing but follow 
the poet's scenic instructions and act out what had already 
been set down. We call this inversion of metaphor 'history,' 
the naive belief that, first, things happen and then they are 
written. That was an illusion" (1992: 182). Whether or not we 
are subject to such "naive belief' or "illusion," that brief ar-
gument surely affords the reader a camivalesque vision of 
history whose intellectual impulse may go some way toward 
explaining why reversals or inversions can appear to achieve 
little or nothing in the end result. For, depending through 
which end of the telescope we choose to peer, that percep-
tion, too, is perhaps only an illusion within a series (no less) 
of seeming illusions, compounded oxymoron, and paradox-
the complex material, after all, of which carnival is made. 
Our third (already anticipated) related consideration is 
the considerable role played by the mask in the camivalized 
work of evoking illusion-the illusion of transformation or 
change. In referring to the theme of the mask, Bakhtin de-
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clares that it is "the most complex theme of folk culture" 
(1968:39). Brief inquiry into this immense topic can none-
theless find its immediate reward. A partial resolution to the 
problem is suggested in Carpentier's The Lost Steps (1953), 
where the mask is perceived as representing a certain duality 
between man and nature. On the one hand, the mask repre-
sents "man's eternal love ofthe False Face, the disguise, the 
pre- tense of being an animal, a monster, or a malign spirit" 
(1979: 1 07). Hence its adoption by popular culture. Yet the 
novel also speaks of nature's similar predilection for disguise, 
suggesting thereby the possible origins of the mask as well as 
the hidden rationale for its adoption by humankind: "The 
jungle is the world of deceit, subterfuge, duplicity; every-
thing there is disguise, stratagem, artifice, metamorphosis" 
(147-48). Man appreciates the workings ofthis duplicity or 
artifice and adopts its ways to his own world. With the great 
promise of success that it entails, the mask, as a metaphor for 
nature, its designs and stratagems, thus extends from the world 
of nature to the human and back again in the never-ending 
struggle to survive that also mirrors the corresponding end-
less series of transformations that inspired our original in-
qmry. 
In a sense, then, it can be argued by extension of this 
view that since the mask is derived in part from nature, and 
since it plays such a significant role in carnival, carnival too 
may be viewed as partly derived from the world of nature. 
Although carnival both represents and manifests a specifi-
cally human need that is likely more psychological than physi-
ological, that need may, nonetheless, have its origins in the 
physical world that mandates survival first of all. Yet, as noted, 
this peculiar human manifestation embraces the universal ef-
fort to evoke illusion, effect at least figuratively (in both spec-
tacle and fiction) transformations or reversals of fate and 
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fortune, and achieve a "universal dissimulation of personal-
ity, age, demeanor, and shape" (Carpentier 1988:69) in stark 
contrast to the more mundane need for the usual commerce 
and communication. 
Closely related to these crucial aspects of carnival is the 
circus. Its special place within the human domain is made 
evident by Garcia Marquez, who charts the arrival of a circus 
as a moment of epiphany and awe transfixed in time, when 
"the whole town seemed to rise up from the earth in ami-
raculous silence" (1980:111). In commenting on this equally 
venerable human institution, whose longevity rivals that of 
carnival, Viacheslav Ivanov notes the significance of the cir-
cus in the artistic creativity of the twentieth century as being 
"the most recent continuation of the ancient carnival tradi-
tion" (1974:340). That recent continuation is wholly appar-
ent, for example, in Rabon's The Street, in which circus life 
plays a prominent role, as a tubercular clown illustrates in 
true carnivalesque fashion the paradoxical power of death as 
a potentially regenerative force. 
It's pure comic theater .... Every evening Death gives 
me permission to go to the circus. Lying here all day, 
cut off from everything, I have begun to think that Death 
doesn't want to shut my impudent and sassy mouth. 
He-Death, that is-must be one of my greatest fans. 
When evening comes he takes his paws off my chest 
and stops choking me. He runs off to the circus and 
waits for me to come and make him laugh. Ha, ha, ha. 
He is my friend-Death, my fan .... Take my word for 
it, Death is curing me. [1990:122-23] 
Not only is the clown a likely carnivalesque figure but, 
in this same novel (situated for the most part in Eastern Eu-
rope, but with an isolated passage set in China), so is the 
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wandering Jew, who, while being perpetually an alien in a 
Christian world, manages to make his way to a far-flung cor-
ner of Asia, where his role remains essentially the same, only 
highlighted all the more. As a Japanese entrepreneur, look-
ing to cash in on a lucky find, explains: 
Here's how it is. If appearance means anything, you 
have the look of a true racial Jew. In China there's a 
huge region whose inhabitants are Christian converts. 
They are very devout Christians and know the Bible 
exceptionally well. The fools think of themselves as very 
sinful. And they regard a Jew, a real Jew, as the holiest 
of men. In Peking, indeed, there is a small cluster of 
Jews, but they're not really Jews. They're C::hinese, with 
Chinese facial features, and are the same sorts offools. 
I'll take you with me to the region where the Christians 
live. There I'll put up a tent and send out placards an-
nouncing that a real circumcised Jew, a true great-
grandson of Jesus Christ, has come and is dispensing 
remedies. Do you understand the scheme? There's no 
swindle in it; it's all according to law and truth. Isn't it 
true that you are a Jew? And aren't you, therefore, the 
grandson of Jesus Christ? [173] 
And is this not just another snake oil scheme, one might well 
ask? Still, in this instance, where the entire premise for this 
carnival( esque) ploy rests on the assumption that a "true ra-
cial Jew" has been found who can be exhibited and exploited 
in a tent in China, we find a typical camivalesque reversal, as 
the perennial pariah is thus temporarily exalted and revealed 
as king. 
However, in an exemplary instance of the postwar novel, 
Kaniuk's Adam Resurrected (1972), which The Street (1928) 
anticipates, specifically as well as generically, the reversal of 
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fortune that takes place occurs in the opposite direction, when 
the pariah, who is also a Jew and also a clown (ostensibly the 
most famous clown in prewar Germany), is reduced to play-
ing the role of a dog. In this novel, the clown is exhibited on 
all fours, eating out of the same bowl as the master's dog. 
"The cook diligently prepared delicacies in honor of the dis-
tinguished guests ... and we, Rex and me, ate our fill. They 
all sat at the table, we at their feet" (1972: 155). As the con-
centration camp commandant had explained: "Your life for 
your clowning. A clown can pass through fire and not get 
burned" (141 ). In that latter respect, he is proved wrong: Adam 
emerges into "a world dispossessed of miracles" (34), after 
having "fooled around and played the clown in the house of 
death" (290), a survivor, "a weary exhausted man with a 
wrinkled face, with grooves crossing his cheeks, his forehead 
deeply lined, his body shrunken, and his entire existence hu-
miliated" (33), because, contrary to the words of the torturer, 
"the insult scorches" (51). As in the earlier novel, here too 
the clown's "whole purpose was to blot out [for others] the 
fear of death" (127). And, as with the clown in The Street, 
Adam feels himself dying. "I'm sick, I'm a clown and I'm 
about to die, I'm dying. Bit by bit" (35). But in this later 
novel, the clown is motivated by the desire for death rather 
than life. "Inside his own heart he has purchased for himself 
a gravesite and he is heading right for it, non-stop" (38). 
Rabon's tubercular clown, in contrast, would like to make as 
many detours as possible. But his sojourn on the planet is, by 
comparison, a blessed one. His carnivalized existence does 
not extend, as does that of his antebellum successor, to the 
belief that he has "made his daughter's corpse laugh" (315). 
But the ironies of the later novel are many, and so are its 
transformations, of which its clown protagonist is a master. 
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He always knew how to adjust himself like a chameleon. 
[159] 
Adam is a man of instant transformations: from soap to 
distinguished citizen ... to a dog .... From the genius 
of the circus to a swindler, from swindler to a madman 
in love. [160] 
I'm somebody else, I'm Rex Wolfgang Adameus Stein, 
or Pure Adam, or Pure Pig, or Mr. Sub-human, or a 
man with an empty conscience, or somebody half-dead 
halfalive. [161] 
All of a sudden he calms down. He's stable. A member 
at a country club, a swimmer in a pool, an honorable 
member of the municipal museum, invited to cocktail 
parties at the Bolivian embassy. [186] 
He can be a pauper and a millionaire, a hero and a 
cry-baby, drunk and sober, dead and alive, loved and 
hated. [188] 
But the clown is not the only figure able to transform him-
self. The commandant, as it turns out, is equally capable once 
it is equally a matter of survival. In a lucid moment, he is 
even able to acknowledge their basic affinity (only not in terms 
of their common humanity): "Both of us [are] dogs, but I 
have a whip and you don't" (232). That instrument of dehu-
manization is to his mind, ironically, the only distinguishing 
feature between them. So, following this base "logic," at the 
end of the war, in the ultimate irony, he accomplishes the 
ultimate transformation-from victimizer to (ostensible) vic-
tim: "Here was a German doomed to live out the rest of his 
life as a Jew!" (83). Because, according to a more general 
law of reversal, enacted on the world stage, "Although the 
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Germans did not know it, they were becoming hunted ani-
mals, like Jews" (Begley 1992:98), since, as Vargas Llosa 
puts it: "There are no limits to our deterioration" (1989: 11 0). 
Another extensive treatment of the notion of the Jew as a 
carnivalesque figure-as being sensitive, awkward, intelli-
gent, pathetic, and out of place (in the most literal sense )-is 
effected with sympathy and humor and poignancy in Anita 
Desai's Baumgartner's Bombay (1988), in which the tragi-
comic protagonist, among many misadventures, is thrust into 
an internment camp in British-ruled India during the war years 
because his passport indicates that he was born in Germany 
and he is therefore presumed to be a full-fledged German citi-
zen. That and similar ironies pursue this unprepossessing fig-
ure his whole life. A caring soul who administers to a sizable 
portion of Bombay's stray cats, Baumgartner shows a like 
hospitality, half a century after the Nazi horrors, to a stray 
Aryan, who terrorizes him and then kills him. A Nazi men-
tality coupled with an obvious relish for the dark side of the 
carnivalesque is clearly evident in the unfortunate Baum-
gartner's young guest, who recounts some ofthe bizarre prac-
tices he has witnessed in the burning ghats of Benares. 
When the fires died, the man in charge of the burning, 
he took up a big stick-this big-and pushed it in the 
fire-and took out bits of meat-human meat-that was 
not ash and threw it down to the riverside. All the dogs 
waited there-and pounced-and fought-and ate these 
meats-like that," the boy laughed, jerking a finger at 
the cats. His laughter spluttered from lips that were out 
of control, were trembling. "And in the temples-where 
the priests fed the beggars-you could see some fun. I 
have seen even a leper with no legs, no hands, fighting 
a woman with his teeth-that was fun! [1990:148] 
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In relating his ghoulish accounts, the young stray provides 
two perspectives: his own excited perception of events as well 
as that of the greater audience, whose pleasure at witnessing 
horror and grief likewise remains undisguised. "The crowd 
waiting in the room could not have asked for more: it was all 
they could have desired, the drama, the theater, the raw emo-
tions, everything. Speechless, yet audible in their horror and 
excitement, they watched .... It was wonderful, perfect .... 
All the crying anyone's heart could desire, loud and shrill 
and scandalous. The audience shivered with delight" (227-28). 
For Wiesel, the audience is precisely the question that 
cannot be ignored (and is one to which we will return); it is 
the problem that looms over and beyond the perennial ques-
tion of how one human being can treat another inhumanely. 
In fact, Wiesel projects the spectator's response in precisely 
the terms detailed by that born-too-late piece of Nazi raw 
material from whom we have just heard. "Ah, how pleas-
ant"-Wiesel imagines the response of the criminal-spectator, 
whose crime is nothing more, or less, than his own detach-
ment-"when they make us shiver!" (1969:170). 
To be tantalized is, evidently, what is wanted. But by 
whom? And why? Those questions find their oblique answer 
in Wiesel's characterization and attendant condemnation of 
the spectator. "The spectator has nothing of the human in him: 
he is a stone in the street, the cadaver of an animal, a pile of 
dead wood. He is there, he survives us, he is immobile. The 
spectator reduces himself to the level of an object. He is no 
longer he, you, or 1: he is 'it'" (171). He is also part of a 
triangle identified by Wiesel, composed of victim, execu-
tioner, and spectator, where the latter, reduced by self or cir-
cumstance to the sorry status of object, seeks to be tantalized-
but at no cost to himself. In acknowledging the "mysterious 
bond" between victims and executioners ("they belong to the 
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same universe; one is the negation of the other"), Wiesel finds 
this leg of the triangle the least comprehensible and perhaps 
the most reprehensible. "The spectator is entirely beyond us. 
He sees without being seen. He is there but unnoticed. The 
footlights hide him. He never applauds or hisses; his pres-
ence is evasive, and commits him less than his absence might. 
He says neither yes nor no, and not even maybe. He says 
nothing. He is there, but acts as ifhe were not. Worse: he acts 
as if the rest of us were not" (162). 
The answer (should one be required) as to why the spec-
tator remains condemned in this dialectic is provided in a 
statement of profound concern: "The injustice perpetrated in 
an unknown land conce:ns me; I am responsible. He who is 
not among the victims is with the executioners" (Wiesel 
1967: 168). On the one hand, boldly idealistic (How can one 
take responsibility for all that is wrong in the world?), this 
view is also boldly demanding (rather than gently encourag-
ing): one must act in the face of persecution, cruelty, and evil, 
or one is (partly) to blame for the wrongdoing that results. 9 
For what is blameworthy, clearly, is "the silence of the be-
holder, transgressing the iron law of Leviticus 5:1" (Neher 
1981: 142). Such, then, is the psychological and existential 
condition of the spectator, who, while remaining within the 
bounds of the law has situated himself outside those of hu-
manity.10 
Where does this lowly, loathsome figure come from? 
"The slime off the bath house wall," as the Russians say? 
Wiesel offers another, more inclusive but also figurative, 
notion. "Deep down, I thought, man is not only an execu-
tioner, not only a victim, not only a spectator: he is all three 
at once" (1969:174). Yet howfardownmust we go, one might 
wish to ask? Deep down in all of us, or only in some? Are 
these three qualities possessed in the same proportions by 
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everyone? Or might certain people not possess any of these 
qualities at all? What is omitted in this seemingly facile an-
swer to an immensely problematic issue is the possibility, 
even the likelihood, that there exist a few brave souls who are 
not encompassed by any such category and remain neither 
victim, nor killer, nor spectator, but "deep down"-and per-
haps on the surface as well-oppose all three attitudes. And 
not only in thought but in deed (which is precisely what is 
called for in Wiesel's condemnation). But this represents an-
other, different answer, as well as another story-the story of 
the partisan, the patriot, the humanist, the hero. 
Finally, what Wiesel refers to as "organized cruelty" (1969: 
116), that is, war itself, also bears traits that are camivalesque 
in nature. Regarding the end of the war years in Calcutta, 
Desai asks pointedly: "What was it-a carnival that had ended 
in disaster?" (1990:162). Wiesel's answer unwittingly and 
likely unwillingly appears to be in the affirmative. "War has 
fun; it overturns law and order. [Is that not an accurate, deft 
description of carnival?] ... War laughs. Why not? It has ev-
ery right to. It plants you in front of a stranger and says, Love 
him, kill him, humiliate him, and you obey without asking 
yourself whether it is right. An hour later you will be loved or 
killed or humiliated in your tum" (1967:124-25) in what 
amounts to the greatest possible extremes of camivalesque 
reversal. 
In merely broaching so profound a topic as the psycho-
analysis of war, which, while conceivably a part of the sub-
ject of this book, goes far beyond its conceptual bounds, we 
may well ask (in accord with Wiesel) whether there is any 
more evident and disturbing instance of carnival, in its broad, 
universal, and archetypal sweep, than war-what Garcia 
Marquez refers to as "the fascination of war" (1971 :289)-
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which demands in a moment that one kill and in the next that 
one be killed. In the sometimes deadly ronde that is also car-
nival, is there a more dire and fatal alternation of circum-
stance afforded by any other organized human activity than 
war? The question is aptly posed, since, at its most basic level, 
carnival exists as a licensed form of alternations and rever-
sals, as a medium designed to "overturn law and order."11 
As Desai bemoans in a consideration of this bleakest 
aspect of the camivalesque principle of reversal that man per-
petrates upon man: "Chaos was already upon them. And lu-
nacy. The lunacy of performing acts one did not wish to 
perform, living lives one did not wish to live, becoming what 
one was not. Always another will opposed to one's own, al-
ways another fate, not the one of one's choice or even mak-
ing. A great web in which each one was trapped, a nightmare 
from which one could not emerge" (1990:173). Chaos, lu-
nacy, nightmare-perhaps these are the defining terms of the 
camivalesque spirit subverted and contorted from its original 
playful aspect into its most deadly manifestation. What makes 
it deadly is also here underscored by the writer's insistence 
on the absence of choice. If choice, as existential philoso-
phers have forcefully argued, is at the core of human exist-
ence, then submission to the demands of"organized cruelty" 
defines the subversion not only of the camivalesque spirit 
but also of the human spirit. 
In this chapter, we began with the camivalesque and 
ended with the grotesque. That traversal, in effect, maps our 
course-which will necessarily be charted differently-
through the following two chapters, devoted, respectively, to 
magical realism and grotesque realism. But first, in response 
to the question, How, in sum, may we define the carnival-
esque? Let us call it, in deservedly paradoxical, oxymoronic 
fashion, "secular blasphemy."12 A contradiction in terms to 
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be sure, that phrase is meant to suggest the range of the 
all-encompassing expression that gives focus to this study: 
an irresolvable paradox that is seemingly universal and ar-
chetypal, that subverts an established value system in order 
to institute one of its own, that corrupts language and behav-
ioral codes in the work of creating new ones seemingly de-
signed exclusively to displace old ones, and that superimposes 
one paradox upon another until the original remains forever 
hidden, undisturbed, and unseen. 
3 I MAGICAL REALISM 
Don't be so surprised ... All of this is life. 
-Gabriel Garcia Marquez [1980:181] 
I n a single representative work of what has come to be known 
and appreciated worldwide as Latin American "magical re-
alism," the following details, among numerous like pieces of 
information, are all presented in precise factual manner as 
basic reportage. 
In the country, houses were carried off by the downpour, 
and in one town on the coast it rained fish. [Allende 
1989:24] 
Books, quiet during the day, opened by night so their 
characters could come out and wander through the rooms 
and live their adventures. [25] 
Eggs for the nation's breakfasts arrived daily by plane, 
producing enormous omelets on the burning asphalt of 
the landing strip when a crate was cracked open. [76] 
They could not evict the occupants because the palace 
and everything inside had become invisible to the hu~ 
man eye; it had entered another dimension where life 
continued without aggravation. [ 13 7] 
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He knocked on every door up and down the coast, swel-
tering in the hot breath of the siesta, feverish in the hu-
midity, stopping from time to time to give assistance to 
iguanas whose feet were stuck in the melted asphalt. 
[140-41] 
They were ... suspicious of the paper money that today 
was worth something and tomorrow might be withdrawn 
from circulation ... printed paper that could vanish if 
you turned your back-as had happened with the col-
lection for Aid to Lepers, devoured by a goat that ambled 
into the treasurer's office. [ 141] 
All day they hauled mangoes, until there were none left 
on the trees and the house was filled to the roof-top . 
. . . In the days that followed, the sun beat down on the 
hoQse, converting it into an enormous saucepan in which 
the mangoes slowly simmered; the building ... grew 
soggy and weak, and burst open and rotted, impregnat-
ing the town for years with the odor of marmalade. [ 143] 
Girls wore feathers and flowers above their ears; a 
woman was nursing a child at one breast and a puppy at 
the other. [275] 
In confronting that small compendium of magical real-
ist event, one would (and perhaps should) be hard pressed to 
deny the possibility, even the likelihood, that at least some of 
what is related may well have a certain basis in reality-if 
not always literally, then, in some sense, figuratively. Might 
not iguanas, at times, require assistance? Could not a woman 
nurse, at one time, both a child and a puppy? Would not a 
goat dine on treasury notes, if given the opportunity? But let 
us, in any case, range no further within the murky territory of 
the questionable, the plausible, and the hypothetical, but ac-
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knowledge that such information, common to the "poetics of 
excess" that typifies magical realist texts, extends, within a 
broadly delineated typology, from the fantastic to the hyper-
bolic, and from the improbable to the possible. 
While negotiating the tortuous terrain of credibility, 
magical realism manages to present a view oflife that exudes 
a sense of energy and vitality in a world that promises not 
only joy but a fair share of misery as well. In effect, the reader 
is rewarded with a perspective on the world that still includes 
much that has elsewhere been lost: animals living in close 
proximity to man, close enough to devour his cash; colossal 
vegetation with an equally prodigious appetite, inclined to 
swallow all in its path-matched, for example, by Allende's 
scrappy survivor, Eva Luna, who is likewise "ready to de-
vour the world" (126). 
Documenting its own array of extraordinary event, sup-
porting the notion of a peculiarly distinct Latin American re-
ality, Alejo Carpentier's remarkable novel The Lost Steps 
relates, on a like sliding scale of credibility, the disturbing 
reality of perpetual political upheaval, stories of untold riches 
and of periodic (unrelated) inundations ofbutterflies and pros-
titutes, common beliefs that there exist "amphibious men who 
slept at night in the bottoms of the lakes" and that the "Ama-
zon women really existed" (1979: 129-30). Flourishing in this 
remarkable "comer of the world" are stories that recount the 
discovery of a mushroom "whose mere smell induced visual 
hallucinations" and a cactus "whose proximity caused cer-
tain metals to rust." Yet such tales pale before those that prom-
ise "farther ahead ... diamonds in all the riverbeds" (126-27) 
and untold quantities of gold. Legends abound of the con-
quistadors, desperate adventures, and doomed expeditions, 
alongside analogous accounts of strange, unknown peoples, 
the creators of enormous rock formations seemingly designed 
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to be viewed from another planet, "who had kept their records 
with knotted strings," killing anyone who attempted to de-
vise a new method of retaining information. The reason these 
stories and beliefs persist, we are told, is that those who credit 
them "all lived in the vicinity of the jungle"-adjacent, that 
is, to "The Unknown" (130-31), "the least explored area of 
the planet" (128), where the sense that seemingly anything 
can happen inevitably allows for the flourishing of correspond-
ing beliefs. Hence the nature of the place naturally propa-
gates strange tales of the place. "Here we were . . . on the 
threshold of the unknown, in the proximity of possible won-
ders" (133)-where "possible" is instantly transformed into 
probable, as we are transported from the domain of the real to 
the magically real by the similarly uncharted stratagems of 
the artistic imagination. 
Yet integrated within this self-reflexive art form can be 
found a miniature poetics of magical realist narrative, an ab-
breviated source book documenting the common detail of a 
complex reality-ethnographic, geographic, climatic, historic, 
mythologic, and cosmo logic-that contributes to the making 
of uncommon art. ("A sight you can't imagine, when you see 
the Andes turn into jungle, covered with vegetation, animals, 
mist. Ruins everywhere .... A land of condors, snow, clear 
sky, jagged, ocher peaks." Vargas Llosa 1989:127, 134) An 
exemplary case in point, illustrating what is essentially a criti-
cal effort on the part of the novelist to provide a tentative 
poetics of magical realism, is instanced in Allende's Of Love 
and Shadows (1984). 
He also lost himself in literature; seduced by the work 
of Latin American writers, he realized he lived in a coun-
try in miniature, a spot on the map, buried in a vast and 
marvelous continent where progress arrives several cen-
turies late: a land ofhurricanes, earthquakes, rivers broad 
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as the sea, jungles where sunlight never penetrates, 
where mythological animals creep and crawl over eter-
nal humus alongside human beings unchanged since the 
beginning of time; an irrational geography where you 
can be born with a star on your forehead, a sign of the 
marvelous; an enchanted realm of towering cordilleras 
where the air is thin as a veil, of absolute deserts, dark, 
shaded forests, and serene valleys. Here all races are 
mixed in the crucible of violence: feathered Indians; 
voyagers from faraway lands; itinerant blacks; Chinese 
stowed like contraband in apple crates; bewildered 
Turks; girls like flames; priests, prophets, and tyrants-
all elbow to elbow, the living as well as the ghosts of 
those who through the centuries trod this earth blessed 
by seething passions. These American men and women 
are everywhere, suffering in the cane fields; shivering 
with fever in the tin and silver mines; lost beneath the 
water, diving for pearls; surviving against all odds, in 
prisons. [1988:205] 
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In this telling passage, we see a profound preoccupation with 
the land and the earth; with the multifarious creatures, in-
cluding the great variety of humankind, that populate this vast, 
still only partly explored realm; the intermingling of the real 
with the surreal (or magically real), affording the celebration 
of a rich sphere replete with incomparable possibility. Ac-
knowledging in its opening frame the human capacity to be-
come "lost" in the bright wonderment ofliterature, the passage 
also recognizes in its concluding phrase the eminent poten-
tial for being lost to oneself and others in the darkness of 
prison. This is a world rich in potential and fraught with dan-
ger. Only the adventurous need journey here; only the tena-
cious will survive. In effect, Allende offers the reader in an 
encapsulated, essentially critical mode the sources of magi-
cal realism as a literary form. Permeating these few lines, as 
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well as the literature as a whole, is the need-against great 
odds imposed as much by historical and political upheaval as 
by natural event-to survive. Survival, after all, is an over-
riding theme. And one possible mode of self-preservation is 
to engage the realm of the creative imagination. 
For the writer, this may be achieved by reenacting in a 
heightened, more conscious fashion the role of the child in 
perceiving the world and everything in it as remarkable and 
new. Magical realism's most far-reaching origin is perhaps 
rooted in the remembrance of childhood, with its attendant 
wonder at the splendor of the world, whose multitudinous 
variety of actual and potential manifestations within it en-
genders extraordinary corresponding flights of the human 
imagination. In Allende's Eva Luna, however, we see how 
significant is the role of perspective: what is magical for some 
is ordinary for others. "The journey began by canoe, down 
tributaries that wound through a landscape to derange the 
senses, then on muleback over rugged mesas where the cold 
freezes night thoughts, and finally in a truck, across humid 
plains through groves of wild bananas and dwarf pineapple 
and down roads of sand and salt; but none of it surprised the 
girl, for any person who first opens her eyes in the most hal-
lucinatory land on earth loses the ability to be amazed" 
(1989:5). Yet, as a counterpoint to such "loss," the young 
heroine also learns from her mother "that reality is not only 
what we see on the surface; it has a magical dimension as 
well" (22). 
That "magical dimension" is hypostatized in literature 
by the superimposition of one perceived reality upon another, 
as seemingly fantastic events that may nevertheless appear to 
the indigenous, heterogeneous peoples of the region as an 
indubitable norm are embedded within what outsiders per-
ceive as distinct, exclusive, and the only "true" reality. ("Our 
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world seems like a fable to the people [of Europe] because 
they've lost their sense of the fabulous." Carpentier 1988: 123) 
This absolute disjuncture in basic perceptions of the world is 
situated at the core of a transnational literature designed to 
account for events and possibilities that are immanent, even 
uniquely inherent, to the southern hemisphere of the Ameri-
cas, where the intrusion of the jungle into city life is an 
ever-present threat; where the mix of different peoples, with 
their various myths and beliefs, fomenting like intrusions into 
the business of daily life, results in remarkable blendings and 
certain tensions; and where those tensions are manifested in 
perpetual political conflict. 
Magical realist texts derive from a host of Latin Ameri-
can realities. Among the more apparent sources are an im-
posing geography, composed of daunting natural barriers-
impenetrable forests, dangerous waters, and portentous 
heights-and a frequently unbearable humid Caribbean at-
mosphere that inevitably dampens the spirits. The geographi-
cal proximity of the jungle to the city elicits a related 
omnipresent sense of the closeness of the prehistoric past to 
modem life, of myth, or primordial thinking, to scientific 
thought. 1 Yet that closeness, filtered through a creative hu-
man imagination nurtured on a mix of the traditions and be-
liefs of the native Indians, as well as those of the transplanted 
Africans and Europeans absorbed into that world of prolific 
cultural hybridization, allows for a seemingly inevitable por-
trayal of the fantastic as factual and realistic. 
On the first page of Eva Luna, we are given a clear sense 
of the great proximity of the primordial past to modem life: 
"I came into the world with a breath of the jungle in my 
memory." Inherent to that (collective) memory is the com-
plicity of myth and history, legend and "reality"-a complic-
ity that is likewise signaled on the novel's opening page, with 
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its recognition of that "enchanted region where for centuries 
adventurers have searched for the city of pure gold the con-
quistadors saw when they peered into the abyss of their own 
ambitions" (Allende 1989:1 ). Such juggling in the collective 
memory of"a breath of the jungle," accompanied by a haunt-
ing companion recollection of"the conquistador without con-
quest" (Fuentes 1992:30), tearing through that jungle (and 
through the native people's fabric of life) in search of the 
fabled El Dorado, represent twin, linked sources of magical 
realism. The image of an all-encompassing, "enchanted re-
gion," where "time is bent and distances deceive the human 
eye" (Allende 1989:2), is perhaps most graphically depicted 
in The Lost Steps. 
For a century a grim struggle went on with the jungle, 
expeditions that ended in tragic failure, wandering in 
circles, eating saddle leather, drinking the blood of their 
horses, dying the daily death of St. Sebastian shot 
through with arrows. This was the story of the known 
attempts, for the chronicles fail to mention the names 
of those small groups who had burned their wings in 
the flame of the myth and left their skeletons in armor 
at the foot of some unscalable wall of rock. [Carpentier 
1979: 128-29] 
Just such an assumption-that the chronicles have sinned 
through omission-makes of "this prenatal world" (179) an 
unparalleled myth-propagating domain in which the histori-
cal fact of the Spanish invasion is forever intermeshed with 
fantasies of gold.2 As a result of such tantalizing speculation, 
history and legend, myth and reality remain inextricably in-
tertwined, making the days of the conquistadors still seem 
vital and alive. 
Likewise, just as the borders between fact and fiction 
remain intriguingly blurred, the people who bear this collec-
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tive memory-themselves representing extraordinary mix-
tures oflndian, African, and European blood-embody traits 
that cannot be traced to a single source or comprehensible 
point of origin. Thus Eva Luna's mother is unable to tell her 
daughter of her own origins. Yet we know precisely how Eva 
came into the world and how she got her name: "Her father 
belonged to the Luna tribe, the Children of the Moon. Let it 
be Luna, then. Eva Luna" (Allende 1989:21). But is it not a 
kind of "lunacy" (a historical, much documented lunacy) to 
want to convert such people as belong to the moon? And do 
not such efforts at conversion-from one faith to another, 
from one presumed (primitive) state to another condition pre-
sumed more civilized-serve also to characterize this "most 
hallucinatory land on earth?" For as its generic history re-
peatedly documents, the once paradoxically brutal intrusion 
of missionary priests (accompanied by soldiers) into the lives 
of natives, whose faith is deeply rooted in primordial beliefs, 
remains a still common (but more peaceable) event bearing a 
certain universal stamp. 
Crucial to the way this "hallucinatory" impression is 
maintained of a land where "time is bent," and in which the 
real is forever wedded to what is magically real, is the man-
ner by which time is perceived and chronicled-by modem 
man, as opposed to his primitive counterpart, in whom there 
is no corresponding mania for measuring the passage oftime.3 
That the way time is perceived in the magical realist text is 
bound to be skewed is inadvertently but convincingly argued 
by Eva Luna: "While you and I are speaking here, behind 
your back Christopher Columbus is inventing America, and 
the same Indians that welcome him in the stained-glass win-
dow are still naked in a jungle a few hours from this office, 
and will be there a hundred years from now" (300-301). Her 
implicit argument for the principle of simultaneity affording 
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a viable conception of time, mirrors, in effect, the theoretical 
view propounded by Leach: "But if there is nothing in the 
principle of the thing, or in the nature of our experience, to 
suggest that time must necessarily flow past at constant speed, 
we are not required to think of time as a constant flow at all. 
Why shouldn't time slow down and stop occasionally, or even 
go into reverse?" (1961 :133).4 In thematic, literary terms that 
provide a carnivalesque potential for temporal reversal and 
inversion, magical realism poses essentially the same ques-
tions. 
Time is thus frequently presented as cyclical, rather than 
linear. What occurs on one occasion (which is not likely to 
be the first) is destined to take place again on another, per-
haps different, plane. The result is the ready potential for a 
kind of "eternal recurrence," whose principle aspect, how-
ever, is rooted more in dire repetition than in an implicit ac-
knowledgment of eternity. Revolution, for instance, appears 
bound to recur ("You go on believing in writs. These days 
... justice doesn't depend on writs; it depends on bullets" 
Garcia Marquez 1980: 173); but the promise of a better life in 
the future made on each occasion of political upheaval is rarely 
(if ever) realized. Thus, irony and paradox remain rooted in 
ever-recurrent social and political aspiration: "Fascinated, she 
drew maps, made lists, imagined strategies-totally overlook-
ing the risks-believing in her heart that, like so many other 
things in the nation's history, nothing would go beyond the 
planning stages" (Allende 1989:271). 
An arresting mix of the real and fantastic, time, in this 
genre, also bears a magical quality that extends beyond the 
mundane considerations of war preparations (and their eter-
nal recurrence) to a starkly contrastive fixed tableau that is 
stunningly but dispassionately captured in the following spare 
account of what might naturally be taken as a common event. 
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Some stated that near the mouth of that volcano disap-
pearing from sight behind the lower peaks eight mem-
bers of a scientific expedition lay encrusted in ice as in 
a show window; they had succumbed half a century 
before. They sat in a circle, in a state of suspended ani-
mation, just as death had transfixed them, gazing out 
from the crystal that covered their faces like a transpar-
ent death mask. [Carpentier 1979:77] 
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Thus, time that (for us) never stops may yet remain station-
ary.s 
In magical realism, we find ancient mythologies (de-
signed in part to account for the problem oftime) taking their 
place alongside contemporary issues. As a generic contem-
porary literary form, construed in part from the mythologies 
and cosmologies of indigenous Indian tribes, magical real-
ism is derived from a bundle of traits bearing what Vargas 
Llosa terms a "magi co-religious mentality" (1990: 158). That 
phrase is repeatedly invoked in his novel The Storyteller (1987) 
for its special quality as a signifier entailing a wide range of 
shifting signifieds, which collectively bear the potential for a 
multitude of related meanings that are all nonetheless cen-
tered on a mythological (rather than a scientific) understand-
ing of the world and man's place within it. 
Inherent, then, within the seemingly oxymoronic expres-
sion "magical realism," itself designating a highly prolifer-
ated and equally variegated form, Indian mythology and 
contemporary event not only exist tangentially but may also 
interpenetrate one another providentially. That is, what hap-
pens to the man of civilization in such works may well be 
derived from what belongs to the lore of his Indian counter-
part. The providence of the one thus helps determine the fate 
of the other. In this literature, reflective of and concerned with 
modem man's lack of a guiding philosophy or cosmology, 
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that of his more "primitive" brethren serves, in effect, to di-
rect their fate. In Bakhtinian terms, the word of the other serves 
to define the (essentially absent) word ofthe self-where the 
self is the modem arriviste and the other is the indigenous 
native, whose word is his myth and his faith. 
Yet that "newcomer" is not entirely bankrupt either. A 
principal theme of Eva Luna is the modem literary imagina-
tion-its sources and profound effects. Among other concerns 
and preoccupations, this is a book about how and why litera-
ture is made. A storyteller herself, first of all, Eva Luna me-
ticulously explains the origins and manner by which her stories 
are created. ("Often only a word or two would string together 
a rosary of images in my mind." Allende 1989:73) Shere-
gards her gift humbly but understands intuitively the great 
human need for stories in our lives (even if we cannot ratio-
nally explain that need). For her, the story exists "to make 
our journey through life less trying" (22); "to put a little or-
der in that chaos, to make life more bearable" (301). In ef-
fect, Eva Luna affords a miniature ars poetic a, an explanation 
or rationale, for the making of verbal art. The story provides 
comfort and consolation to those in need (260-61 ); it is a 
"pure" art form that exists as "a game of infinite possibili-
ties" (153) in which one "had only to speak the right word to 
give it life" (188); it creates "myth" as a way of explaining 
life-or providing someone in need with a life story ("be-
cause mine is filled with blood and lamentation, and I cannot 
use it in my way through life" 281 ). In this novel, the story is 
a gift of love transmitted from one soul to another. 
Eva Luna also explains: "I could see an order to the sto-
ries stored in my genetic memory since my birth" (251 ). That 
vision removes the art of storytelling from the domain of in-
dividual creation and places it in a different realm-one that 
corresponds with the beliefs held by the indigenous peoples 
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of the land that is explored, as a kind of anthropological liter-
ary investigation, in The Storyteller. In treating the ancient 
art of storytelling on two levels, this novel acknowledges the 
story form in its implicit modem sense, as a literary mode 
that is left open to interpretation. But more significantly, this 
work examines the realm of primordial thinking, in which, 
by contrast, the story bears intrinsic worth as a message that 
is immediately grasped for its spiritual content: "Storytelling 
can be something more than mere entertainment. . . . some-
thing primordial, something that the very existence of a people 
may depend on" (Vargas Llosa 1990:94). Because, as Asturias 
explains: "In this world it's not necessary for everybody to 
know everything. A few know and the rest are satisfied with 
listening to them" (1982:110). 
Structured in a way that clearly integrates principles of 
ancient cosmogony with contemporary philosophical quest, 
The Storyteller presents the reader with two kinds of ancient 
story: legend and myth. The former represents what amounts 
essentially to tribal lore. It is a story that fascinates and in-
trigues its listeners, even when-and perhaps because-it is 
told over and over again. While myth also partakes of the 
past, it is designed primarily to take account of the elements, 
the plant and animal world, the earth and the heavens, in such 
a way as to explain the world and its many facets, as well as 
the place of human beings within that complex aggregate. 
From one authoritative perspective on this vast topic, myth, 
"in its living primitive form, is not merely a story told but a 
reality lived ... it is a living reality, believed to have once 
happened in primeval times, and continuing ever since to in-
fluence the world and human destinies" (Malinowski 
1954:1 00). Legend, by contrast, plays a less significant role. 
It is thus upon myth (rather than legend) that tribal cosmogony 
is based, offering the potential for recurrence that is also re-
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newal. "Thanks to the things you tell us, it's as though what 
happened before happens again, many times" (Vargas Llosa 
1990:61). This perception of recurrence, in contrast to the 
dreary repetition of current (political) event, offers not so much 
hope for a better world as the consolation that this world is 
the best possible-because all these good things keep hap-
pening repeatedly without end. 
In reiterated references to "minute primitive cultures 
scattered throughout the ... Amazon" (13), The Storyteller 
argues implicitly that ancient myth and ritual have had a pro-
found effect on both Latin American literature and culture-
the latter term defined simply and intelligently as "a way of 
looking at things" (147). That way of looking, for primitive 
man, is through myth. Myth explains the world and "our" 
place within it. Myth attempts to designate "where before 
ended and after began" (116). It tells ofthe beginning of time, 
of the courtship of the sun and the moon, how the earth came 
into being, why man began to "walk" or wander the earth (in 
order to help the sun remain in the sky-for if people were to 
remain in one place for too long, the sun might fall). Myth 
affords an understanding ofthe universe that is causal. "Noth-
ing that happens happens just because .... There's a reason 
for everything; everything is a cause or a result of something" 
(202).6 This "primitive" point of view clearly exists in polar 
opposition to contemporary notions of an absurdist world. 
Perhaps best illustrating this polarity are the juxtaposed no-
tions "synthetic" and "authentic," in which opposition the 
latter term suggests the idea of "life moving to a primordial 
rhythm" (Carpentier 1979: 153), the sense of community life, 
where everyone fulfills his appointed task in harmony with 
others, and where every task performed is essential in the 
most fundamental sense of preserving life. 
The Storyteller addresses the issue of the original power 
and importance of the story as a profound cultural entity, while 
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the storyteller himself performs a critical role as "the memory 
of the community." He represents a living source of what 
Jung calls the "collective unconscious"-the cultural memory 
that had resided in every individual at a time when such 
memory was still conscious. "Using the simplest, most 
time-hallowed of expedients, the telling of stories," the sto-
ryteller provides "the living sap that circulated [making indi-
vi duals] into a society, a people of interconnected and 
interdependent beings" (Vargas Llosa 1990:93). This view 
extends beyond the human sphere to express a vision of a 
unified world, typified by a set of mutual dependencies among 
all its species. What is known and understood and not forgot-
ten is thus the unity of the world-the principle upon which 
Creation was founded. As Carpentier explains in a like con-
text: "Creation is no laughing matter, and they all knew this 
instinctively and accepted the role each of them had been 
assigned in the great tragedy of living. But it was a tragedy 
with a unity oftime, place, and action" (1979:171). For the 
tribal mentality, to be deprived of that clear, irrefutable sense 
of (classical) unity would be equivalent to being plunged 
without salvation into the darkest depths of a carnival world 
replete with all manner of horrors for which there is no pos-
sible attendant explanation. 
By fulfilling their assigned role in Creation, "in the great 
tragedy ofliving," however, they avoid the greater tragedy of 
a hopelessly camivalized world, which is Chaos. Their simple, 
life-embracing perspective might be formulated thus: "We 
don't have any words of our own, and that's why we repeat 
the words people speak to us" (Asturias 1982:110). Most 
prominent in helping them to understand their role and their 
place in the world is the storyteller, a man oflimited posses-
sions ("But what do I have? The things I'm told and the things 
I tell, that's all." Vargas Llosa 1990: 119) but of rare under-
standing. The relationship between him and his people is both 
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simple and profound. "Here we are. I in the middle, you all 
around me. I talking, you listening. We live, we walk. That is 
happiness, it seems" ( 40). Yet a similarly rewarding, essen-
tially dialogical principle is likewise in effect in the more 
sophisticated world of Eva Luna, where she tells her stories 
to a similarly appreciative (and spiritually needy) audience. 
So, the role of the story in both the primordial and the mod-
ern world appears essentially the same-to guide, enrich, 
enlighten-although in tribal society its function is formal-
ized. In addition, their subject matter and the manner of their 
telling are necessarily different. For while Eva Luna relates 
engaging fictions, the storyteller is articulating Truth. 
The things you'd least expect speak. There they are: 
speaking. Bones, thorns. Pebbles, lianas. Little bushes 
and budding leaves. The scorpion .... The butterfly 
with rainbow wings. The hummingbird .... One and all 
have something to tell. That is, perhaps, what I have 
learned by listening .... I learned the story of some of 
the animals from them. They had all been men, before. 
They were born speaking, or, to put it a better way, they 
were born from speaking. Words existed before they 
did. And then, after that, what the words said. Man spoke 
and what he said appeared. That was before. Now a man 
who speaks speaks, and that's all. Animals and things 
already exist. That was after. [131-32] 
This encapsulated view offers an edifying cosmogony 
in which time is registered by two markers, Before (signify-
ing Chaos) and After (indicating Harmony). It also suggests 
a remarkable semiotics whereby the signified is born of the 
signifier. In (unwitting) accordance with biblical teaching, in 
the beginning was the Word. But from the Word, in this mode 
of primitive thinking, is born the world, with man as the ere-
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ator who authors the world and every living thing in it by 
virtue of a once God-like, prolific imagination. Man the au-
thor of words is also man the creator of the world. In the 
beginning was the word, man's word, and from his word 
emerged the world. This view amounts to a secular religion 
that makes man the creator and (through a similarly skewed 
semiotics) his signifier the progenitor. From the word of man 
is born the world of other living creatures. So, we might say: 
"That's where before ended and after began" (116). 
Remarkably, by refracting events of recent European 
history through the prism of ancient South American myth, 
we note that the literature of the Holocaust observes essen-
tially the same two designates: before and after the horror 
that has stained with blood the history of mankind for all time. 
From the cosmogonic perspective of the tribe, we find pre-
history divided into a before that is made tenable only in terms 
of myth, whose sole purpose is to provide for an after that is 
still comprehensible. Through an extraordinary inversion, the 
history of modem man is also divided into before and after-
only, in our terrible case, the reverse is the result: we can 
more or less understand the world before the war; but since 
that cataclysm, as a result of the preponderance of horrific 
information embracing that virtually all-encompassing expe-
rience, we are at a loss to understand our own after. 7 
In extreme formulation, perhaps the most insidious ef-
fect of the war experience was to deprive primitive man's 
successors of faith, certitude, a belief in the potential viabil-
ity of myth. ("His memorable scenes are the stuff of night-
mares, not myth." Begley 1992:2) If myth affords such joyous 
expression as "This is my world. This is my home. The best 
thing that ever happened to me is living here, on this earth" 
(Vargas Llosa 1990:122), then what words might the 
twentieth-century concentration camp victim articulate that 
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are comparable? That are equally viable, or credible? That 
are as joyful and grateful? Instead we read: "Death will fol-
low us all our lives, wherever we go. There'll be no more 
peace for us" (Appelfeld 1983: 160). Not only are victims de-
prived of such expression, of the possibility of felicitous remi-
niscence-which, in a collective sense, defines myth as the 
union of story and memory-but all of humankind cognizant 
of recent history are likewise deprived. Otherwise put, in a 
very different context (in which the tribe bemoans its own 
loss of wisdom) but in entirely appropriate terms: "We don't 
even know what the harmony that exists between man and 
[the world] can be, since we've shattered it forever" (Vargas 
Llosa 1990:100). 
If, as we are told in Vargas Llosa's novel, a display of 
anger on the part of a single individual, can, in the view of 
one gentle tribal cosmology, disturb the balance and harmony 
of the world, 8 then what do we make of the magnitude of that 
astounding, incomprehensible display that is twentieth-
century historical event? How are we to understand its in-
comparable deleterious effect? 
In The Storyteller, we read that "an ancestral instinct 
impelled [the tribe] irresistibly toward a life of wandering, 
scattered them through the tangled virgin forests" (104). In 
Aharon Appelfeld's To the Land of the Cattails (1984), a 
woman returning to her birthplace, after many years away 
from home, imagines her childhood world as a place charac-
terized by "man and nature dwelling in harmony" (1986:82). 
Instead of that expected harmony, and although, we are told, 
"there was something religious in that return" (129), she is 
greeted at the end of her quest by a grim irony, having ar-
rived home just in time to be sent off on one last journey, as 
part of the first deportations to the Nazi death camps. That 
irony is profoundly compounded at the end of the novel when 
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a crowd of innocents simply congregate, virtually unguarded, 
at a provincial railroad station in Eastern Europe, "separated 
from their loved ones, forgotten, waiting for a train to come 
and take them" (139). ("The platform was bustling with 
sub-humanity on its way to extermination." Kaniuk 1972: 159) 
They wait in fear, uncertainty, and dread. "We didn't know 
what to do, so we came here" (Appelfeld 1986:140). In com-
plicity with horrendous historical fact, and in ignorance of 
the evil that awaits them, these human sojourners in cattle 
cars instinctively follow (like their primitive brethren) a per-
haps primordial inclination to be with their own people. 9 So, 
at the end, "an old locomotive ... went from station to sta-
tion, scrupulously gathering up the remainder" (148). The 
human remnant: what more frightening oxymoron or more 
sinister irony can there be? 
Yet, oddly, a seeming universe and light years away, 
that same pathetic phrase applies, mutatis mutandis, to the 
indigenous peoples ofLatinAmerica. For, if Appelfeld's work 
tells of gross human extermination, Vargas Llosa' stale speaks 
of cultural annihilation. Or, as Allende puts it in referring to 
the native tribes and their history: "That had been their lot for 
the last five hundred years: persecution and extermination" 
(1989:283). 
Vargas Llosa' s The Storyteller and Carpentier's The Lost Steps 
share a common element: both recount a return-to the jungle, 
to a world that is primitive, to a people whose thought is rooted 
in the primordial. Exemplifying such thought, an anecdote is 
related in the former work about how a prisoner of one tribe 
is permitted to wander around freely in the village ofhis cap-
tors. "His dog, however, was shut up in a cage and was 
watched very closely. Captors and captive were evidently in 
agreement as to the symbolic import of this; in the minds of 
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both parties the caged animal kept the prisoner from running 
away and bound him to his captors more securely-the force 
of ritual, ofbelief, of magic-than any iron chain could have" 
01 argas Llosa 1990:78-79). That "force" derives in part from 
an innate appreciation of the mutual reliance between man 
and animal that had prevailed in primitive society. Equally 
important, it derives from a literal understanding of the prin-
ciple of contiguity, now understood primarily in figurative 
terms but illustrated in this little account as concrete, afford-
ing the potential for real application in the actual world of 
primitive man. 10 An obvious interpretation allows us to ob-
serve that, in this line of thought, the man remains "bound" 
to his dog. Likewise, whole communities remain bound by 
thinking that takes literally such notions as "community," 
"society," or "group" that might otherwise remain only ab-
stractions. 
In both novels, the principal character goes back in 
time-in The Lost Steps ostensibly to search for the origins 
of music, in The Storyteller to investigate the origins of nar-
rative. But what is actually discovered in both works are 
people who "live in harmony with the natural world" (242). 
Curiously, to say that the respective protagonists enter a "dif-
ferent world" appears not so much metaphorical as literal. 
For each novel, on several levels, breaks down the common 
understanding of the distinctions between literal and figura-
tive, concrete and metaphoric-in the sense that each reveals 
a fundamental lack of such distinctions in primitive thinking. 
For the native tribe, all linkages are real rather than only imag-
ined or supposed. Further, in both its temporal and its spatial 
aspects, the world described in each affords a novelized, docu-
mentary account that contrasts past and present. Yet the past 
still exists in the present, yielding, paradoxically, a present 
that may not be properly able to account for time. In part, this 
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paradox may be explained by a brief passage in Eva Luna: 
"All ages of history co-exist in this immoderate geogra-
phy. While in the capital entrepreneurs conduct business 
affairs by telephone with associates in other cities on the 
globe, there are regions in the Andes where standards of 
human behavior are those introduced five centuries earlier 
by the Spanish conquistadors, and in some jungle villages 
men roam naked through the jungle, like their ancestors in 
the Stone Age" (Allende 1989: 178). Clearly, the "coexist-
ence" of these monumentally different time periods in hu-
man development precludes a general consensus on the 
part of those living as entrepreneurs in one period or roam-
ing naked in the other as to how such basic expressions as 
"then" and "now" are to be conceived, independently and 
in relation to one another. 
In Carpentier's novel, time and space are crucial (be-
yond being the principal compositional elements of any nar-
rative work), in the sense that both are explored for their 
interrelated metaphysical as well as existential qualities. The 
trip is made back in time and deep into the jungle-to a place 
that still exists before time, before there was even a sense of 
how to chronicle time. The work juxtaposes the very distant 
past with the present, the contemporary world with the pre-
historic. In those juxtapositions, our times appear insufficient; 
the modem world does not stack up against its prehistoric 
counterpart. 
This is true in part because the journey represents the 
repeated encounter with raw life, where one is confronted by 
"an endless wall of trees standing trunk to trunk," where the 
air is so thick it seems filled with plankton, and where the 
depths of caves seem "a slimy tangle of snakes" (Carpentier 
1979:141-43). This is life at its most prolific, the dawn of 
creation, when one is afraid at night and rejoices at the light 
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of dawn, with its promise of a new day and new wonders in a 
world that is itself still new. 11 
This novel documents the spatial journey of its hero into 
the jungle matched by an attendant temporal displacement 
into the past. (He "now saw the breathtaking possibility of 
traveling in time as others travel in space." 158) On a super-
ficial level, the trip into the past represents a single, individu-
alist effort to recover one's roots and heritage. But as the 
protagonist penetrates deeper into the jungle from chapter to 
chapter, it becomes a trip into the past of all mankind-to 
that generic place from which we have all emerged. In this 
tale that evolves, therefore, as supra-individual,12 we see (as 
in The Storyteller) the terrible gulf in values that exists be-
tween modernity and the prehistoric. Contemporary culture 
is portrayed as devoid oftrue meaning; we have lost the sense 
of ourselves, the earth, and our place in relation to it. Ritual is 
no longer comprehended but only practiced mindlessly, ritu-
alistically, rather than meaningfully. We live a life of shad-
ows behind which is a far richer, more substantial reality that 
goes unperceived. Curiously, this dire message is communi-
cated through a governing artistic principle that is camival-
esque at base. For a return to the prehistoric represents a cami-
valesque reversal of the temporal order. 
The carnivalesque implies reversal-which is imple-
mented by the physical reality of the world of magical real-
ism, affording a realistic sense of a world turned upside down, 
where day and night, for instance, appear interchangeable. 
Going back in time in The Storyteller means traveling "along 
narrow river channels so choked with tangled vegetation over-
head that in broad daylight it seemed dark as night" (Vargas 
Llosa 1990:72). Similarly, when the sky is darkened in The 
Lost Steps by an inundation of butterflies, we are told that 
"these swarms of butterflies were nothing new in the region, 
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and that when they took place the sun was almost blotted out 
for the whole day" (Carpentier 1979:121). This is simply a 
fact of the place and is therefore told in a matter-of-fact way. 
But such facts nonetheless lend themselves to the 
carnivalesque attitude and its application in literature. 
Within this same category of "basic truths" that afford 
the carnivalesque a healthy grip on whatever tale emerges 
from these seemingly documented "facts" is the reality of 
revolution-of repeated political upheaval in this part of the 
world, "this continent oflndians and Negroes who spend their 
time making revolutions to overthrow one dictator and in-
stall another" (Allende 1986:70).13 In Carpentier's novel (and 
numerous others within the Latin American tradition), just as 
the various settings (the cities and towns, the jungle) are es-
sentially generic to South America, so is the seemingly 
never-ending battle for a political ideal. "It seemed that the 
radio stations were broadcasting the victory of the winning 
party and the jailing of the members of the previous govern-
ment. In this country, I was told, passing from power to prison 
was the normal thing" (1979:60). 14 That "normal thing," of 
course, is not normal by any common standard, but it does 
fall within the common framework of the carnivalesque, 
which, by its very nature and origins, seeks to project a "gay" 
sense of approval in response to the unforseen reversal of 
fortune and power. In fact, carnival originates in the popular 
projection of precisely such reversals (or "inversion ofbipo-
lar opposites" [Ivanov 1984:11 ], as more formal semiotic ex-
pression would have it). 
Paradoxically, we frequently find in Latin American let-
ters a nearly comic response, a clear reflection of the carnival 
attitude, to the depiction of revolution-a generic historical 
fact that nearly always costs lives. That grim fact is accounted 
for in equally grim terms by Vargas Llosa in The Real Life of 
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Alejandro Mayta (1984), a work that explores the psycho-
logical workings and correspondent political activity of the 
omnipresent revolutionary mentality: "There is an essential 
ingredient, always present in the history of this country, from 
the most remote times: violence. Violence of all kinds: moral, 
physical, fanatical, intransigent, ideological, corrupt, stupid-
all of which have gone hand in hand with power here. And 
that other violence--dirty, petty, low, vengeful, vested, and 
selfish-which lives off the other kinds" (1989: 1 09). Yet, in 
counterpoint to such a stark observation, this same novel par-
takes greatly ofthe carnivalesque in depicting its central, piv-
otal event: the novelistic investigation and eventual "reve-
lation" of a travestied, carnivalized attempt at revolution in 
which, among other ludicrous flukes, foibles, and failings, 
the four adults and seven adolescents who attempt to perpe-
trate what all the same amounts to an abortive, violent gov-
ernmental purge must commandeer a taxi for their venture, 
since not a one of these amateur perpetrators knows how to 
drive. Thus, in exploring the nature of violent government 
upheaval as a seeming way of life (or death), the novel none-
theless continually veers into the dark side of carnival. "I guess 
he's dead, probably someone killed him, because the way 
things have been going ... no one dies of old age anymore. 
Somebody kills you. And you never know who" (233). 
In The Campaign, which likewise explores the theme of 
seemingly endless revolution, Fuentes, too, frequently pre-
sents dire events in carnivalesque terms: "There he was, un-
der orders ... to establish relations with a series of cruel, 
haughty, audacious, smilingly fraternal, egoistic warlords, 
who all felt they had a right to take anything-ranches, lives, 
women, crops, Indians, horses ... in the name of indepen-
dence" (1992:68). In this carnivalized world, women, whose 
"disorderly conduct" is duly noted and "who confused the 
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war of independence with a campaign of prostitution" (76), 
fare no better (or worse) than their male counterparts: "The 
women opted for the most fiery party, joining the ranks of 
independence as a 'pretext to abandon religion and modesty, 
and to give themselves over to pleasure' "(67). So, as Fuentes 
sums things up in a kind of offhanded pithyness, which fre-
quently reveals a flash of the carnivalesque: "Everyone ex-
ploited, everyone recruited, everyone pillaged" (68). While 
the whole thing is explained (if ever it can be) in such per-
plexed, comic, Gogolian pronouncements as these: "There's 
a revolution, some kind of dumb business .... An abortive 
coup, something like that. ... Things start off as a demon-
stration and end up as a revolution" (Vargas Llosa 1988:268, 
298). 15 
In The Lost Steps, Carpentier achieves a certain remark-
able balance in his depiction of just that kind of"demonstra-
tion." On the one hand, we see a small (unnamed) part of 
Latin America erupt in violence, shooting, and war. Illustrated 
at the same time, in carnivalized fashion, is the "fact" that 
during this time of upheaval in the world of man, the insect 
world finds an opportunity to stage its own revolt. "It was as 
though a subterranean world had suddenly come alive, dredg-
ing up from its depths a myriad of strange forms of animal 
life. Out of the gurgling waterless pipe came queer lice, mov-
ing gray wafers ... little centipedes that curled up at the slight-
est alarm .... Inquiring antennae, whose body remained 
invisible, reached suspiciously out of the faucets" (1979:57). 
Thus we find depicted two parallel insurgencies: one affords 
a telling account of the blood and gore and horror yielded by 
the unrestrained use of guns and bullets; the other, in con-
struing the nature of the place, provides a carnivalized sense 
of the correspondence between the human revolution and the 
insect revolt. "A few hours of neglect, of man's vigilance 
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relaxed, had sufficed in this climate for the denizens of the 
slime to take over the beleaguered stronghold via the dry water 
pipes" (57). 
Perhaps a viable way to explain both the insects and the 
revolution is in the semantically loaded (if grammatically 
weak) injunction: "Here, jungle!" (58). The natural environ-
ment, then, literally and figuratively breeds insects and fo-
ments political upheaval. "The conductor had been killed by 
a spent bullet that struck him in the temple as he stood care-
lessly by the window in his room .... The flies were every-
where now, buzzing around the lights, crawling on the walls, 
getting entangled in the women's hair. Outside the carrion 
was multiplying" (64). What makes this picture of revolution 
so convincing and awful is Carpentier's insistent intermeshing 
of insect imagery with the human carnage. 
Similarly, Rulfo's Pedro Paramo, with its emphasis 
squarely placed upon the carnival play between life and death 
(discussed earlier), displays a like carnivalized attitude to-
ward revolution and its frequently unschooled practitioners, 
as shown in the following exchanges. In each instance, the 
patron (whose name gives title to the work) confronts fight-
ing men (his own and others), all of whom are united only by 
their common uncertainty as to what to make of the current 
political situation, the resultant instability, and their own re-
spective roles in it all. 
"And tell those men I'll be waiting for them whenever 
they have time. What kind of revolutionaries are they?" 
"I don't know. They just said that that's what 
they're called." [Rulfo 1969:92] 
"As you see, we've taken up arms." 
"And?" 
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"That's all. Isn't that enough?" 
"But why have you done it?" 
"Because a lot of others have done the same thing. 
Didn't you know about it? We're waiting till we get 
instructions, and then we'll know what it's all about. 
For the time being, we're here." 
"I know what it's about," another one said, "and if 
you'd like I'll tell you. We've rebelled against the gov-
ernment and against people like you because we're sick 
of putting up with you. Because the government is rot-
ten and because you and your kind are just stupid crooks 
and bandits. I won't say any more about the govern-
ment because we're going to do our talking with bul-
lets." [95] 
"Where are they from?" 
"From the north. They wreck everything they find. 
They're so strong I don't think anybody can beat 
them." 
"Why don't you join up with them, then? I've al-
ready told you to join whoever's winning." [ 1 06] 
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The sense of confusion, on the one hand, can be outra-
geous: "There was no one to shoot at in this phantasmagorical 
campaign" (Fuentes 1992:67). On the other, the impression 
of a history pockmarked by bullets and unrelenting violence 
also finds its place. In the perennially confusing context of 
one governmental declaration affirming the establishment of 
a new "official" order in the face of endlessly repeated like 
assertions, and thus resulting in a carnivalesque series of po-
litical transformations, we find the telling remark: "It's a ques-
tion, if one might say so ... of a case of terrorism in the moral 
order" (Garcia Marquez 1980: 115). That "case," while docu-
mented in magical realism, finds its most egregious realiza-
tion in grotesque realism. 
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Although a hallmark of Latin American magical realism is 
its presentation, unparalleled in world literature, of felicitous 
possibility coupled with astounding event, there is nonethe-
less the frequent intrusion of the dark side of life into the 
much celebrated bright. Isabel Allende's Of Love and Shad-
ows well illustrates the point. Within its pages, we also find 
the usual outlandish trappings of magical realism: a "carni-
val of insignificant wonders," including "the possessed ... 
the spooked, the damned, the loonies, [who] were there in 
abundance" (1988:63). There are also certain peculiar "won-
ders" specific to this novel: a girl who can spit tadpoles, a 
deaf mute who is able to stop a watch by looking at it, and the 
"never-before-seen-marvel," declared by a "Chinese expert" 
(brought in especially to survey the newly appeared mass of 
moss) to be nothing other than a convention of frogs. "The 
police flew over the area in a helicopter, ascertaining that 
two hundred and seventy meters of road were covered with 
frogs so closely packed that they resembled a glistening car-
pet of moss" (35-36). 
But more pertinent to this fine political novel, the "shad-
ows" of the title represent a wholly negative feature of South 
American political reality: the "disappeared ones," whose 
mothers never give up hope of finding them alive but who 
return only as specters to haunt the oppressive and brutal world 
of the dictators. Thus the female protagonist of the work-
who comes to realize that "until now I have been living a 
dream, and I'm afraid to wake up" (142)-undergoes a trans-
formation: "Her nights were filled with fear: in her dreams 
she saw the ashen bodies in the morgue; [a friend] dangling 
like some grotesque fruit from a tree in the children's park; 
the endless lines of women inquiring about their desapare-
cidos" (152). 16 Likewise, the dream world of magical realism 
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undergoes a transformation that results in a nightmare world 
of waking reality. "At times, the impression of nightmare was 
so strong that she was not sure whether she was alive dream-
ing, or dreaming she was alive" (285). 
Woven within the bright, humorous side of the 
carnivalesque, with its convention of frogs, is the heroine's 
visit to the morgue and her first gruesome encounter with 
life's "other reality": "She could not absorb this hellish vi-
sion, and not even her wildest imagination could have mea-
sured the extent of such horrors .... She had never seen a 
dead body until the day she saw enough to fill her worst night-
mares. She stopped before a large refrigerated cellar to look 
at a light-haired girl hanging on a meat hook in a row of bod-
ies .... Horrified, she stared at the extensive beatings on the 
body, the burned face, the amputated hands" (116-18). Such 
images, with accompanying tortured realizations, one more 
likely expects to find in the literature of the Holocaust than in 
Latin American literature, acclaimed for its magical realism. 
But this is a work in which death by torture, execution, and 
suicide in the face of an uncompromising reality are likewise 
meant to be taken as commonplace. 
The extraordinary had come to seem natural, and he 
even found a certain logic in the situation; it was as if 
the violence had been there forever, waiting for him. 
Those dead bodies bursting from the earth, with flesh less 
hands and bullet holes in their skulls, had waited a long 
time ceaselessly calling to him, but it was only now he 
had ears to hear. He found himself talking aloud, apolo-
gizing for his delay, feeling that he had failed in the 
rendezvous. [A] voice calling from outside the mine 
brought him back to reality. He left part of his soul be-
hind. [214] 
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In terms that are, paradoxically, distinctly magical real-
ist and yet also wholly appropriate to such an intrusion of the 
horrific into the world of supposed magic, we are told in Garcia 
Marquez' Chronicle of a Death Foretold (1981): "He was 
healthier than the rest of us, but when you listened with the 
stethoscope you could hear the tears bubbling inside his heart" 
(1984:41). There are like tears of remorse and anger amassing 
within the young journalists of Allende's novel, who find 
themselves confronting the gruesome remains of a dictator's 
secret police killers. 
While the depiction of the dead engaging the living can 
be interpreted as a pronounced feature of the carnivalesque, 
in which the boundaries between the quick and the dead are 
at times erased, the "ceaseless calling" Gust cited) is alto-
gether dire and bleak, emphasizing twentieth-century atroc-
ity rather than an atavistic echo of Menippean satire. In "a 
tomb filled with corpses, [where] parts ofbodies [had] erupted 
from the earth" (Allende 1988:213), the awful revelation of 
so many dead ("who were beginning to spring out of the 
ground like weeds" 21 0) elicits the formation of a commis-
sion to investigate the awful matter. Amidst the human de-
bris there appears a veritable "Vesuvius of piled up bones, 
hair and tattered cloth. Every stone they removed revealed 
new human remains" (225). The discovery bears a limited 
analogy to the findings of the liberators of the concentration 
camps at the end of the Second World War. But the atrocities 
here revealed (on a lesser scale) are also essentially incon-
ceivable. Large numbers remain ciphers, a matter for statis-
tics. We, as it is, can better absorb atrocity and death through 
a single telling instance.17 
Garcia Marquez implicitly makes the point in Chronicle 
of a Death Foretold, which takes as its subject a single in-
stance of murder. In this tightly focused novella, the reader is 
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told: "You can't imagine how hard it is to kill a man" 
(1984:140-41). 18 Yet, by showing unflinchingly the awful 
detail of just one killing, the most highly acclaimed writer of 
magical realism takes the event from the realm of the abstract 
and places it squarely in the real. ("Desperate, [he] gave him 
a horizontal slash on the stomach, and all his intestines ex-
ploded out." 141) Statistics, of course, can never achieve the 
effect of individuation. Garcia Marquez' novella is magical 
realist but also horrific. In this tale of evisceration, we learn 
not only how much trouble the killed man's guts cause him-
self, as he staggers through the kitchen where he had received 
sustenance all his life ("They were sitting down to breakfast 
when they saw Santiago Nasar enter, soaked in blood and 
carrying the roots of his entrails in his hands" 142), but also 
how much difficulty they cause the village priest in his effort 
to do his sacred duty. "Furthermore, the priest had pulled out 
the sliced-up intestines by the roots, but in the end he didn't 
know what to do with them, and he gave them an angry bless-
ing and threw them into the garbage pail" (88). 
The whole town knows that one of its young men will 
be murdered that morning, yet no one attempts to alter the 
course of what is perceived as the workings of destiny, a code 
of honor, or the interaction of the two. (The result of the 
time-honored code demanding vengeance for a sister's honor 
is, in fact, twice graphically detailed: first, in the gruesome 
account of the knife wounds inflicted, as revealed by the au-
topsy; second, in the description of the repeated stabbing de-
picted at the end.) Seemingly, every individual in the town, 
including the destined victim, had been curiously indifferent 
to the impending doom, although "there had never been a 
death more foretold" (57). A like attitude, monumentally 
magnified, is repeatedly noted in the literature of the Holo-
caust that charts the indifference of virtually entire popula-
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tions, which ignored for years the mass deportations and trans-
ports of innocent souls to their deaths. 
Alejo Carpentier's The Chase (1956) also depicts the 
killing of a single individual. But in this complex novella the 
horrific is politicized, as the entire ploy turns on the 
carnivalesque premise and promise that fortune and destiny 
be reversed. In this case, the hunter becomes the hunted, the 
victimizer a victim, and the assassin yet another of the assas-
sinated. But it all evolves slowly: "That same afternoon ... 
he found protection just in time behind a column and saved 
himself from a barrage of bullets fired from a black car whose 
license plates were covered by a tangle of streamers. After 
all, it was carnival time" (1990:99). In the modem age, "car-
nival time" heralds a new and very different era from any 
bright semblance of carnival in the past. "It was a time when 
death sentences were passed from afar, a time for modest valor, 
a time for putting your life on the line. It was a time for daz-
zling executions carried out by an emissary wearing an im-
placable smile .... [a time when] exasperation unleashed terror 
in broad daylight" (82, 89). This is different from the killing 
in broad daylight that is depicted in Garcia Marquez' novella. 
That murder, ultimately, can be explained away (and is by 
virtually everyone in the town) as the workings of an affair of 
honor which, traditionally, must take its course. ("We killed 
him openly ... but we're innocent." 1984:55) In The Chase, 
with its overt political overtones, there is no question of a 
code of honor. This is simply the workings of a political force 
bent on maintaining power by means of whatever brutality is 
necessary. 
In the carnivalesque twist of this work, the executioner 
is himself marked for death. Just as there was no other re-
course for his victims, except to submit, now there is none 
for him. Oddly, the hopes of the former assassin are based on 
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a like false hope for salvation that may have been shared by 
many of those herded onto the transports that hurtled through 
a ravaged Europe half a century ago: "I'm surrounded by 
people, protected by their bodies, hidden among their bodies; 
my body mixed in with many bodies; I've got to stay sur-
rounded by their bodies" (Carpentier 1990: 15).19 But that 
wasted effort proves fruitless, of course, as does his belated 
reliance on the church. "Why didn't men today have that an-
cient option of 'claiming sanctuary.' ... Oh, Jesus! If at least 
your Houses were open on this unending night so I could fall 
down on their paving stones in the peace of the naves, and 
groan and free myself of all that I have hidden in my heart!" 
(100). Now, in the grip of the same nauseating fear he him-
self had inspired in others, there is sounded (along with that 
plaint seeking the revival of a more humane, Christian past) a 
twin nostalgia, portentous and ominous, for the carnival-like 
atmosphere of pagan times. "We should go back to human 
sacrifice ... to the teocali, where the priest squeezes out the 
fresh, juicy heart before tossing it onto a rotting pile of hearts; 
we should go back to the sacred horror of ritual immolations, 
to the flint knife that penetrates the flesh and slices open the 
rib cage .... We belong to this world ... and we must return 
to our earliest traditions. We need chiefs and sacrificial priests, 
eagle warriors and leopard warriors; people like you" (108). 
That is, people who kill. Acknowledging, on the one hand, 
the indigenous roots of Latin America's past, such wistful 
longing also articulates the dream of the modern-day assas-
sin eager to return to the most brutal practices of an earlier 
age. Yet, in such thinking, we also find the cruel indifference 
and self-deluding rationalizations that we might have thought 
belonged exclusively to the "bureaucracy of horror" (95) that 
had been instituted by the dictators of Europe:" 'It had to be 
done,' they [modern day political assassins] all say, their con-
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sciences in dialogue, looking for themselves in History. And 
they disperse into the night, without having to hide any longer 
or to distrust the shadows, because times have changed, re-
peating in louder and louder tones that it had been necessary 
so that we could be pure as we enter into the times that have 
changed" (87). According to just such specious argument, of 
course, has political expedience ("termination with extreme 
prejudice") been endlessly justified. 
That solitary reference .in The Chase to the "bureaucracy 
of horror," acknowledging Latin America's own creation 
of a full- blown twentieth-century apparatus for maiming 
and killing, finds its greater development in Eva Luna, 
where such a (generic) phrase is aptly extended and ap-
plied to the Europe of the dictators. In this novel, two sto-
ries are told alternately, the primary account relating the 
life of the novel's story-telling heroine, with the second-
ary tale devoted to a young Austrian immigrant to South 
America. In the second, parallel story of the novel, the 
reader is informed: "also in Europe reality took on abnor-
mal dimensions. The war sank the world into confusion 
and fear .... Meanwhile, on this side of the ocean, few 
lost any sleep over that distant violence. They were suffi-
ciently occupied with violence of their own" (Allende 
1989:29). Relevant to our topic on several counts, these 
words acknowledge a concomitant European reality that 
is also extraordinary, although "abnormal" in an entirely 
different sense from that reality presented (at much greater 
length) in the primary story of the novel as magical real-
ist. Still, an abnormal European reality plays a small but 
significant role in this Latin American tale of two lives 
that inevitably become interwoven. 
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In effect, for some few pages of the novel (30-34), the 
literature of the Holocaust, an otherwise separate-but per-
haps not entirely alien-genre, finds its place in a work ex-
emplifying magical realism. Among the questions that have 
been raised here in this regard is the possible relation of the 
one form to the other. While that relation clearly exists, as 
has been shown, it is distinctly evident in Eva Luna, where 
the image of the Janus face, which figured so prominently 
earlier in this discussion, emerges once again clearly delin-
eated: as the dark side of the human predilection to reverse 
traditional cultural values exists side by side with its corre-
sponding brighter inclination. In this novel, a point of tan-
gency between the two literary forms under consideration is 
established by the very fact that Eva Luna incorporates within 
its pages the horror of the concentration camp, as a frighten-
ing contrastive reality, in a book that nonetheless acknowl-
edges an indigenous Latin American violence that must also 
be reckoned with (and reckoned with first). 20 
It is intimated that the young Austrian's father was him-
self a small cog in the Nazi torture machine and that his death 
by hanging at the hands of his former students (who knock 
the man unconscious with a rock and then hang him in a for-
est) was deserved on that and other counts. No reason is given 
for the murder other than the commonly held opinion that 
"[he] deserved it; he was a beast, a psychopath" (82). The 
novel succinctly gets at the core of Fascist thinking with the 
father's idea that "human beings are divided into anvils and 
hammers: some are born to beat, others to be beaten" (38). In 
this book, the Red Army plays a role, which is remarkable 
for the genre, as is the inclusion of the concentration camp 
dead ("There were dozens of them piled on the ground, one 
on top of another, a tangled, dismembered mass, a mountain 
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of pale firewood .... [which] looked like the marionettes of 
some macabre theater"), a fact that inspires shame in the young 
Austrian, which "like a relentless nightmare would pursue 
him throughout his lifetime" (32-33). 
A principal issue and concern of Holocaust writing is to 
reveal a world gone mad (not crazy), where unspeakable cru-
elty and abomination govern. On this side of the Janus face, 
cries, rather than laughter, predominate. To "speak" that cru-
elty, to bear witness, so that no one ever need bear such wit-
ness again, is the principal goal of this literary form. Yet, 
within the pages of Eva Luna, tellingly and eloquently, wit-
ness is borne to brutality and atrocity, since torture and terror 
are themselves not alien elements in the world of magical 
realism. Eva Luna is herself tortured to confess to a murder 
that never took place, while numerous references are made in 
the novel to maiming and killing as common events endemic 
to Latin American dictatorship. After all, as the novel recog-
nizes, if torture and murder are condoned, it is but a short 
step, we may suppose, to mass extermination. 
That short step is taken not only in Europe but also in 
Latin America, as is shown most graphically within Allende's 
oeuvre in The House of the Spirits (1982), where the magical 
realism of the first part of the book yields-in accord with 
that segment of twentieth-century history which the novel 
models-to the grotesque realism of the latter part, chroni-
cling wide-scale torture and murder (in the author's native 
country of Chile). Hence the following passage, which might 
appear to have been drawn from the darkest pages of gro-
tesque realism, nonetheless belongs to some of the finest writ-
ing of magical realism. 
They held him down by the arms. The first blow was to 
his stomach. After that they picked him up and smashed 
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him down on a table. He felt them remove his clothes . 
. . . There were other prisoners in the same condition. 
They tied their hands and feet with barbed wire and 
threw them on their faces in the stalls. There [they] spent 
two days without food or water, rotting in their own 
excrement, blood, and fear .... In an empty lot they 
were shot on the ground, because they could no longer 
stand, and then their bodies were dynamited. The shock 
of the explosion and the stench of the remains floated 
in the air for a long time. [Allende 1986:371] 
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Further, in the kind of testament that is reminiscent of writers 
of the Holocaust, and that correlates with our own Janus face 
conception of carnival, Allende's heroine is advised to "write 
a testimony that might one day call attention to the terrible 
secret she was living through, so that the world would know 
about this horror that was taking place parallel to the peace-
ful existence of those who did not want to know, who could 
afford the illusion of a normal life ... ignoring, despite all 
evidence, that only blocks away from their happy world there 
were others, these others who live or die on the dark side" 
( 414 ). It is to that dark side, in its fuller development, that we 
tum now. 
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It is possible that God exists, but at this 
point in history, with everything that has 
happened to us, does it matter? 
-Mario Vargas Llosa [1991:92] 
What can God tell us in our day and age? 
-Yorarn Kaniuk [1972:104] 
Vargas Llosa's The Storyteller tells of an indigenous Pe-
ruvian tribe that periodically picks up its meager belong-
ings and begins to migrate, with no special destination or goal, 
other than to prevent the sun from falling from the sky. In 
Appelfeld's To the Land of the Cattails, a woman makes her 
way home, after many travails, only to be shipped off imme-
diately on a transport to the concentration camps and death. 
Perhaps the road and its mystique are all that these two works 
have in common. 1 However, the motif of the road plays a 
significant role in the literary representation of carnival, since, 
as Bakhtin notes, "the special Gogolian perception of 'the 
road' ... has a purely carnival nature" (1968:289). Although 
being able to appreciate that "special Gogolian perception" 
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depends largely on one's familiarity with Gogol' s great comic 
work Dead Souls (1842), Bakhtin's observation holds true, 
even when divorced from Gogol, with regard to the affinity 
shared by the mystique of the road and the special "nature" 
of carnival. Only at times, that nature is manifested in dark, 
forbidding ways that Bakhtin himself may not have conceived. 
Bakhtin sees in Dead Souls "a gay ( carnivalesque) jour-
ney through the netherworld, through the land of death. . . . 
The world of Dead Souls is a world of gay nether regions . 
. . . In it we find the rabble and trash of the carnival hell" 
(1974:288). If appropriated by the collective endeavor to chart 
the effects of the war in literary form, particularly as experi-
enced by its most persecuted genocide victims, Bakhtin's apt 
expressions concerning Gogol would appear hideously weak 
and insensitive; there would be no convenient way to justify 
the notion of a "gay ... journey" or to provide a satisfactory 
analogy with the twin notions of a relatively innocuous 
"netherworld" or "gay nether regions." Bakhtin's references 
to "the land of death" and to "carnival hell," however, are 
indeed appropriate to the overall concerns of this study and 
especially the present chapter. 
Yet what Bakhtin calls "a carnival sense of the world" 
is characterized definitively, in his view, by "an atmosphere 
of joyful relativity" (1984: 1 07). This understanding originates 
in the Russian thinker's exploration of the past and in his 
attempt to explicate the sources of "that branch of artistic 
prose gravitating toward the novel and developing under its 
influence" (109). Hence, the nominal course of Bakhtin's 
thinking might appear to be past oriented, although the true 
thrust of his arguments is directed toward the modem period 
(Dostoevsky and beyond). Nevertheless, his appreciation for 
the basically innocuous concept of"joyful relativity" and the 
related idea (governing his thought) that affirms "dialogic 
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means of seeking truth" (11 0) do not even remotely accom-
modate the literature evoked by the Holocaust, reflecting, as 
it does, a world doomed to the most hideous incarnation of 
monologic thought. So, as one of the conceptual bases of this 
book, Bakhtin's essentially positive view must be forgone in 
the present context in favor of a more neutral consideration 
of carnival, expressed simply by Jung as a "reversal of the 
hierarchic order" (1959:255), which, in this admittedly bland 
formulation, may nonetheless be conceived to include that 
profound contemporary narrative form that attempts to ac-
count for the experience of the Second World War. 
In an incongruously understated formulation of the times, 
whose cruelty extends beyond what might otherwise still be 
called the human imagination, we read: "Of course, that was 
in the old days, the days of normal people .... This was nowa-
days, the days of madmen" (Fuks 1969:125). Or one might 
say, risking the charge of poor taste and gross insensitivity 
(no matter how strongly the case is put), that those were the 
days of the darkest (yet known to man) carnivalized reality, 
during which every "inconceivable" reproach to humanistic 
principle, humane conduct, and human dignity was, indeed, 
not only conceived but perpetrated. 
Beasts like the Nazis would find incredible things to 
do. He had heard that in concentration camps people 
were shut up in cells without windows and left to die of 
suffocation. 
Yet there could certainly be even worse things than 
suffocation for want of air. They could tum gas on in 
cells like that for they were indeed beasts who would 
think ofthings no normal person would do. [199-200] 
So go the tortured ruminations and speculations of the gentle 
and naive Mr. Theodore Mundstock, one of the condemned. 
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To account for even the barest lineaments affording a 
poetics of grotesque realism, we need note, initially, the vic-
tims' haunting oppressive knowledge of being hunted; the 
fact that death is ever-present and continuously threatening; 
and that the time is Apocalypse, the end of time, when the 
gaping, sinister maw ofhell opens to swallow a world of in-
nocents en masse. "From now on there would be no differ-
ence, either in place or time .... here or in some other place, 
it made no difference" (Appelfeld 1980:85). Now there would 
be only one place, named Hell, and all, without further dis-
crimination, would be its residents. The hopeful thinking of 
a deportee only highlights the underlying irony: "This is only 
a transition. Soon we'll arrive in Poland .... It's only a tran-
sition, only a transition" (143)-from the potential of carni-
val heaven to the ·absolute reality of carnival hell ("Heaven 
and hell merged into one" Appelfeld 1983: 116), from life to 
death. 
In Aharon Appelfeld's work, grim dramatic irony con-
sistently plays a subdued role. In The Retreat (1984), a group 
of Jewish has-beens and ne'er-do-wells have gathered at a 
mountain retreat, presumably to undertake a regime of physi-
cal exercise designed to make them fit. Few actually under-
take the program, which is just as well, since it has already 
been determined in the valley below that they are collectively 
unfit to live. Yet, collectively, this same people has its own 
way of looking at things, as is made evident in Badenheim 
1939 (1980), where attention to music still holds sway: "If 
the rumor that we're being transferred to Poland is right, we'll 
have to start studying. I don't know anything" (1980:73). 
"You wouldn't want us to appear in Poland unrehearsed, 
would you? What would people say?" (88). Ironically, the 
cultural, age-old reliance on education and study is once again 
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intoned-but this time inappropriately and ineffectually-as 
a time-honored, proven resolution to virtually all ills and dep-
rivations, except the one ill these forlorn figures must face: 
the impending deprivation of life. Hence the desperate poi-
gnancy attached to the stalwart remark: "We'll have to get 
used to the new way of life" (138). Which is certain death. 
Thus, the ultimate irony, the question of"what was going to 
happen in Poland" is answered: "It will be completely differ-
ent. ... You can't imagine how different it will be" (89-90). 
Those words, intended to be comforting, are unintentionally 
prophetic in literally the most "unimaginable" way. As D.M. 
Thomas suggests in The White Hotel: "There are things so 
far beyond belief that it ought to be possible to awake from 
them" (1982:288). Yet there is no awakening from the night-
mare documented in this peculiarly twentieth-century brand 
of realism. 
At the close of The Retreat, the daily routine of descend-
ing the mountain for supplies results in regular beatings, her-
alding worse things to come, administered to "inferior beings" 
who, in tum, do their best to provide first aid and succor to 
those who have been hurt. In the book's characteristically 
understated concluding lines, we learn that, "At night, of 
course, people were afraid. But they helped one another. If a 
man fell or was beaten he was not abandoned" (Appelfeld 
1984:164). Similarly, in Badenheim 1939, confronted with 
deportation and gross uncertainty, a lone figure packs up the 
residents of his aquarium to travel with him in a bottle, in a 
desperate attempt to provide caring and life in an atmosphere 
of horrific neglect and death. Another deportee is equally con-
cerned to preserve the town's sorry mongrel population. How-
ever, in response to the starkly contrastive distinction between 
caring victim and determined tormentor, there is ever present, 
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as Wiesel points out, the self-serving rationale declaring that 
"the killer knows that he is following the right way. 'We're 
doing it for the good of mankind,' [claims] the philosopher 
of murder, waiting for the rest of the world to congratulate 
them" (1967:68). Although the expected congratulations may 
never be forthcoming, this all too common justification of 
gross persecution has nonetheless never been wanting. More-
over, if it were needed to make a case for the possible exist-
ence of an archetypal notion that argues for a great chain of 
being, in which one people is situated higher on an invidi-
ously hypothesized ladder of human development than an-
other, one might consult The Lost Steps, an intriguing literary 
documentary (if not a "valid" anthropological sourcebook), 
which provides a case in point, as a primitive Indian tribe is 
shown holding "inferior beings" in a jungle prison. In The 
Retreat, the only difference is that "lowlier" souls are in ef-
fect imprisoned on a mountain top. Otherwise, the principle 
is sadly the same. 
Arguably the most poignant irony of a genre document-
ing the disappearance of whole populations is that the vic-
tims were able perhaps only in nightmare, or in death ("The 
dead slept, and in their dreams they saw the ditches filling 
without end" Wiesel 1967: 159), to conceive the dread fate 
that awaited them. Otherwise, it might all have appeared ut-
terly innocuous and banal. 
An engine, an engine coupled to four filthy freight cars, 
emerged from the hills and stopped at the station. Its 
appearance was as sudden as if it had risen from a pit in 
the ground [or from Hell]. ... And the people were 
sucked in. Even those who were standing with a bottle 
oflemonade in their hands, a bar of chocolate, the head-
waiter with his dog-they were all sucked in as easily 
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as grains of wheat poured into a funnel. [Appelfeld 
1980:147-48] 
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That metaphor, stunning in its simplicity, coupled with the 
"reduction" of humanity to a small cast of characters whose 
size accommodates human comprehension, shows, simply and 
terribly, how it happened, over and over again, to millions of 
people. 
In Appelfeld's works, the Jew appears a peculiar fig-
ure, strange and estranged, an anomaly in both speech and 
manner. He is the eternal, unenviable outsider who par-
ticipates only marginally in the physical aspect oflife. Un-
prepossessing, he is shown nonetheless as utterly human 
in his frailty, in the need to understand and consequent 
invention of varied and numerous rationalizations to ex-
plain his mysterious, hideous plight. Hence one lonely 
figure's strained explanation for their mass deportation: 
"In the last analysis, a man has to return to his origins" 
(89). That dubious philosophical view is later capped by 
the novel's ironic last line, meant to ameliorate for others, 
as much as for the speaker, the shock of the miserable 
freight train used for their transport: "If the coaches are so 
dirty it must mean that we have not far to go" (148). 
In seeking to elaborate further a poetics of grotesque realism, 
we must look to representative instances of allegorical imag-
ery and unusual metaphor, as well as to analogies made to 
the animal world, where predator and victim are tellingly 
portrayed. 
A nature lover had brought some Cambium fishes and 
persuaded the hotel owner to put them in with the other 
fish. The hotel owner was a little apprehensive about 
these blue fish, but in the end he agreed. For the first 
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few days the blue Cambium fish deported themselves 
gaily in the water, but one night they suddenly fell on 
the other fish and massacred them horribly. In the 
morning the floor of the aquarium was full of corpses. 
[Appelfeld 1980:51] 
"The fish in the aquarium, what's happened to the 
fish in the aquarium?" 
"Nothing, they're swimming as usual." 
"I mean the green ones; where have the green ones 
disappeared to?" 
"How strange .... You watch them all the time." 
"The green ones, the prettiest fish in the aquarium, 
have disappeared without anyone even noticing." [57] 
In a few sparse, fugitive instances, the world of the aquarium 
is likened to the domain of man, as the blue predators destroy 
their "pretty" green victims, while a condemning inattention 
and lack of concern extends to indifferent spectators every-
where. 
A more proliferated and more extreme use of animal 
imagery permeates The Painted Bird, Jerzy Kosinski's mas-
terwork ofhorror and despair at the human capacity (or, bet-
ter, ingenuity) for devising acts of cruelty, principally against 
one's fellow human being. In a telling instance that focuses 
upon the animal world-but that resonates in the world of 
man-a rabbit is literally (although mistakenly) skinned alive. 
"The partially skinned carcass started to jump and squirm on 
the post where it was suspended. . . . The struggling rabbit 
... fell down and started running immediately, now forward, 
now backward. With her skin hanging down behind her .... 
she lost all sense of direction, blinded by flaps of skin falling 
over her eyes, catching twigs and weeds with it as with a half 
pulled-off stocking." The reaction of the other creatures in 
the yard corresponds tellingly with the similarly awful hu-
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man condition. "Her piercing shrieks caused pandemonium 
in the yard. The terrified rabbits went mad in their hutches, 
the excited females trampled their young, the males fought 
one another, squealing .... The hens flapped their wings in a 
desperate attempt to fly away from it all and then collapsed, 
resigned and humiliated" (1966: 13 3 )-as had all those caged 
up in the railroad cars and crammed into bunks in the camps, 
who also lived in terror of the awful fate that awaited them. 
The title ofKosinski's powerful novel serves to register 
its governing metaphor. In a small allegorical account, a tale 
among many strung together, giving structure to the work as 
a whole, a peasant displays his perverted appreciation for birds 
by catching and painting them, then sending them off to join 
their own kind-which invariably reject and then kill them. 
In relating the disturbing adventures of a dark-haired, 
dark-eyed boy in an alien world of blond hair and light eyes, 
the novel presents a modem-day parable: once the birds are 
painted, they appear different from the others and are there-
fore killed. Is this some horrible law of nature, or an arche-
typal pattern? Are all those creatures who are somehow 
different condemned a priori on appearance alone? In this 
journey of a child through a twentieth-century, manmade hell, 
the implicit response is unequivocally affirmative. 
The novel depicts the world of the East European peas-
ant-backward, ignorant, superstitious, and unconscionably 
cruel. The mind and intellect of this figure, seemingly con-
cocted from a veritable witch's brew, is haunted by the 
ever-present threat ofthe plague and ignominious death. This 
is the nightmare world of the Second World War, which is 
here juxtaposed to the relatively dreamy magical realism of 
Latin America, where violence finds a peaceful and joyous 
counterpart, coupled with at least the possibility of resurrec-
tion from evil or villainy, a potentiality that is absent from 
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grotesque realism. In this literary mode, when a child is tossed 
into a stream to float away (and presumably drown) on the 
bloated bladder of a monstrous catfish (Kosinski 1966:22-23), 
the reader-rather than seek a wondrous (magical) source of 
possible rejuvenation-is thrust squarely into the realm of 
nightmare, the peculiar domain of man, which remains un-
tamed and unrestrained by any likelihood or even conception 
of a higher ideal. 
In this world, God is relegated to the periphery ofthings. 
To be sure, there are priests, catechisms, and prayers that are 
said. But all of that skates across the surface of the text, prin-
cipally, as irony. On the one hand, there is the felicitous fact 
that, when hung by his wrists for hours by a brutal peasant 
(whose dog thirsts for blood below), the boy manages to over-
come the pain and exhaustion, and to survive by repeating 
prayers that he has learned by rote, does not understand, but 
thinks can help. ("Thus my life was spent alternately praying 
and being beaten." 113) In fact, they do help, since they pro-
vide a necessary and welcome distraction ("When I hung on 
my straps I concentrated on my prayers to the exclusion of all 
else" 118), as well as a penetrating insight into the psychol-
ogy of the survivor, who is able (even as a child) to endure by 
concentrating on something other than his pain. But the 
prayers also afford a telling irony, for in all the ritualistic 
"worship" and endless prayer recitals, practiced by the boy 
as well as the peasants, there is absolutely nothing of Spirit, 
of a truly religious understanding of faith, or belief in God. 
Rather, prayer is just another form of peasant superstition, 
akin to counting the teeth of one's enemy, whenever pos-
sible, in order to establish and maintain power over him. 2 
Of paramount importance in our effort to delineate a 
poetics of the genre, The Painted Bird, a quintessential work 
of grotesque realism, is first of all about survival. No matter 
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how terrifying the adventures recounted in that novel or in 
related works, nothing less than survival is ultimately and 
always what is at stake. Either the story of the war is an ac-
count of survival against harrowing odds or it is the more 
common tale of destruction and obliteration. Survival, when 
it does occur, is always at a price that is excruciatingly high, 
whether it is that of Appelfeld's "immortal Bartfuss," who 
survives as a legend among survivors but has lost the ability 
to feel, or Wiesel's "little prince," a boy who survives the 
camps but whose childhood has been consigned to the flames. 
When he bemoans his fate-"I'm not a child, and can't be 
one" (1969:72)-he does so in terms that hold equally true 
for the protagonist of The Painted Bird. Not for a moment 
can the boy in Kosinski's harrowing, twentieth-century 
"picaresque" relax his guard or think of anything other than 
how to survive, as he proceeds (in what amounts to a horrific 
"pilgrim's progress") from one frightening, calamitous situ-
ation to another in a man-centered universe where God is 
either notably absent or, at best, only vaguely present, some-
where on the periphery of human existence. 
But to use the word "human" in the context of the world 
into which the boy is thrust (by his parents in the hope that he 
might survive) raises problems of its own. Is the peasant who 
repeatedly beats and tortures an innocent child (to say "for no 
reason" seems absurdly superfluous) human? Is there any-
thing human in the nature of this manmade, wartom, spiritu-
ally and physically ravaged place that was Eastern Europe 
half a century ago? The irony expressed in that question is far 
more profound than the fact that the boy manages to save 
himself through the mindless repetition of quasi-religious, 
superstitious phrases. Reduced to another level of paradox, a 
related question asks: Is there any humanity in human be-
ings? Or, posed in Ivan Karamazov's terms: If man is created 
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in God's image, then how do we account for the child tor-
turer? If this is God's creation, then how can these terrible 
things be allowed to happen? That is the fundamental ques-
tion, the ultimate paradox, upon which the genre is based. 
Regardless of the supposed existential stance of the author, 
or whether God's existence is taken into account (as in 
Wiesel's writings), or ignored (as in Appelfeld's), the im-
plicit query nonetheless remains present in the mind of the 
reader (whether literally for the believer or symbolically for 
the atheist): "Where was He all these years?" (Kaniuk 
1972:74). 
In Kosinski's novel, we sense that all of the events re-
lated indeed happened-but whether to the boy who is at the 
center of it all, as the consciousness through which every-
thing is filtered, remains basically irrelevant-because the 
book yields an uncanny feel for truth. Everything docu-
mented-and worse-did happen. The novel affords an ex-
traordinary sense of the terror produced by the war in 
Nazi-dominated Europe, where crimes against humanity were 
perpetrated repeatedly under the guiding spirit of fascism-
which states in one form or another that, if you have dark hair 
and dark eyes and I have blond hair and blue eyes, then I 
have the right to kill you. That is what the boy must struggle 
against. He is born into a world permeated with hatred, which 
he constantly tries to understand-but always to no avail. Nei-
ther the superstitious practices of the peasantry nor the pious 
sayings of the priests help the struggling boy to comprehend 
what is at base evil. 
The book shows through terrible event and fearful im-
agery a single, perhaps primary, sin: ignorance. The peasants 
are of course unschooled; but they are also ignorant-per-
versely so-of the pain they cause others, willingly, happily, 
laughingly. Repeatedly, throughout the book, the "folk" stand 
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by and laugh at another's pain, grief, or death. Conceivably 
their grotesque laughter (at the brutal, disgusting killing of a 
mad woman; at the boy's endless torments) is what makes 
them, seemingly, less than human. Needless to say, it is pre-
cisely such ignorance-perverse, brutal, and cruel-that al-
lows fascism to thrive in the first place. But our topic is the 
carnivalesque( -grotesque), and perhaps nowhere in this 
wide-ranging literary investigation do we find the dark side 
of that impulse, attitude, or "spirit" so well illustrated as be-
ing deleterious and dangerous, as in Kosinski's novel, which 
treats so incisively this single aspect of what Bakhtin refers 
to-from a far brighter vantage point-as folk culture. 
The Painted Bird is episodic and essentially plotless. It 
is structured according to the earliest novelistic design, as a 
picaresque, in which the hero makes his way, however he 
can, through the countryside and a series of strange adven-
tures that are inherent to the genre, the road, and the rogue, 
who traipses within and along the one and the other. In this 
genre, one event simply and necessarily leads to the next, 
with no attendant psychological or compositional complexi-
ties. In effect, the work is structured as a kind of square dance, 
as one partner takes hold of the hero and sends him in one 
direction, where he locks arms with another, and goes off a 
different way. Only in this work, and this genre, the dance is 
a danse macabre-a dance of torture and death ("A strip-
tease of torture. Stripping, stripping, trampling, smashing" 
Kaniuk 1972:35),3 where the novelist borrows features from 
the earliest form of the novel to depict what the earliest prac-
titioners of that form could never have imagined. What God, 
perhaps, might not have imagined. 
Part of what makes The Painted Bird a remarkable work is 
the fact that it draws upon detail that, in another literary con-
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text, would likely be regarded as magical realist. A quintes-
sential work of grotesque realism, perhaps even the defini-
tive work of the genre, the book also serves as bridge to the 
realm of magical realism. In an early descriptive passage, the 
reader is told: "Her long hair, never combed, had knotted it-
self into innumerable thick braids impossible to unravel. These 
she called elflocks. Evil forces nested in the elflocks, twist-
ing them and slowly inducing senility" (1966:3). This infor-
mation, with the characteristic insistence of the genre upon 
evil forces at work is related as absolute fact. For the boy to 
absorb it as such is understandable, since his mind represents 
a clear-cut instance of a tabula rasa. But those much older 
with whom he comes into contact also regard the world with 
the kind of certainty that is derived from legend and tale, folk 
wisdom and folk folly. Thus, when the boy sees a snake dis-
card its skin, he is informed that "the human soul discards the 
body in a similar manner and then flies up to God's feet. Af-
ter its long journey God picks it up in his warm hands, re-
vives it with His breath, and then either turns it into a heavenly 
angel or casts it down into hell for eternal torture by fire" (5). 
The boy turns out to be a good learner, and is soon both see-
ing things on his own and figuring things out for himself. 
Phantoms drifted around me. A phantom ... trips people 
in fields and forests, peeks into huts, can turn itself into 
a vicious cat or rabid dog .... At midnight it turns into 
hot tar. 
Ghosts ... are persons long dead, condemned to eter-
nal damnation, returning to life only at full moon. 
Vampires are people who were drowned without hav-
ing first been baptized or who were abandoned by their 
mothers. They ... maliciously soil the pictures of the 
saints, bite, break, or destroy the holy objects and, when 
possible, suck blood from sleeping men. [17] 
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I saw witches hanging from the trees. They stared at 
me, trying to lead me astray and confuse me. I distinctly 
heard the shudders of wandering souls which had es-
caped from the bodies of penitent sinners. [28] 
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Such explanations (and visions) belong, of course, to 
the people. Their beliefs and superstitions, as ways of ex-
plaining peculiar, even imaginary manifestations are a source 
of both magical and grotesque realism. The former is replete 
with such sagacity. 
Even happiness gets tired after a while .... Every time 
you sigh, a little bit of your life goes out of you. [Rulfo 
1969:40-41] 
Some villages taste of bad luck. You can tell them by 
drinking a little of their stale air. It's poor and thin, like 
everything else that's old. [81] 
Broth made from young condor fights madness and frees 
up your dreams. [Fuentes 1992:78] 
The only cure for asthma is the prolonged embrace of a 
loved one. [Allende 1986:282] 
A person does not belong to a place until there is some-
one dead under the ground. [Garcia Marquez 1971 :22] 
Children inherit their parents' madness. [ 46] 
Derived from essentially the same generic source, are-
lated vision of things is equally common to The Painted Bird. 
In part, that source represents in this novel a peculiar blend of 
folk wisdom filtered through the mind of an impressionable 
boy. ("The plague subsided and fresh grass grew on the many 
new graves, grass that one could not touch because it surely 
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contained poison from the plague victims." 22) In addition, 
the broth is greatly spiced by the inclusion of events that are 
truly horrific rather than "magic." The boy witnesses, for in-
stance, a jealous miller put out the eyes of a handsome young 
man with a spoon. The boy is intrigued with the eyes, now 
freed forever from their sockets, "as though they had acquired 
a new life and motion of their own. I watched them with fas-
cination .... Surely they could still see." A pair of cats plays 
with the eyes rolling on the floor, as fascinated as the boy, 
until the miller, angered still further, squashes them under-
foot. "Something popped under his thick sole. A marvelous 
mirror, which could reflect the whole world, was broken. 
There remained on the floor only a crushed bit of jelly. I felt 
a terrible sense of loss" (34). On the one hand, in this gro-
tesque passage, what is wondrous and "marvelous" in life is 
acknowledged, even at the moment of its very destruction. 
But, immediately following, and thoroughly typical of the 
genre, is a "terrible sense ofloss." Clearly, the governing prin-
ciple at work in this novel is the intermeshing of a child's 
tortured but still innocent point of view with the peasants' 
(his only teachers) understanding of phenomena. Those phe-
nomena, however, presented for the child's explorations and 
perceptions of the world, are for the most part unutterably 
grotesque. 
Nonetheless, as previously noted, magical realism is born 
from the disparity between the child's original (still unscathed) 
point of view and the adult's. Within that literary practice, 
the challenge to the novelist is to reveal the child's perspec-
tive as vital and still functioning in the adult. In The Painted 
Bird, conversely, it is not so much the case that the child is 
never shown grown up as that the boy cannot remain a child 
in the world to which he has been condemned. He must ab-
sorb adult perceptions as quickly as he can in order to sur-
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vive. In the Janus face construed from our twin genres, the 
magical side looks for the child in the adult, while the gro-
tesque aspect necessarily seeks the adult in the child. Yet, it 
is still the same face, and therefore we can make essentially 
the same case: namely, that while the child's perspective can 
be summed up initially as a "blank slate," the corresponding 
point of view of the adult is animated principally by a reli-
ance on folk wisdom-which, in both related genres, pro-
vides a vital source of(mis)understanding. In effect, magical 
realism and its grotesque counterpart borrow as much from 
the wisdom as from the folly of the "people"-that much 
touted abstraction, which Bakhtin refers to as the "protago-
nist of carnival" (1968:250). But what can we hope to learn 
from this erratic (collective) protagonist? 
In this case, the protagonist is not only erratic but also 
"two-faced," masking folly behind its supposed wisdom. Re-
garding this masked feature (which may be the more interest-
ing), Bakhtin observes: "Folly is ... deeply ambivalent. It 
has the negative element of debasement and destruction ... 
and the positive element of renewal and truth. Folly is the 
opposite of wisdom-inverted wisdom, inverted truth. It is 
the other side, the lower stratum of official laws and conven-
tions, derived from them. Folly is a form of gay festive wis-
dom, free from all laws and restrictions, as well as from 
preoccupations and seriousness" (260). Conceived in another 
context, Bakhtin's perspective still largely accommodates our 
own. The ambivalence he underscores is entirely appropri-
ate: we can laugh (in true carnival spirit) at the wisdom/folly 
of magical realism, but we shudder at its sometimes ghastly 
results in grotesque realism. Broadly speaking, the "negative 
element of debasement and destruction" also fits more closely 
with grotesque realism, while the "positive element of re-
newal" is more in accord with magical realism. Finally, that 
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folly is "the opposite of wisdom-inverted wisdom" and (per-
haps even closer to the mark in our dual context) "inverted 
truth" is very much to the point here: namely, that as a source 
of our twin genres, folk wisdom/folly produces mixed results, 
misperceptions, "understandings" that run contrary to all un-
derstanding, amidst conclusions that are either ludicrous or 
hideous, or mad.4 
Both magical realism and grotesque realism are born not 
only from the ancient tale, legend, and myth but also from 
the darker aspect of folk "wisdom" that includes superstition 
and false belief. Thus, in The Painted Bird, we read: "It was 
said that Ludmilla lived with this huge dog as with a man. 
Others said that someday she would give birth to children 
whose bodies would be covered with canine hair and who 
would have lupine ears and four paws, and that these mon-
sters would live somewhere in the forest" (Kosinski 1966:42). 
As a result of this kind of popular speculation, we might well 
imagine a corresponding fiction in which sightings of such 
strange creatures are commonplace. Yet, as a result of such 
"sightings," we might also presume the emergence of a new 
hybrid form or literary equivalent to magical realism-un-
less that "new" form has already made its appearance under 
the designation we have given it as grotesque realism. 
What distinguishes grotesque realism from its "magi-
cal" counterpart is, as previously noted, its consistent em-
phasis upon "evil forces" operating to the virtual exclusion 
of a potential positive correlative. The nightmare vision of 
The Painted Bird is presented repeatedly through stark, fright-
ening imagery-the burning of a peasant's hut with the seated 
corpse of an old woman inside, the boy set adrift on a bloated 
fish bladder to drown, a young man blinded with a spoon, 
cats' playing with plucked-out eyes, the night replete with 
both imagined and real horrors. Those horrors include the 
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peasants themselves, who rape and kill, and who laugh when 
a woman they have repeatedly raped-leaving her mind un-
hinged-is later brutally murdered by the other women of 
the village in cruel revenge for being too "loose." Through-
out this and other scenes ofbrutality the peasants' cruel laugh-
ter rings loud as a welcoming knell for the appearance of the 
more advanced, calculated cruelty of the Nazi torturer. Per-
haps the most telling image in the book is that of rats at the 
bottom of a pit hastily devouring a man down to the bone 
(55-56). That image serves well as a hallmark picture of the 
Holocaust and how it likewise reduced millions to cleanly 
picked skeletons, or ash. 
The extent of the Nazi horror is dispassionately related 
when the peasants are shown indifferently observing the 
packed cattle cars crammed with human beings on their way 
to the crematoria. At best the villagers express only vague 
curiosity; no one cares. The blood drinkers of Christian ba-
bies are getting what they deserve. For the peasants (as we 
saw in The White Hotel), anyone managing to escape from 
the death trains is only a source of additional clothing and 
nothing more. Any hope on the part of the victims for human 
kindness or assistance is pointless. The boy who knows no 
other reality can only wonder: "Wouldn't it be easier to change 
people's eyes and hair than to build big furnaces and then 
catch Jews and Gypsies to bum in them? . . . I wondered 
whether so many Jews were necessary to compensate God 
for the killing of His son. Perhaps the world would soon be-
come one vast incinerator for burning people" (88-89). Given 
the perspective the boy acquires on this house of horrors, 
which is the world, that conclusion is as reasonable as any.5 
When given the opportunity by his parents (who have 
managed to locate him) to escape the terror that has been his 
life, however, the boy does not wish to give up living on the 
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edge, where life is a matter of survival, in return for the com-
forts of home. For him, there is barely the chance to return 
"home"-because he has not retained through the terror of 
the war years any sense of what home is, or might be. He 
longs for a world at war, for struggle, for life in extremis, for 
a world turned upside down-no matter how ugly the under-
side might be-for the world of carnival. "I was somehow 
disappointed; the war seemed to be over .... I would much 
prefer to be alone again, wandering from one village to the 
next, from one town to another, never knowing what might 
happen. Here everything was very predictable" (163, 208). 
Here life proceeded according to the rules of the "official 
culture," and what he longs for is "unofficial" and unlawful. 
So the boy chooses to live his life at night, since "in daytime 
the world was at peace. The war continued at night" (21 0). 
At night he can still have uncertainty, unpredictability, the 
war-and carnival. 
Nowhere in the novel is war and carnival so horrifically 
intertwined as in the account of the wholesale raping, pillag-
ing, and killing by the Kalmuks, 6 accomplished in all manner 
of ingenious ways, concluded only by the arrival of an aveng-
ing Red Army, which puts an end to the slaughter by initiat-
ing, in turn, a new round of killings. In the vicious gro-
tesquerie, no one escapes: neither victim, nor victimizer. Here 
there is no shortage of victims or killers. A procession of the 
one is, seemingly, followed en masse by the other. Nor does 
the human imagination, evidently, want for ways to dehu-
manize, hurt, maim, and destroy, as just the opening lines of 
several successive paragraphs show. 
The Kalmuks were now dragging a half-naked woman 
out of a house .... Nearby the soldiers had forced a 
woman to the ground. . . . Still another woman was 
brought out. . . . The screams of raped women were 
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heard in all the houses .... New victims were being 
caught all the time .... Other feats followed. Helpless 
women were passed from one trotting horse to another. 
One of the Kalmuks tried to couple with a mare. [158-60] 
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Thriving on the life blood of their victims one day, the 
killers are themselves made to suffer an excruciating death 
the next, when they are captured and left hanging upside down 
"from the oak trees along the river .... like sapless over-
grown pine cones" (164)-"the landscape [having] become a 
phantasmagoria, with strange human fruit hanging from the 
[trees]" (Vargas Llosa 1985 :287). "Ants and flies crawled all 
over the strung-up Kalmuks. They crept into their open 
mouths, into their noses and eyes. They set up nests in their 
ears; they swarmed over their ragged hair. They came in thou-
sands and fought for the best spots" (Kosinski 1966: 164-65). 
Yet this is only the twentieth-century version of the terrifi-
cally brutal history of Eastern Europe, where nothing changes, 
only time passes, as new players with more advanced meth-
ods of torture appear on the stage. As for the boy: "I looked 
around for death, for I felt its breath in the air. ... It was 
nearer to me than ever. I could almost touch its airy shroud . 
. . . It stopped in front of me .... I was not afraid of it; I hoped 
it would take me along .... I reached out my hand, but death 
vanished among the trees with their burden of rustling leaves 
and heavy crop ofhanging corpses" (165). Death would have 
been welcome. After all, who wants to grow up and live in a 
world such as the one-the only one-the boy has come to 
know? 
The war years have no comparable period in world history. 
More than fifty million people died during those years. That 
kind of monumental figure has no counterpart, nor any real 
meaning for the human mind. Untold millions experienced 
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terrible suffering, uprootedness, loss of family and friends, 
loss of a place in the world that had been familiar and com-
fortable. The world has seen nothing remotely like the devas-
tation and desolation caused by the Second World War. Not 
surprisingly, this incomparable period has brought forth a new 
literature, which is still emerging with new shoots in what 
might otherwise have remained a barren place. 
The Painted Bird is thus one among many works that 
explore a grossly negative psychology that in some way may 
be seen as a twentieth-century malady: a human being is made 
to suffer (in war, in prison, as a member of the underground 
living under great deprivation), but when the period of suf-
fering is over, that person develops the need to recreate it, to 
reestablish some source of hurt in his life as a kind of su-
preme reality-perhaps the only reality-that he can under-
stand. 7 The idea behind such awful possibility is that such an 
individual may no longer be able (or want) to live a normal 
life with all of its attendant minor hurts and pains. What is 
sought and needed, rather, is something large-and tremen-
dously detrimental to life-that he can once again struggle to 
overcome. This is the psychology of a type that evolves from 
suffering-in war, in the Holocaust; it is a psychology that 
demands the extreme, that expresses the need to live on the 
very edge of life and meaning. 
In Aharon Appelfeld's The Immortal Bartfuss (1988), 
we can only surmise that the hero survived the war and the 
Holocaust under extraordinary circumstances. We are given 
a hint of his remarkable survivalist abilities when a character 
suggests with hyperbolic awe reminiscent of the magical re-
alist tendency to exaggerate possibility: "There are fifty bul-
lets in his body. How can a man live with fifty bullets in his 
body?" (1989:62). That inexplicable "fact" is superseded, 
however, by a more pressing dilemma. According to Bartfuss' 
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thinking: "People were born for solitude. Solitude was their 
only humanity" (100). That view bears directly on the ques-
tion of man's place in the world: to be with others and enjoy 
the solicitude such company offers, or to remain in solitude 
as "one's only humanity." In dealing with such existential 
problems, the book rightly presents them as issues that are 
born not of philosophical speculation or concern for the hu-
man condition but from concrete historical reality. Bartfuss 
is a Holocaust survivor. That makes his human predicament 
all the more demanding: how does he square the fact that he 
survived when millions of others were killed? His concern 
goes beyond the age-old petulant question, Why was I born? 
to, Why was I saved? In his mind, the fact that he had been 
saved might suggest of itself that there had also been a reason 
for his being spared. 8 
The immediate challenge facing Bartfuss is to discover 
that reason. Others might wonder periodically why they have 
been placed on the planet; Bartfuss needs to know why he 
had not been obliterated from it when so many others were. 
For him-and this is an implicit point of the book-it is hard 
to remain alive when others are dead. For other survivors, he 
is a source of wonderment, a living legend ("They tell amaz-
ing stories about you .... They tell astounding things about 
you .... Let me touch you" 33). But Bartfuss is not a source 
of wonderment to himself and does not want to be at the cen-
ter of others' idol worship. ("Bartfuss. It's Bartfuss. Haven't 
you heard about him?" 60) Now he is a man seemingly de-
void of human sentiment. He does not want even a word for 
himself. "A word for yourself," is what he is told he needs, to 
which he responds: "I don't need words" (10 1 ). All Bartfuss 
knows for sure is: "I'm alive .... I'm alive again" (37-38). 
That is all he knows and all he can know. So the fact that he 
has survived must be sufficient; words, in this context, be-
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come unnecessary. But what kind oflife is it to deprive one-
self of the very possibility of human communication? That is 
one of the profound existential questions posed by this work.9 
The existential quality of the book is rooted not in the 
story nor in the psychology ofBartfuss but in history. Hence 
the preponderant dilemma: "No one knew what to do with 
the lives that had been saved. The lives that had been saved 
strove for great deeds" (36). Evidently such deeds had been 
accomplished when life was still lived on the run, when 
Bartfuss "lived for the strong taste of action on others' be-
half" (20). The reader never learns precisely what those ac-
tions were. We can only assume that there were "great deeds" 
that resulted in the saving of lives in the fight against fas-
cism. But now in the relative comfort of the postwar years 
there is no heroism but only the ongoing petty war among 
family members, while Bartfuss ruminates: "I should have 
been more generous. People who went through the Holocaust 
should be generous .... I expect ... greatness of soul from 
people who underwent the Holocaust" (73, 1 07). 10 But, need-
less to say, that amounts to a great expectation, whether of 
oneself or others. 
Like the boy in The Painted Bird, Bartfuss has lost in-
terest in everyday, mundane concerns. And, like the boy, who 
for a long period of time loses the ability to speak, Bartfuss 
may have lost the capacity to value the Word, to appreciate 
the human effort at trying to understand, and be understood 
by, one's fellow beings. 11 As a kind ofperversity, born of a 
terrible adversity that few ever come to know, Bartfuss per-
ceives others' speech as noise and therefore as something to 
be ignored or abhorred. 12 Yet part of what makes this novel 
important is the fact that the Word is made virtually equiva-
lent to a character within the book. We learn how Bartfuss 
uses and reacts to words-his own and those of others-how 
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other characters treat words as wholly significant objects in 
their lives. Paradoxically, the Word is made vital and alive 
by virtue of the main character rejecting it so vigorously, by 
effecting "the presence of an absence" (Fuentes 1992: 142). 
In Bartfuss, through subtle literary artifice, the Word is made 
a thing and is thus treated as a material object. It is not taken 
for granted as the raw material of which this work-and all 
literature-is made. Rather, the reader's attention is constantly 
drawn to the Word as an entity that exists in its own right, as 
an existential fact of immense power and importance. For 
"all power is in words, in the sound of words" (Asturias 
1982:118). 
But why should we attribute so much power to words? 
Because, from one (spiritual) perspective, "in taking a single 
word by assault it is possible to discover the secret of cre-
ation, the center where all threads come together" (Wiesel 
1967:168). And, from another like perspective, if"the secret 
of creation" is not yet to be revealed, we may still acknowl-
edge that "the word is the only thing that links us when ev-
erything else becomes useless, treacherous, threatening. The 
word is the ultimate reality of Christ, His vigil among us, 
what allows us, without pride to say, 'I am like Him'" 
(Fuentes 1992:227). Hence, the Word may be perceived as 
Spirit, as the binding agent between man and man, and be-
tween man and God. 
In the far distant context of medieval culture, Bakhtin 
refers to "virginal words" that "emerged from the depths of 
the people's elemental life and entered the system of written 
and printed literature" (1968:456). New forms figure in es-
sentially the same sense in magical realist works, where ex-
pressions derived from the "elemental life," as well as from 
the legends and mythologies of the indigenous Latin Ameri-
can peoples, enter contemporary literature (The Storyteller). 
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The "virginal words" of grotesque realism, however, infil-
trate their corresponding literary sphere in a parallel but omi-
nous fashion, as neologisms ("kapo") and other new 
formulations ("final solution"; "night and fog"13) that horrify 
rather than edify. Further, Bakhtin observes that Rabelais had 
learned new words and expressions from an oral source that 
had never been used in a literary context (457-58). Essen-
tially the same can be said concerning magical realism and 
grotesque realism. Both forms draw significantly from collo-
quial speech that had never existed in print before, in part to 
convey experiences or events, especially in the latter case, 
that had never been known before. 14 
In regarding the Word as an independent entity, Bartfuss 
explores the underside of dialogue: the potential tyranny of 
words. "She always rushed in to explain, to dispel, to pile 
words upon words .... Once her outbursts used to fill his 
entire day with noise .... Sometimes the married daughter 
bursts in with her mother's noise and lays down masses of 
words" (Appelfeld 1989:4, 8). The first few pages of this work 
thus insist upon the materiality ofthe Word-its mass. Later, 
"scraps of words" (12, 61) are brought to our attention, so that 
they become almost palpable in their (stinging) presence and 
absence: "They used to call him 'him.' 'He' was a stranger of 
whom one had to be wary" (11 ). In this way, "he" is deprived 
of a name and affection. 15 Paradoxically, the various nega-
tions of common verbal usage illustrated in this novel serve 
to underscore the creative potential inheren~ within the lin-
guistic pool we all share: to elaborate a mode of speech that 
is either loving or distancing in its relation to others. 
Yet "the all-encompassing power of words" (Allende 
1989:297) is of course not a part of the exclusive provenance 
of Appelfeld or any other artist of the word. There is a like 
preoccupation with the Word and its evocatory power in magi-
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cal realist texts as well. For instance, the trip through time in 
The Lost Steps leads Carpentier's hero to discover the origin 
ofthe Word ("And in the vast night jungle filling with night 
terrors, there arose the Word")-bom as an incantation against 
death: "The earliest attempt to combat the forces of annihila-
tion which frustrate man's designs" (1979: 162-63). But those 
same designs can also be frustrated by a different interpreta-
tion placed on a word than the accepted connotation. Thus, in 
Eva Luna, striking differences of interpretation emerge be-
tween understandings of the terms "murdered" (which ex-
presses the horror of the humanist) and "executed" (which 
conveys the political necessity perceived by the terrorist). 
Likewise, the young heroine's romantic perception of her 
friends as "guerrillas" is countered by the view of them by 
heradmirer(ageneral) as "terrorists" (Allende 1989:231, 302). 
Varying connotations are thus linked to various social 
and political positions and attendant perceptions. In Of Love 
and Shadows, we read: " 'Justice' was an almost forgotten 
term, no longer mentioned because, like the word 'liberty,' it 
had subversive overtones" (Allende 1988:214). Likewise, in 
The House of the Spirits: "There were words prohibited by 
military decree . . . and others that could not be mentioned 
even though no edict had swept them from the lexicon, such 
as 'freedom,' 'justice' " (Allende 1986:383). The converse 
of such repressive official reactions to the Word is expressed 
on the plane of the personal and individual in Appelfeld's 
Badenheim 1939: "The words procedure and appeal seemed 
to satisfy him .... He calmed down a little. The contact with 
the old words restored him to his sanity" (1980:99). Hence 
the potential healing power of familiar verbal signs. Yet that 
"restoration" is short-lived. For, in this instance, too, the 
humanist's understanding oflegal or humane procedures does 
not jibe with (Nazi) officialdom's point of view, leaving the 
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healing, restorative power of the Word, in this context, to fail 
in its seeking to give succor, to preserve human life. 
Generally, less is at stake in the carnival attitude to the 
Word, by which commonly accepted verbal connotations may 
be subjected to various reversals or transformations. Accom-
plished through superimposing new layers of potential mean-
ing upon the old, such reversals seek a corresponding new 
truth in seeming opposites. As Bakhtin puts it: "Thought and 
word were searching for a new reality beyond the visible ho-
rizon of official philosophy. Often enough words and thoughts 
were turned around in order to discover what they were actu-
ally hiding, what was that other side. The aim was to find a 
position permitting a look at the other side of established val-
ues, so that new bearings could be taken" (1968:272). Charted 
in such sober fashion is the often chaotic carnival spirit that 
seeks to oppose official positions with new unofficial view-
points. Literature, by contrast, can of course dispense with 
the more temperate manner of expression of the cultural his-
torian in documenting the resultant frictions between those 
who regard the Word with sympathy and those who do so 
with antipathy, between the received perception of its value 
as forever rooted in official terms and that of its creative po-
tential realized and revitalized in unofficial carnivalized ex-
pression. 
Thus, in a related classic opposition, we find mirrored 
in magical realism the thought of "civilized" man juxta-
posed to that of his more "primitive" counterpart (a promi-
nent theme of The Lost Steps), in whom there may be an 
even greater preoccupation with "wisdom," the seeking to 
understand nature and man's place within it, rather than in 
acquiring (scientific) knowledge. That preoccupation is 
well documented in The Storyteller, in which the indig-
enous people's concern with retaining, against great odds, 
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the understanding acquired through generations is repeatedly 
noted: 
Who knows whether wisdom had yet appeared? [Vargas 
Llosa 1990:41] 
Wisdom was lost or hadn't yet come. [42] 
And wisdom returned, happily, just as they were about 
to disappear. [43] 
They had lost wisdom. [63] 
Once again, wisdom had been lost. [64] 
It's bad that wisdom should be getting lost. [190] 
But if in this context "wisdom" refers to a clearly unassail-
able and unalterable understanding of man's relation to na-
ture, in the literature produced by the Holocaust the need to 
understand is rooted in man's relation to man. 
For the tribe, home is the place where one chooses to 
stop walking and remain for a period of time. For the survi-
vor, home is where one was born. But to return home is to 
encounter a maze of imponderable questions studded with 
(self-)accusations. In Appelfeld's The Age of Wonders, the 
protagonist "felt a desire to knock on one of the doors and 
say, 'I'm here. Don't you remember me'?" But the one re-
sponse he gets is not one he wants to hear: "It's not right for 
you to come here and stir up evil spirits" (1990:233, 267). 
Such "spirits," as principal dramatis personae in grotesque 
realism (although not excluded from magical realism), con-
tribute to making the return an especially daunting task for 
the survivor, for whom "home," a now-poignant oxymoron, 
as a result of a previously unthinkable transformation, is no 
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longer home. Although the return is a universal theme in world 
literature, dating at least as far back as The Odyssey, in Holo-
caust literature the drama of return takes on a philosophical 
dimension, eliciting the question of whether one can return 
to a place once called "home" that has been deliberately purged 
of one's culture and soul and, therefore, effectively of one-
self-one strangely still-living self. For the problem of re-
turn is compounded, as we see in what follows, by the question 
of remaining. "Even the Jewish shops have preserved their 
outward appearance, like the Lauffer's drapery shop. None 
of them have survived but their shop is still standing at ex-
actly the same angle as before, perfectly preserved, even the 
geraniums in their pots. Now a different man is sitting there 
with a different woman. Strange-they don't look like mur-
derers" (Appelfeld 1990:216-17). 
Precisely the problem of complicity, implied in that last 
unyielding phrase, is the problem that Weisel takes up in The 
Town Beyond the Wall. All of the events of the past explored 
in this novel are framed by a single fact that defines the present: 
the protagonist, having returned to a Hungarian town behind 
the Iron Curtain, is being tortured and interrogated, as though 
he were a criminal. The ironic implication is that a society 
that cannot, or will not, distinguish between victim and vic-
timizer is itself doomed to (self-)annihilation. The main char-
acter returns to the place of his birth without understanding 
why he has undertaken the journey. 16 Only after he has re-
turned does he realize that his quest is centered on the need to 
examine the role of the Other-not the killer but the idler. He 
acknowledges some understanding as to the motivations of 
both victim and assassin. But the idle spectator has remained 
a more haunting specter than even that of the murderer. 
Do you understand that I need to understand? To 
understand the others-the Other-those who watched 
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us depart for the unknown; those who observed us, 
without emotion, while we became objects-living 
sticks of wood-and carefully numbered victims? 
This, this was the thing I had wanted to understand 
ever since the war. Nothing else. How a human being 
can remain indifferent. [1969: 159] 
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In identifying the spectator as "that Other" (161 ), Wiesel raises 
a problem that casts a shadow across Bakhtin's most vital 
meaning-producing model ofhuman communication: the Self 
and Other, 17 as individuals engaged in dialogic interaction 
that presumably affords mutual comprehension, meaning, and 
greater understanding. Wiesel's identification of the Other 
(in historically accurate terms) as the spectator, the person 
who had remained indifferent to human persecution and suf-
fering, raises the issue of an attendant situation that is, how-
ever, by definition nondialogic in its basic conception. In this 
case, there can be no path to greater understanding precisely 
because there had been no channel opened for possible com-
munication. Yet it is precisely this failing, which is eminently 
possible and repeatable, that casts a shadow over Bakhtin's 
essentially optimistic viewpoint: what if, in other words, hu-
man beings choose not to speak, and not to speak precisely at 
the moment when there is the greatest need to do so? 
In contrast to Wiesel's relentless probing for answers 
(which implies in his complex, sometimes strained dialectic 
the constant pyramiding of new questions), a basic operative 
principle of Appelfeld's art is an almost unbearable aura of 
understatement. In The Age of Wonders, the events of the 
Holocaust are subsumed under a single phrase-" Many Years 
Later When Everything Was Over"-that marks the passage 
of time between the first and second parts of the book, be-
tween "before" and "after." It is thus incumbent upon the 
reader to approach this novel already cognizant of "every-
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thing," in order to be fully receptive to the ominous import of 
Appelfeld's lyric reflections, as the novelist recalls a past that 
can never be re-called, ruminating upon times that had been 
deprived of the carnivalesque sense of renewal and rebirth, 
which Bakhtin perceives as pervading medieval folk culture, 
but which decidedly does not inhabit the sphere of Appelfeld' s 
folk. 
I sensed: my own little life, held to its narrow com-
pounds, had escaped from its constraints and ap-
proached the threshold of a darkness I did not under-
stand. [1990:36] 
Now I knew: the quiet, still days that had filled the rooms 
of the house with the serenity of small activities, those 
days were over. [55] 
I knew: everything I had once known, my childhood 
too, was over. [100] 
Everything around us was in a state of gay, drugged 
despair and the bitter smell of the approaching end was 
already in the air. [134] 
Now she understood what she had not understood be-
fore: everything was gone, gone forever. She would re-
main alone, alone forever. [1983:140] 
Every now and then her [dead] mother would call ... 
and [she] would reply, "Here I am." Ofher entire child-
hood, only this was left. [158] 
In such passages, scoured of all passion and emotion, the au-
thor depicts a past that, devoid of seed, has been decreed bar-
ren and is thus finished and done with; in this new "age of 
wonders," in which millions of souls had been dispatched as 
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smoke leaving no trace and no possibility for renewal, one 
can say (in stark contrast to the potential for rebirth that 
Bakhtin acclaims in medieval folk culture): "It's all over" 
(Appelfeld 1990:269). With stunning simplicity, that trite little 
phrase stands in sad, bold opposition to the great promise of 
regeneration, rebirth, and new life promised by the folk cul-
ture of earlier times. What remains is now stagnant, passive, 
and static, promising nothing but a vague, deadening repeti-
tion. "Now everything stands there without them, comfort-
able and homely, bathed in the same familiar light returning 
every year in its placid provincial rhythm" (21 7)-a rhythm 
that, in its very calm, is devoid not only of carnival but of the 
very potential for carnival, with its joyous promise of rejuve-
nation and renewal, of more life and new life. 
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5 I ARcHETYPAL AsPECTS 
For myself, I feel obliged to establish 
the actuality of archetypes. 
-Gaston Bachelard [1964: 188] 
I n concluding, I return to a problem raised at the start. For in our considerations of the camivalesque, an underlying 
question remains: are we treating a continuum that is in some 
sense representative of what might be viewed as an anthro-
pological constant? That is, an "anthropologically motivated 
postulate" (Mukarovsky 1978:56), rooted in a certain reitera-
tive human tendency or impulse that makes its appearance in 
various guises in virtually all cultures? One might make such 
an argument, as I have shown previously, on the basis that 
"there are certain constitutive characteristics of the human 
species that dispose us to regard the world in a certain way 
and to make and evaluate art accordingly .... There are uni-
versals that not only consistently appeal to us as human be-
ings but that also contribute to our being human" (Danow 
1987: 146). The concept of an anthropological constant may 
thus be understood as fluid, traversing a spectrum that has 
been charted in the present context according to a sometimes 
chimerical polarity, posited in magical realism at one extreme 
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and in grotesque realism at the other. To reiterate my earlier 
point, however, this is a continuum in which the two poles 
are in flux, may even curl about each other (like our tail-eating 
serpent), so that at times they meet and overlap. In The Lost 
Steps, for instance, there is the episode (remarked earlier), in 
which a leper who has raped a child is shot in the face, result-
ing in his deformed visage turning into "a bloody mass that 
was disintegrating, slipping down his chest like melting wax" 
(Carpentier 1979:201). Magical realism is thus for a brief 
moment transformed into grotesque realism. 1 
My concern in this study has been to propose the idea 
(which is not empirically demonstrable) that human beings, 
in their art making, are animated by a periodic predisposition 
toward a bright perspective of wide-open potential, balanced 
by a like but potentially far darker inclination whose imma-
nent linkage I have designated the camivalesque-grotesque. 
In this understanding, both impulses represent related fea-
tures of the same "face," revealing a visage that at times smiles 
at the potential prospects ofthe collective human endeavor, 
but at other moments appears perplexed and horrified at the 
result of that endeavor, reacting, in effect, to history gone 
wrong.2 
The very nature of this study, with its emphases on fun-
damental oppositions and basic dualities, makes it tempting 
to construe the basic argument here in accord with Nietzsche's 
well known doctrine of the Apollonian-Dionysian antinomy, 
to which, the German philosopher maintains, "art owes its 
continuous evolution" (1956: 19). But the problems that would 
accrue to succumbing to such an alignment are several. First, 
Nietzsche argues for a certain "mysterious marriage" (36) be-
tween these two interacting artistic impulses. This might ap-
pear suitable to a discussion of magical realism, in which 
there is a certain dreamlike quality (attributed by Nietzsche 
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to the Apollonian vision) manifested in an often disarmingly 
serene contemplation of the world-even when declaring the 
most astounding manifestations of life forces within that 
world. Likewise, magical realism's healthy inclination toward 
zestful exaggeration and unlicensed behavior might comfort-
ably be accounted for by the Dionysian view of art and life. 
But that same Nietzschean opposition (which is also 
perceived, significantly, as a union) would find only a strained 
place, if any, in my discussion of grotesque realism. It would 
be difficult, indeed crass, to identify the dreamy Apollonian 
strain of thought with a literature designed to reflect the war 
experience generally and the Holocaust specifically, and even 
more inappropriate to associate a literature reflecting those 
events with the Dionysian vision, which emphasizes the un-
fettered joys of existence. At best, we would have to skew 
greatly Nietzsche's joint designations to fit our argument-
and the point (whatever it might be) in so doing would surely 
be lost in the skewing. 
Further, while there are certain similarities, as I have 
argued, existing between magical realism and grotesque re-
alism, when viewed through the powerful refractive prism of 
the carnivalesque-a prism that reflects partly the Dionysian 
attitude but only marginally the Apollonian-those similari-
ties do not afford the unified perspective that Nietzsche ob-
serves in the "constant conflicts and periodic acts of 
reconciliation" (19) that adhere to his well known opposi-
tion. Although magical realism is indeed a contrapuntal art, 
embracing both light and dark, grotesque realism, in distinct 
contrast on this important count, is essentially a single-
visioned form expressing the "tragic myth," defined (appro-
priately enough to our context) by Nietzsche as the "image of 
all that is awful, evil, perplexing, destructive, ominous in 
human existence" (8). Clearly, in grotesque realism there can 
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be no room for either joy or reconciliation, since that "myth" 
came into being with a horror and a force that Nietzsche him-
self could never have conceived. 
Yet, when Nietzsche observes that the "Apollonian con-
sciousness was but a thin veil hiding ... the whole Dionysiac 
realm" (28), one feels that, mutatis mutandis, a similar case 
could be made for the relations explored in this study be-
tween magical realism and its grotesque counterpart. Even 
Nietzsche's expressive faith in his antinomy's achieving a 
certain union holds some truth for the present context: "And 
lo and behold! Apollo found it impossible to live without 
Dionysos. The elements oftitanism and barbarism turned out 
to be quite as fundamental as the Apollonian element" (34). 
In other words, as we have seen in magical realism, below 
the surface of the sleepy generic Caribbean town there lurks 
the ever-present potential for conflict, hostility, and violence. 
In effect, the horrific is forever lying in wait, ready to subvert 
the relatively innocuous power of "magic," a concern that 
needs to be addressed. 
In a critique of Nietzsche's dichotomy, Jung obliquely 
addresses that concern in his inquiry into "The Apollinian 
and the Dionysian." There he observes that Nietzsche's 
thought spans an opposition, exhibiting intensely dark tones 
"that certainly enhance the effect of the light but allow still 
blacker depths to be divined" (1971: 13 7). That assessment, 
in effect, might be seen to reflect the aim of the present in-
vestigation as well. Jung goes on to say that Nietzsche "had a 
pronounced tendency to credit art with a mediating and re-
deeming role. The problem then remains stuck in aesthet-
ics-the ugly is also 'beautiful,' even beastliness and evil 
shine forth enticingly in the false glamour of aesthetic beauty" 
(140-41). For Jung, being "stuck in aesthetics," mired in that 
"false glamour," means that the possibility of a religious per-
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spective remains entirely ignored. "The aesthetic attitude 
guards against any real participation, prevents one from be-
ing personally implicated, which is what a religious under-
standing of the problem would mean" (142). Counterposed 
to Jung's assessment of Nietzsche's argument is Bakhtin's 
stated position, declared in his first published writing, a two-
page, spirited manifesto, "Art and Answerability" (1919): "I 
have to answer with my own life for what I have experienced 
and understood in art. . . . Art and life are not one, but they 
must become united in myself-in the unity of my 
answerability" (1990: 1-2). That position perhaps comes clos-
est to providing a response (which Jung terms "religious" and 
which others might regard as "spiritual") to the Swiss 
psychologist's call for the need to take a personal stand with 
regard to art. 
To identify the dualistic carnivalesque model presented 
here with Nietzsche's twin model would result in a false 
schematization. Although this study does parallel Nietzsche's 
investigation of two interacting artistic impulses, and like-
wise seeks "at least an intuitive comprehension of the mys-
tery which made this conjunction possible" (1956:36), 
Nietzsche's "conjunction" does not comply with our initial 
concerns or subsequent findings. Still, in the German 
philosopher's dichotomy, heralding a fruitful union of oppo-
sites from which art is born, there emerges a related clear 
recognition of the need for a dualistic approach in human 
thinking (Nietzsche speaks of the need to avoid deriving the 
arts from a "single vital principle" 97) that is reflected in my 
view of the carnivalesque as being inherently motivated by 
both a bright and a dark side. Further, while the dualistic view 
that he espouses is surely as powerful as the related model of 
this study, his opposition appears to emphasize less the pre-
carious balance between its two principal exponents, and 
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withholds the kind of evaluative assessment that Bakhtin, 
in contrast, affords his celebration of the people as manifested 
in carnival. 
For Bakhtin, as noted, the carnivalesque-grotesque finds 
its raison d'etre in its ability "to consecrate inventive free-
dom ... to liberate from the prevailing point of view of the 
world ... [and] offers the chance to have a new outlook on the 
world, to realize the relative nature of all that exists, and to 
enter a completely new order of things" (1968:34). Conjured 
under the notion of a carnivalesque spirit that unites within 
itself official culture and its unofficial counterpart, the law-
ful and what is unlawful, the rational and the irrational, the 
carnivalesque model allows, then, for the latter member of 
each such pair to supersede the primary member, so that the 
unofficial culture, sponsoring irrationality, license, and law-
lessness will temporarily (but presumably not ultimately) tri-
umph. But what is achieved by all this? For Bakhtin, the end 
result of this toppling of established values for a brief period 
of time is clearly positive; while the means to achieving that 
result may remain essentially ambiguous, those means (which 
is to say, the carnival attitude in its multitudinous manifesta-
tions) nevertheless represent an acknowledged reality that 
provides an inspiration for art. That, after all, has been the 
point here. 
But does that accurate assessment of the pervasive, 
prominent role of carnival in the making of art account for all 
that is positive in the carnival attitude or in carnivalized real-
ity? A closer look at Bakhtin's evocation of carnival reveals 
it to be a popular source of knowledge. 3 When Bakhtin speaks 
of liberating "from the prevailing point of view," of offering 
"the chance to have a new outlook," of realizing "the relative 
nature of all that exists," and of entering "a completely new 
order of things," he is articulating a theory that is essentially 
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epistemological at base, one that seeks new ways of knowing 
and new approaches to understanding the world and man's 
place within it. In succinct, humorous formulation, the ratio-
nale for the kind of thinking that accommodates the 
camivalesque (and, conversely, its realization in life as car-
nival) is encapsulated by Fuentes: "Put all your ideas on one 
side of the balance, then put everything that negates them on 
the other, and then you'll be closer to the truth" (1992:230). 
In effect, that pithy remark incorporates the notion of carni-
val, writ small, with its essential oppositions between offi-
cial and unofficial culture, between what is lawful and 
unlawful. It also emphasizes the underlying rationale for jux-
taposing seemingly irreconcilable pairs: in a word, to learn 
whatever we can from the unlikely juxtapositions that afford 
us a periodically camivalized reality, which in tum is mani-
fested in art as the camivalesque. 
In his well known early assessment ofBakhtin' s thought, V. V. 
Ivanov points out: "Bakhtin insisted on the length of the path 
separating carnival from 'primitive' rituals. This does not pre-
vent him from recognizing that the carnival tradition, in 
Shakespeare, for example ... has its roots in the prehistoric 
past ... that is, goes back to cultural archetypes" (1974: 
339-40). In the course of this study the implicit aim has been 
to suggest that the carnival tradition may be traced (well be-
yond Shakespeare) through seemingly disparate works of 
twentieth-century narrative that on the surface may appear to 
have little in common but that are, nevertheless, derived in 
varying degrees from precisely that tradition that occupied 
Bakhtin in his study of medieval and Renaissance folk cul-
ture. 
Concerning Shakespeare, Bakhtin writes: "The seman-
tic treasures Shakespeare embedded in his works were ere-
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ated and collected through the centuries and even millennia: 
they lay hidden in the language, and not only in the literary 
language, but also in those strata of the popular language that 
before Shakespeare's time had not entered literature, in the 
diverse genres and forms of speech communication, in the 
forms of a mighty national culture (primarily carnival forms) 
that were shaped through millennia, in theater-spectacle genres 
... in plots whose roots go back to prehistoric antiquity, and, 
finally, in forms ofthinking" (1986:5). In this study, I have 
concentrated upon the carnival forms that "were shaped 
through millennia" and that, as I have tried to show, still play 
an extraordinarily significant role in modem literary creation. 
My concluding concerns focus upon a necessarily delimited 
consideration of certain "forms of thinking" that are essen-
tially at the core of art making. 
One such concern that I have taken up in my discussion 
of magical realism is the universal preoccupation with time. 
No narrative can do without it; no people have managed to 
dispense with at least some consideration of it or reaction to 
it. Human conceptions of time frequently draw upon our ca-
pacity for figurative thinking. Thus different peoples may con-
ceive of time as linear, circular, or cyclical. Each of these 
conceptions derives from metaphors that are geometric in 
nature. Yet, as Edmund Leach points out: "There is nothing 
intrinsically geometrical about time as we actually experi-
ence it." Moreover, in some primitive cultures, "time is ex-
perienced as something discontinuous, a repetition of repeated 
reversal, a sequence of oscillations between polar opposites: 
night and day, winter and summer, drought and flood, age 
and youth, life and death. In such a scheme the past has no 
'depth' to it, all past is equally past; it is simply the opposite 
of now" (1961: 126). In other words, instead of saying that 
time extends linearly from an infinite past to an infinite fu-
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ture, or that it moves in circular or cyclical fashion, time may 
also be conceived as moving back and forth, like a pendu-
lum, in a series of alternations between dissimilar events that 
includes most strikingly the distinguishing moments between 
life and death. 
In the magical realist texts discussed here, we have en-
countered such conceptions of time (including the linear 
model, implicitly present in the "modem" approach to chro-
nology that conceives of events as taking place in sequential 
order). In Carpentier's The Lost Steps, the protagonist, who 
travels back in time and deep into the jungle, encounters a 
young Indian woman who regards time as existing only in 
the present. For her, all of the past is "equally past"; there is 
only now-a present that is neither intellectualized, romanti-
cized, nor idealized but that is simply lived in the most basic 
biological way, "without the chains of yesterday, without 
thinking of tomorrow" (1979: 160). For the enamored protago-
nist, however, time is hopelessly and irreversibly linear; he is 
far too "civilized" to change. 
The sense of time as circular is felt in magical realist 
texts by the primitive tribesman as well as the sophisticated 
individual. In Allende's Of Love and Shadows, the circular 
movement of time is encompassed by the story of a single 
family, in which one generation makes its escape from Eu-
rope and Franco's Spain, while the next seeks refuge fifty 
years later from the torturous regime ofPinochet's Chile in a 
now more settled Europe. "He imagined himself unlocking 
the door with the same tum of the wrist his mother had used 
to lock it almost half a century before, and he felt as if during 
that time his family had wandered in a great circle" (1988 :278). 
Likewise, wandering in a circle in Vargas Llosa's The Story-
teller is the family of primitive tribe members, for whom "his-
tory marches neither forward nor backward; it goes around 
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and around in circles, repeats itself" (1990:240). In both cases, 
that of the Spanish-Chilean family returning to Europe and 
that of the Indians picking up and walking once again, the 
result is the same: diaspora. Being scattered, rootless, home-
less, remains typical of "the enormous wave of nomads that 
characterized [the] age: expatriates, emigres, exiles, refugees" 
(Allende 1988:276). This parade, too, is part of the twentieth-
century carnival-that part that is for the most part dark and 
grim.4 At its grimmest, affording the darkest possible per-
spective, a new set of metaphors emerges, far different from 
those derived from geometry: "Time is no longer abstraction, 
but a river of blood and death, running into a sea of death and 
blood" (Wiesel1967:41). 
Offering a veritable compendium of possibility for 
chronicling the passage of time, One Hundred Years ofSoli-
tude, a classic instance of magical realism, conceives of time 
in multitudinous ways: as capable of ( carnivalesque) reversal 
("It's as if time had turned around and we were back at the 
beginning" Garcia Marquez 1971: 185); as repetitive ("It's as 
if the world were repeating itself' 276); as circular ("Time 
was not passing ... but ... was turning in a circle" 31 0); as 
fragmented ("time also stumbled and had accidents and could 
therefore splinter and leave an eternalized fragment in a room" 
322); as translucent (affirming "the scientific possibility of 
seeing the future showing through in time as one sees what is 
written on the back of a sheet of paper through the light" 
360); as coexistent (having "concentrated a century of daily 
episodes in such a way that they coexisted in one instant" 
382). That last possibility is reiterated by Allende: "We be-
lieve in the fiction of past, present, and future, but it may also 
be true that everything happens simultaneously" (1986:432). 
The whole range of possibility in magical realism is summed 
up by her thus: "The past and the future formed part of a 
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single unit, and the reality of the present was a kaleidoscope 
of jumbled mirrors where everything and anything could hap-
pen" (82). But, in contrast to this great virtuosity displayed 
by Time in magical realism, in grotesque realism it moves 
inexorably, scythe in hand, in pure linear fashion emanating 
from the cruel presumption that innocent life need be put to 
inevitable, premature death. 
As a final, contrastive point of view, let us consider again 
Leach's contrary stand: "If there is nothing in the principle of 
the thing, or in the nature of our experience, to suggest that 
time must necessarily flow past at constant speed, we are not 
required to think of time as a constant flow at all. Why 
shouldn't time slow down and stop occasionally, or even go 
into reverse?" (1961: 133). With this seemingly paradoxical 
point (distressing perhaps only to our too-civilized selves), 
Bakhtin, oddly, might agree, for he makes a like paradoxical 
point of his own: "It turns out that every truly significant step 
forward is accompanied by a return to the beginning ('primi-
tiveness'), or more exactly to a renewal of the beginning. Only 
memory, not forgetfulness, can go forward. Memory returns 
to the beginning and renews it" (1974:293). Yet the seeming 
paradox of such views can be resolved on several levels. First, 
from the perspective of our present topic, with its emphasis 
on recurrence and renewal, this idea conforms with the prin-
ciple of the camivalesque, which also adheres to a concern 
with origins and a corresponding primordial sense of return 
to those origins. Second, from the viewpoint of the Russian 
semiotician Yury Lotman, who defines culture as collective 
memory, Bakhtin's argument serves to support, albeit ob-
liquely, the notion of culture as an ongoing and developing 
project that likewise depends on the preservation of the past 
for fruitful humanistic development in the future. Third, such 
view finds its repeated literary (that is, poetic) reflection; for 
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instance, in Ernesto Sabato's The Tunnel (1950), where the 
reader is told that "life is a process of constructing future 
memories" (1988:90), and in The Lost Steps, where there is a 
tavern with the "delightfully absurd name: Memories of the 
Future" (Carpentier 1979: 116). Last, Bakhtin here appears 
to echo and corroborate arguments that belong to Jung. 
In establishing at least a tentative correlation between 
the thought of Bakhtin and that of Jung, we need draw upon 
another related idea of Bakhtin's, which he himself devel-
oped only barely: namely, his conception of what he refers to 
as "Great Time." Within his writings we find only fugitive 
reference to this notion, as in the following isolated context 
concerning Gogol, where it is argued that "Gogol' s images 
and plot situations are immortal; they exist in Great Time. A 
phenomenon that belongs to profane time may be purely nega-
tive, only hateful; but in Great Time it is ambivalent and al-
ways beloved, as involved in existence" (1974:296; italics 
added). From the perspective of this study, it may be argued 
that the concept of carnival itself might well occupy a place 
within Bakhtin's notion of Great Time, as a universal ("im-
mortal") phenomenon "beloved" by the people because of its 
"ambivalence" as well as its corresponding "involvement in 
existence." Its ambivalent quality has been a focal point here 
all along, while the latter aspect is confirmed by carnival's 
typifying drive and motivation, intimately tied to the need in 
life for revivification and revitalization. 
The concluding phrase of the incomplete, elliptical es-
say, which is probably the last thing Bakhtin ever wrote, reads 
thus: "The problem of great time" (1986: 170). That problem 
is ceded to others to resolve-in the sense of affording the 
concept a broad but succinct formulation and attendant un-
derstanding. Here I will note only that the expression sug-
gests the kind of concern that was a lifelong preoccupation of 
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Bakhtin: the spiritual idea that all utterances are linked, ex-
tending from the distant primordial past into the farthest 
reaches of the future. Thus, in regard to literature, Bakhtin 
writes: "A work of literature ... is revealed primarily in the 
differentiated unity of the culture of the epoch in which it 
was created, but it cannot be closed off in this epoch: its full-
ness is revealed only in great time" (5). The same can be 
said, perhaps even more appropriately, of those archetypal 
ideas, including carnival, that have achieved a certain lon-
gevity, that, according to Jung's thinking, have outlasted all 
other "texts" in their resilience and productivity as the great 
resource of the human psyche-both in its efforts at survival 
and in that other great, related project of making art. 
What I tentatively posited in this chapter's opening paragraph 
as an "anthropological constant" is related to Jung's concept 
of the collective unconscious, which postulates that there are 
certain experiences belonging to the human psyche that are 
transpersonal, exceeding the limits of individual experience 
and extending to that of the race as a whole. Jung refers to the 
collective unconscious variously as "those immemorial pat-
terns of the human mind, which we have not acquired but 
have inherited from the dim ages of the past," as having the 
quality of a "supra-individual psyche," and as bearing "the 
ancestral heritage of possibilities of representation, [which] 
is not individual but common to all men" (1960: 149-50, 152). 
Further, he posits: "The contents of the collective unconscious 
... are known as archetypes," which he regards as "primor-
dial types, that is ... universal images that have existed since 
the remotest times" (1959:4-5). In drawing upon such under-
standings, we may conclude that the "contents" of the collec-
tive unconscious are, then, anthropologically constant in the 
related meanings Jung gives to these expressions. 
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In speaking of the "protagonist of carnival," by which 
he means the people of the marketplace, Bakhtin remarks: 
"The heart of the matter is not in the subjective awareness 
but in the collective consciousness oftheir eternity, oftheir 
earthly, historic immortality as a people, and of their con-
tinual renewal and growth" (1968:250; italics added). Jung 
speaks of a collective unconscious, Bakhtin of a "collective 
consciousness." The difference between these two designa-
tions is essentially negligible for our concerns, since as Jung 
explains, archetypes, whose "essential being is unconscious 
to us," are nonetheless "the dominants that emerge into con-
sciousness as universal ideas" (1960:215, 218). In the present 
context, it appears reasonable to suppose that carnival is one 
such universal idea that has emerged into consciousness, 
whether along the route charted by Jung or by some other. In 
terms of culturally significant artifacts, the archetype is also 
referred to by Jung (at an early stage of his thinking) as a 
"primordial image" (136), as the raw material, we might say, 
from which art is made. My purpose, in the course of this 
literary investigation, has been precisely to explore the emer-
gence of certain "dominants" as linked motivating forces in 
works of twentieth-century literature that might otherwise 
appear perhaps only obscurely related, if at all. 
In literary terms, the dominant may be understood as 
"the focusing component of a work of art [which] rules, de-
termines, and transforms the remaining components. It is the 
dominant which guarantees the integrity of the structure" 
(Jakobson 1971:82). Conversely, "a work enters into litera-
ture and takes on its own literary function through this domi-
nant" (Tynjanov 1971 :72). In Jungian terms, dominant 
features of the collective unconscious that "emerge into con-
sciousness as universal ideas," or archetypes, are also desig-
nated as "ideas that have always existed, that can be found 
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again in the most diverse minds and in all epochs, and are 
therefore not to be mistaken for inherited ideas" (1960: 151 ). 
The archetype is thus understood as an essentially collective, 
universal, and regularly occurring phenomenon (134). Jung 
also equates it to "primordial forms ... of psychic reaction" 
(135). Here we may reasonably ask, Reaction to what? One 
justified response might affirm that, among other possibili-
ties, Jung's notion of primordial forms of psychic reaction 
may well refer to unofficially touted modes of temporary 
carnivalized behavior that react in primordial fashion to offi-
cially sanctioned modes of social conduct. Thus Jung writes: 
"Just as his instincts compel man to a specifically human mode 
of existence, so the archetypes force his ways of perception 
and apprehension into specifically human patterns" (133). The 
argument of this book has been that the carnival attitude, rep-
resented as the carnivalesque in literary production, is pre-
cisely one such human pattern. Likewise, when Jung refers 
to "archetypal modes of perception" (135), those modes may, 
in fact, serve to distinguish between manifestations of offi-
cial and unofficial culture, the latter finding a time-honored 
social response, as Bakhtin argues, in the people's collective 
reaction within the ancient folk tradition commonly referred 
to as carnival. 
This is not to say that carnival, or the carnivalesque, is 
to be construed as an archetype. The present chapter is titled 
as it is purposely. As Jung points out: "The archetypal repre-
sentations (images and ideas) mediated to us by the uncon-
scious should not be confused with the archetype as such." 
Rather, it is more accurate to say that the carnivalesque should 
be perceived as an "archetypal representation," since "it seems 
probable ... that the real nature of the archetype is not ca-
pable ofbeing made conscious, that it is transcendent" (213).5 
While its "real nature" may be transcendent, the effects of 
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the archetype are clearly realized and perceived in human art 
making and ritual that include the practice of carnival as ritual 
and its manifestation in literature as art. 
Further, Jung writes: "The concept of the archetype, 
which is an indispensable correlate of the idea of the collec-
tive unconscious, indicates the existence of definite forms in 
the psyche which seem to be present always and everywhere." 
The carnivalesque, with its "indispensable correlate," the gro-
tesque, is one such "definite form" of what Jung also refers 
to as "categories of the imagination" or "primordial thoughts" 
(1959:42-43). My goal has been to reveal such categories or 
thoughts as fully developed, universal literary themes, filtered 
through the dualistic concept of the carnivalesque-grotesque. 
In defining the archetype, Jung argues that certain hu-
man experiences have attained a kind of transcendence: "End-
less repetition has engraved these experiences into our psychic 
constitution, not in the form of images filled with content, 
but at first only as forms without content, representing merely 
the possibility of a certain type of perception and action" ( 48). 6 
What is problematic, as well as of interest, is that Jung posits 
a sign bearing a signifier but without a corresponding signi-
fied. For him, evidentiy, the ancient concept of a sign being 
constituted of a signifier and signified is subordinated to his 
concept of the archetype as existing eternally in potentia, 
whose form is (paradoxically, from a semiotic point of view) 
both empty and primordial-awaiting the meaning that indi-
viduals living collectively in history will eventually provide 
it-a meaning that is constantly in flux but whose essence is 
always the same. 
"The archetype is spirit or pseudo-spirit: what it ulti-
mately proves to be depends on the attitude of the human 
mind" ( Jung 1960:206). In other words, while the archetype's 
"essential being is unconscious to us" (215), it is always there 
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as the purest and rawest material from which art is made, as 
"a formative principle of instinctual power" (212). In this 
sense, we may understand the archetype as being a form de-
void of content, a sign whose signifier does not readily afford 
a corresponding signified, until such time as the artist imbues 
it with meaning. One way by which meaning is imbued is 
through the artistic exploration of the carnival attitude in all 
its possible, varied manifestations. 
Finally, Jung argues: "We must, however, constantly 
bear in mind that what we mean by 'archetype' is in itself 
irrepresentable, but has effects which make visualizations of 
it possible, namely, the archetypal images and ideas." An ex-
ample of that kind of effect, making possible its "visualiza-
tion" or, better, its artistic representation, is the carnival 
attitude that Bakhtin first explored in relation to medieval 
folk culture. As lung goes on to say: "We meet with a similar 
situation in physics: there the smallest particles are themselves 
irrepresentable, but have effects from the nature of which we 
can build up a model. The archetypal image, the motif or 
mythologem, is a construction of this kind" (214 ). And so, 
we might add, is the carnivalesque-grotesque, whose effects 
have allowed us to construct the dualistic model that has been 
built up here. 
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1/ LITERARY MANIFESTATIONS 
1. The practice in this book is to place the original date of 
publication of a work in parentheses immediately following its 
first mention only. The date following all subsequent citations re-
fers to the text cited in the present work and is noted, with full 
bibliographical information, in Works Cited. 
2. Carnival is rendered in particularly stunning literary im-
agery in the following passage, in which carnival is depicted as "a 
general transfiguration" that does not simply begin on a certain 
day but "explodes" onto everyday life-
in orange yellow and mandarin yellow; in canary yellow and 
frog green; in garnet red, robin red, and Chinese-box red; in 
doublets checkered in indigo or saffron, badges and cock-
ades, peppermint-stick and barber-pole stripes, bicome hats 
and plumes, iridescence of silks swirling within eddies of 
satins and ribbons, Turkish dress and fantastic costumes-
with such a blast of cymbals and clappers, of drums, tambou-
rines, and bugles, that all the pigeons of the city rose as a 
single flight darkening the sky for seconds as they took wing 
to distant parts. All at once, adding their symphony to that of 
the flags and pennants, lanterns and lamps came alight on 
warships, frigates, cargo boats, fishing smacks-their crews 
in costume ... [who] set off sparklers, skyrockets, and a fire-
works display that culminated in bursts of girandoles and Ro-
man candles .... 
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Everybody was talking, hawking, bawling, brawling, flatter-
ing, flirting, singing, soliciting .... [Carpentier 1988:67-69] 
By contrast, the following passage might be better under-
stood as a figurative description of the carnival attitude: "All the 
bourgeois norms had come tumbling down .... A great pastoral 
ball ... was being planned .... An air of license, of fantasy, of 
disorder swept the city" (Carpentier 1989:83-84). 
3. Garcia Marquez further explains "this outsized reality" in 
his 1982 Nobel Lecture, as being "a reality not of paper, but one 
that lives within us and determines each instant of our countless 
daily deaths, and that nourishes a source of insatiable creativity, 
full of sorrow and beauty .... Poets and beggars, musicians and 
prophets, warriors and scoundrels, all creatures of that unbridled 
reality, we have had to ask but little of imagination, for our crucial 
problem has been a lack of conventional means to render our lives 
believable" (1983: 17). 
4. The point is illustrated in the following account of the war 
years: "She would tell him about her adventures on the plains: a 
drunken peasant woman had tried to hit her, a peasant had set his 
dog on her, a passerby had tried to rob her of the clothes she had 
taken to barter. She spoke simply, as if she were recounting every-
day experiences" (Appelfeld 1983: 85). 
5. Vargas Llosa provides the following colorful, telling im-
age: "He had two shotguns and so many bandoleers around his 
neck that they looked like festive carnival necklaces" (1985:269). 
What is "festive" here, of course, is the carnival of shooting and 
death. 
6. In drawing upon his own Janus face image, "at once 
Dionysiac and Apollonian" (an opposition to which I will return), 
Nietzsche comes to the curious conclusion that "whatever exists is 
both just and unjust, and equally justified in both." Even more 
curious, he caps his "formula" (as he calls it) with a Gogolian ex-
postulation ("What a world!") that only enhances the confusion 
(1956:65). 
7. In the literature ofwhat might well seem like another age 
(from what had been just two decades prior), the town square will 
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serve as the place from which are herded an entire population to 
the concentration camp and extermination. "The loudspeaker be-
gan braying lengthy instructions about going to the right and go-
ing to the left, forming in groups of fifty, forming in groups of one 
hundred ... standing and waiting" (Begley 1992:133). 
8. In his discussion of Menippean satire, which "accorded 
great importance to the nether world," Bakhtin notes the emer-
gence of the ancient preoccupation with the "resurrection" of the 
dead: "Here was born that special genre of 'dialogues of the dead,' 
widespread in European literature of the Renaissance, and in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries" (1984: 116}-and which ap-
pears as well in Rulfo' s modern literary text that derives of course 
from what preceded it. 
Also gliding across the bounds between the living and the 
dead, in a more profound existential and metaphysical sense, is 
Malcolm Lowry's magnificent novel Under the Volcano (1947), 
which takes place on the Day of the Dead (the one day in the year, 
in Mexico, "when the dead are permitted to live"), with its ghoul-
ish carnival atmosphere replete with celebratory "chocolate skulls 
... chocolate skeletons, chocolate, yes, funeral wagons" (1962:339). 
All such flitting between this world and the next perhaps finds 
its summative expression in Isabel Allende's impressive first novel, 
The House of the Spirits (1982), in which the grandmother spends 
a lifetime communicating with the dead, explaining to her little 
granddaughter at the moment of her own death "that if she could 
easily communicate with those from the Hereafter, she was abso-
lutely convinced that afterward she would be able to do the same 
with those of the Here-and-Now" (1986:290). In such manner are 
the (nonexistent) borders between the living and the dead repeat-
edly glided over in what amounts to a dualistic model in which 
communication involving spirits can be effected from this world 
to the next, and vice versa. 
9. In Pedro Paramo, after the murder of a parent, there is a 
similar instance of wholesale vengeance, governed by a like code, 
and again wreaked by the hero of the tale upon virtually everyone 
within range. "Pedro Paramo caused such a slaughter after his fa-
ther was shot. ... [He] couldn't find out who fired the bullet, so he 
took his revenge on everybody" (Rulfo 1969:77-78). Bearing reso-
nant overtones in this passage that can be seen to stretch at least as 
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far back as The Odyssey, revenge, as a recurrent literary theme 
reflecting a recurrent preoccupation, is evidently a universal, 
transcultural, human predilection that finds its place in the unoffi-
cial world of the camivalesque rather than in the official realm of 
law. 
2 /THE CARNIVALESQUE-GROTESQUE 
1. And yet, laughter, too, has its limitations: "Who was the 
first to laugh? Nobody knows. But someone began. 'We are me-
morial candles,' he screams, and they laugh. 'We didn't die, they 
did!' And they laugh, still swinging their arms in all directions. 
Their faces twist with laughter .... Laughter. And time flies. Back-
ward. Toward the past, toward there. Where they all are frozen. 
The laughter stops" (Kaniuk 1972:236-37). 
2. Thus Wiesel writes: "The man who chooses death is fol-
lowing an impulse of liberation from the self; so is the man who 
chooses madness .... The choice of madness is an act of courage" 
(1969:100-101). 
To the question, And if God were mad? we get the stunning 
answer: "That would explain so much" (148). Along a similar line 
of thought, we find that idea expressed in much harsher terms: 
"There the gods designed Hell, but here, in Hell itself, God him-
self was designed" (Kaniuk 1972:31 0). Another related notion is 
put forward by Garcia Marquez in the words of a deranged priest, 
who proclaims that "the devil had probably won his rebellion 
against God, and that he was the one who sat on the heavenly 
throne" ( 1971: 178). 
3. Let me briefly make the case. Bakhtin argues that "the 
grotesque rejects obviousness and the world 'of what is self-evident' 
for the sake of the surprises and unanticipated quality of truth. It 
appears to say that good is to be expected not from the stable and 
the customary but from a 'miracle.' The grotesque contains the 
popular renewing and life-affirming idea" (1974:295). In Garcia 
Marquez, we encounter the passage: "The afternoon was dying 
with intense pink clouds and the uproar of parrots and monkeys on 
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the opposite shore .... Father Angel thought that every afternoon 
at that instant the town went through the miracle of transfigura-
tion" (1980:50). Bakhtin's notion of a "life-affirming idea" as well 
as the sense of an occasional "miracle" are immanent to such magi-
cal realist texts. 
4. Likewise, in seeking a certain "expansion" of this project, 
certain works discussed under the Latin American rubric may not 
be considered, strictly speaking, magical realist. But, in both cho-
sen literary forms, what should prove interesting, as Bakhtin and 
others have argued, are not the borders per se that serve to divide, 
limit, and delimit, but the ability to traverse those borders; it is not 
the frames themselves that deserve our contemplation so much as 
the possible breaking of frames. 
5. Perhaps nowhere do we get a greater sense of Stalin's lurk-
ing presence than in the following telling passage of the people's 
blind reliance on the leader's infinite wisdom: "For the only thing 
that gave us security on earth was the certainty that he was there, 
invulnerable to plague and hurricane .. .invulnerable to time, dedi-
cated to the messianic happiness of thinking for us, knowing that 
we knew that he would not take any decision for us that did not 
have our measure, for he had not survived everything because of 
his inconceivable courage or his infinite prudence but because he 
was the only one among us who knew the real size of our destiny" 
(Garcia Marquez 1977:99). 
6. The most stunning instance of this immediate and sudden 
reaction takes place when the general serves up his one friend, 
lately supposed a traitor, at and for dinner to all the other sus-
pected conspirators (119). 
7. We find an even more macabre example of the dictators' 
"dance of death" in Isabel Allende's Of Love and Shadows: "Those 
governments exchanged information, prisoners, and corpses. In 
such transactions, there were at times too many dead on one side 
and too many identity cards on the other, causing considerable 
confusion when it came time to identify the victims. Thus people 
were arrested in one country, only to turn up dead in another under 
a different name, and families who wanted to bury their dead had 
been known to receive a stranger's body" (1988:282). 
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8. Equally grotesque is Wiesel's description of a small child 
elevated through sheer whimsy to a position of power and control 
over a suffering and anguished adult population. "Well fed and 
warmly dressed, the little prince strolled among the barracks, in-
spiring envy, fear, pity. He possessed the power of life and death . 
. . . They feared his anger for it was like that ofthose in command" 
(1969:61). In effect, we are again afforded (in relative microcosm) 
an anatomy of dictatorship. "The little prince: he had reigned over 
a kingdom of old men, had imposed his law, his moods, his will 
upon them. He had spoken to them as a master, conscious of his 
superiority, of his absolute powers. One word from him announced 
hope or the death of hope. His power illustrated the grotesque side 
of the situation: thousands of men trembled before an urchin play-
ing games" (71 ). 
9. Also insisting that the individual is morally obligated to 
take a stand, Primo Levi observes that the concentration camp in-
mates "sensed that what had happened around them and in their 
presence, and in them, was irrevocable. Never again could it be 
cleansed; it would prove that man, the human species-we, in 
short-had the potential to construct an infinite enormity of pain, 
and that pain is the only force created from nothing, without cost 
and without effort. It is enough not to see, not to listen, not to act" 
(1989:86). 
I 0. In Wartime Lies (1992), Louis Begley chronicles the de-
struction of the Warsaw ghetto, as people crowded onto rooftops 
to watch the spectacle, "the first real entertainment the Germans 
had provided in all this s_ad time .... Occasional bets were made 
on how long it would be until the whole place was one black pile 
of rubble, and whether any Jews would be left alive inside it .... 
All of Warsaw was watching ... the level of joviality was never 
again so high" (1992:92-93). 
That sense of"joviality," of a gruesome carnivalized reality, 
also makes its grotesque appearance in Babi Yar (1966; subtitled 
"A Document in the Form of a Novel"), where looting is described 
as having reached grandiose proportions, amidst grim carnivalesque 
reversals. 
By morning all the shop-windows had been knocked out and 
figures could be seen ... carrying rolls of carpet and piles of 
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crockery, bundles of children's satchels and even curtains 
out of the theatres. And there were Germans busy among 
them as well. They chased the looters away, uttering threats 
and clouting people over the head, and then started looting 
themselves. It was like an overturned ant-heap--everybody 
was carrying something somewhere .... They were dragging 
stuff ... into their new flats, turning them into store-rooms. 
There was a tale about a workman who moved from the base-
ment to the first floor and collected twelve grand pianos, stack-
ing them one on top of the other. [Anatoli 1971:5 5-56] 
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How easily the tentative bounds are crossed between torturer 
and spectator is documented in D.M. Thomas' The White Hotel, 
where a jeer at the victims or the theft of their remaining meager 
belongings is an equally heinous act performed by those watching 
the procession of innocents condemned to summary execution. "An 
old woman in a dirty headscarf darted out from a courtyard, 
snatched up the case and ran with it back into the yard .... Two 
muscular men stepped out from behind the wall and barred the 
entrance. There was a whole pile of goods behind the men .... 
Faces were pressed to the windows of houses, looking down on 
the dense mass of migrants. Some looked sorry for them, but oth-
ers laughed and jeered" (1982:271). (The "documentary" account 
from which this episode is derived originally appears in Anatoli 
1971:70.) 
The answer to such barbarism, if one is morally equipped to 
act in accord with the idea, is expressed in lise Aichinger' s Herod's 
Children (1948): 
You keep only what you give away. Give them what they 
take from you, for they grow poorer thereby. Give them your 
toys, your coats, your lives. Give everything away. He who 
takes loses. Laugh when they tear the clothes from your bod-
ies and the caps from your heads. Laugh at the surfeited, at 
the contented who have lost hunger and restlessness-man's 
most precious gifts. Give away your last piece of bread to 
guard yourself from hunger; give away your last bit of prop-
erty and remain restless. Throw the gleam in your face to the 
dark, to strengthen it. [1963:126] 
11. To that "aptly posed" formulation, there is (of course) a 
counter point of view, expressed here in implicit but nonetheless 
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direct response by Vargas Llosa: "What did he think, that war was 
like a carnival, stupid asshole?" (1989: 157). 
12. Interestingly, in The World of Silence ( 1948), Max Picard 
terms his concept of Silence, in equally paradoxical terms, "holy 
uselessness," arguing that "silence points to a state where only 
being is valid: the state ofthe Divine" (1952:19-20). Conversely, 
we might argue that carnival points to a purely human state. 
3 / MAGICAL REALISM 
1. The closeness and even potential intrusion of the jungle 
into city life is blithely noted in The Lost Steps: "For hundreds of 
years a struggle had been going on with roots that pushed up the 
sidewalks and cracked the walls" (Carpentier 1979:42-43). Simi-
larly, in Eva Luna, we read: "Agua Santa was a modest village, 
with adobe, wood, and reed houses lining the roadway; machetes 
defended it against a wild vegetation that would engulf it in an 
instant's inattention" (Allende 1989:144). 
Yet the threat of the jungle's possible intrusion into modem 
life has its positive correlative as well. When the kind-hearted, 
soft-brained maid in Vargas Llosa's Conversation in the Cathe-
dral is sought by the police for interrogation in the murder of her 
mistress (about which she knows nothing), the solution to her pre-
dicament is readily provided by her environment: she must disap-
pear. "Nobody would find her in the jungle" (1988:431). 
2. "El Dorado, the city of gold of the Indian world" is de-
picted as a brilliant world oflight in Fuentes' The Campaign: "Peer-
ing over the edge, the old man and the young man saw an entire 
city slowly coming into view. A city made entirely of light" 
(1992:86-87). 
3. As the anthropologist Edmund Leach argues: "We talk of 
measuring time, as if time were a concrete thing waiting to be 
measured; but in fact we create time by creating intervals in social 
life. Until we have done this there is no time to be measured" 
(1961:135). 
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4. The possibility of time proceeding in reverse is suggested 




"Or until yesterday." [1988:127] 
But temporal reversals are not peculiar to magical realism 
alone. In the literature of the war, we read that it "seemed that 
some other time, from some other place, had invaded the town and 
was silently establishing itself" (Appelfeld 1980:38). That per-
plexing situation is explained by Wiesel thus: "The clock was turned 
back for a thousand years: a police dog was the animal that now 
determined the destiny of the world" ((1967:52-53). 
5. Comparable in its silent majesty to those figures encased 
forever in a block of ice, another such (less likely) "still life" is 
drawn in The Autumn of the Patriarch: "We cut through the gloomy 
streams of the cloister of the convent ofBiscayan nuns, we saw the 
abandoned cells, we saw the harpsichord adrift in the intimate pool 
of the music room, in the depths ofthe sleeping waters ofthe re-
fectory we saw the whole community of virgins drowned in their 
dinner places at the long table with the food served on it" (Garcia 
Marquez 1977:97). 
The depiction of space, too, then, in magical realism neces-
sarily allows for disjointed elements and extraordinary disloca-
tions. Thus, in One Hundred Years of Solitude, explorers are 
astounded to find several miles inland an enormous Spanish gal-
leon. "The whole structure seemed to occupy its own space, one of 
solitude and oblivion, protected from the vices of time and the 
habits of the birds. Inside ... there was nothing but a thick forest 
of flowers" (Garcia Marquez 1971 :21 ). 
6. For all its apparent gravity, myth is not an entirely serious 
affair. Carnivalesque aspects also have their place. "Deep in the 
forest, the lord of demons, Kientibakori, crazy with joy, drank 
masato and danced .... In the forest Kientibakori drank masato, 
dancing and feasting. His farts were like thunder; his belches like 
a jaguar's roar" (Vargas Llosa 1990:41,193). 
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7. Unless this later period in human history be designated 
"the betrayal" (Kaniuk 1972:215) of the faithful, who "lived in-
side a narrow ghetto and adored [their] Creator. Who burned them" 
(86)-this vengeful "God of smokestacks" (231 ). 
8. Thus the indigenous people believe: 
Any sort of emotional upheaval had to be controlled, for there 
is a fatal correspondence between the spirit of man and the 
spirits of Nature, and any violent disturbance in the former 
causes some catastrophe in the latter. [Vargas Llosa 1990:16] 
By changing their way of life they had upset the order of 
the world, disoriented the souls ofthose who had gone. [65] 
Anger is a disorder ofthe world, it seems. If men didn't 
get angry, life would be better than it is. Anger is what's to 
blame for their being comets in the sky. With their fiery tails 
and their wild careering, they threaten to throw the four worlds 
of the Universe into confusion. [122] 
9. A diametrically opposed inclination appears just as deadly, 
as depicted in the concentration camp escapee's sense of horror 
and guilt at having deserted his family and his people: "Why did I 
run away? Why did I have to run away? I abandoned them all and 
ran away. God will never forgive me" (Appelfeld 1983 :66). 
1 0. In a passage in The Lost Steps, illustrative of the peculiar 
mix of Christianity and primitive belief, we find another such "ap-
plication" of this kind of thought, in which the principle of conti-
guity is again perceived as a concrete, rather than a figurative, 
association: "the nuns scourged themselves at the feet of a black 
Christ before the horrifying relic of a bishop's tongue, preserved 
in alcohol in memory ofhis eloquence" (Carpentier 1979:61). 
11. We find similar evocations in The Storyteller. "The 
strength and the solitude of Nature-the tall trees, the mirror-
smooth lagoons, the immutable rivers-brought to mind a newly 
created world, untouched by man, a paradise of plants and ani-
mals. When we reached the tribes, by contrast, there before us was 
prehistory, the elemental, primeval existence of our distant ances-
tors: hunters, gatherers, bowmen, nomads, shamans, irrational and 
animistic .... a world still untamed, the Stone Age, magico-religious 
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cultures, polygamy, headshrinking ... that is to say, the dawn of 
human history" (Vargas Llosa 1990:72-73). 
12. That generality extends to place as well, as is made ex-
plicit in the introductory "Author's Note," in which we are told 
that the cities and towns of the novel are "mere prototypes" whose 
features "are common to many countries" (Carpentier 1979: 13). 
Generality of place is a feature inherent to many magical re-
alist works, whose respective tales are designed to elicit the sense 
of a common history. Thus, the country in which Eva Luna is set 
also remains unnamed. Instead, the author establishes the setting 
only vaguely as a country in South America--one inundated with 
oil (perhaps Venezuela). When historical detail is provided, that 
information is again essentially "generic," belonging not to any 
single place but to South America at large, with its myriad govern-
ments, dictators, revolutions, and revolutionaries. Perhaps the most 
spirited assessment of such real and potential havoc is made by an 
imaginative procuress and brothel keeper in Eva Luna: "The best 
thing about this country, she used to sigh with delight, is that there 
is enough corruption for everyone" (Allende 1989: 124). However, 
the final word in the matter should likely go to the narrative voice 
that presents Eva Luna's magical world: "But even allowing for a 
history of colonization, political bosses, and tyrants, it was the 
promised land" (211 ). 
13. The feel of that awful repetition in political events, again 
affording a sense of commonality (if not a certain universality), is 
likewise conveyed in the following strained speech fragment: "Any 
moment now we'll get the news that the money for the plot has 
disappeared .... Any moment now the leaders will be accusing 
each other of being traitors and thieves. Sometimes you get bored 
with the same things always happening, don't you?" (Vargas Llosa 
1988:283). 
What those "same things" might be is intimated in Vargas 
Llosa's characterization of"those South American countries whose 
history has been nothing but a succession of barrack-room 
pronunciamentos" and in the cautionary observation: "Let us keep 
our Republic from turning into what so many other Latin Ameri-
can republics have: a grotesque witches' sabbath where all is chaos, 
military uprisings, corruption, demagogy" (1985: 131, 349). 
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Garcia Marquez affords a like sense of tedious repetition in 
the concluding passage of In Evil Hour, where we find encapsu-
lated the making of yet another revolution that is left undepicted at 
the novel's close but which we can be sure, according to some 
unwritten law, is certain to occur. 
"There was a serenade last night." 
"Oflead .... There was shooting until just a little while ago." 
"Where?" 
"All over .... It seems they were going crazy looking for 
clandestine fliers. They said they lifted up the flooring of the 
barbershop, just by chance[!], and they found guns. The jail 
is full, but they say men are going into the jungle to join up 
with guerilla bands." [1980:183] 
In this novel, common indiscretions and infidelities within 
the private sphere are publicized through anonymous lampoons 
posted at night in a generic sleepy little town, where "nothing ever 
happens," resulting in corresponding explosions within the public 
domain. In effect, the novel documents a series of dynamically 
correlated shifts: from private to public, from peaceful to explo-
sive, from an ordinary "sleepy" life to a carnivalized existence-
explained, perhaps, in the following odd assessment: "The only 
thing that excites [them] is carnival time. They couldn't care less 
about politics" (Vargas Llosa 1985:381). 
14. In a companion hallmark statement, a like unmistakable 
carnivalesque note is struck, declaring that "the government had 
fallen, but nothing had changed. So start up the music and danc-
ing, and give me another beer, let's drink to democracy" (Allende 
1989: 178-79). 
15. The kind of reckless determination needed to effect such 
a "dumb business" is revealed in One Hundred Years of Solitude, 
where one of many revolutionary expeditions is "lost for three 
months in the jungle in a mad attempt to cross more than a thou-
sand miles of virgin territory in order to proclaim war on the out-
skirts of the capital" (Garcia Marquez 1971:141 ). In this novel, the 
never-ending wars, revolutions, and counterrevolutions are waged 
between those designated simply as Conservatives and Liberals, 
who, we are told, are engaged in fighting "for something that doesn't 
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have any meaning for anyone" (133), so that "many of them did 
not even know why they were fighting" (160). Yet, as Vargas Llosa 
grimly explains: "That is what life is: fleeing an enemy or going 
out to meet one, knowing that before and behind, in space and in 
time, there are, and always will be, bullets, wounded, and dead" 
(1985:386). 
16. Those endless lines of mothers seeking word of their sons 
and loved ones, reminiscent of the darkest days of Stalinism, finds 
a responsive chord in Anna Akhmatova's cycle of poems "Re-
quiem," a strikingly poignant literary evocation of a similar plight 
that forms part of a grim chapter in contemporary Russian history. 
17. As Vargas Llosa puts it simply: "It's easier to imagine 
the death of one person than those of a hundred or a 
thousand .... When multiplied, suffering becomes abstract. It is not 
easy to be moved by abstract things" (1985:384). 
18. In The Lost Steps, facing the awesome consideration of 
firing at a leper who has raped and perhaps infected a child with 
the disease, the protagonist sounds a telling cautionary note: "He 
ought to be eliminated, done away with, left to the birds of the air. 
But something in me resisted, as though from the moment my fin-
ger tightened on the trigger, something would be changed forever. 
There are acts that throw up walls, markers, limits in a man's ex-
istence. And I was afraid of the time that would begin for me the 
second I turned Executioner" (Carpentier 1979:200-201 ). 
That cautionary note is not heeded, however, in Carpentier's 
later novel The Chase, where a distinctly contrastive point of view 
is espoused by a professional assassin at the conclusion to a kill: "I 
am astounded, now, in the face of what lies there, at how simple it 
is to cut short an existence. Everything seems natural: what once 
moved has stopped moving ... everything that could be felt has been 
felt, and immobility has only broken a cycle of reiterations" 
(1990:87). Yet this declaration, sounded by one who sees the vio-
lent ending of a life as "natural" and who conceives of life as noth-
ing more than a "cycle of reiterations," appears eminently consonant 
with a killer's point of view. 
19. "And she wanted us to be in the middle of the group. 
People trying to be on the outside, to get more air and to be able to 
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get around, were wrong. She didn't care about fresh air; she wanted 
to live through the night" (Begley 1992:131 ). 
20. That indigenous brand of violence is pivotal in Allende's 
Of Love and Shadows, as the following thematic statement shows: 
"She had suspected from the beginning that she held the end of a 
long thread in her hands that when tugged would unravel an un-
ending snarl of horrors" (1988: 127). In effect, the subsequent 
unravelling constitutes the story of the novel, in which we are told 
that in a Cardinal's office, "The walls were bare except for a cross 
of barbed wire, a gift from prisoners in a concentration camp," 
confirming the fact that in this land, too, there was indeed "evi-
dence of unspeakable evil" (220-21 ). 
4 / GROTESQUE REALISM 
1. Yet, in another of Appelfeld' s works, we find a gross par-
allelism between the self-imposed diaspora of the tribe and the 
forced deportation of an entire people, in the following fatally in-
nocent remarks: "The town is getting ready to be transferred .... 
Our sanitorium is emigrating too" (1980: 103, 117). Here, in fear-
ful irony, one feels that the innocence of the deportees is no less, 
while their fate is surely far more terrible, than the innocent mean-
dering of the primitive tribe. 
The theme of diaspora, of the seemingly endless wandering 
of poor lost souls, is a repeated theme of Appelfeld's work (For 
Every Sin, To the Land of the Cattails, Tzili: The Story of a Life), 
in which the reality of the daily struggle to survive in a hostile 
environment becomes the only reality, thematically illustrating the 
notion that "life is nothing but a continuous succession of opportu-
nities for survival" (Garcia Marquez 1980:1 05). In curiously meek 
fashion, certain of Appelfeld's characters, although maimed, actu-
ally manage to take advantage of such meager opportunities as 
might present themselves, and survive. 
2. The same kind of mindless verbal repetition or incantation 
(on the part of a young girl, who also hides out in an attempt to 
survive the war), as a remedy against fear or pain, and therefore an 
agent for survival, is documented by Appelfeld: "The air was full 
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of loud screams, barks, and shots. In her fear she repeated the words 
she had been taught by the old man, over and over again. The 
mumbled words calmed her and she fell asleep" (1983:7). 
3. The idea of such a "dance" is articulated by Arthur Koestler 
in a chilling description of torture that clearly draws upon this tell-
ing metaphor. 
He staggered back, was caught by the man behind him, flung 
round to the next one, hit in the stomach, bent double, straight-
ened by a kick against his shin, and sent reeling around and 
across the circle like a dancer in a grotesque ballet. ... While 
gradually darkness closed in on his mind, tom from time to 
time by flashes of pain, a strange, almost obscene ecstasy 
transformed his jumps and jerks in the circle of sweating, 
snorting, hitting and kicking men into the performance of a 
ritual dance, with the dull inward thunder of his heart and 
pulses replacing the beating ofthe sacred drums. [1968: 114] 
A "liking for dismal and macabre sensations," expressed in 
the form of "medieval macabre dances" is noted by Monica Rec-
tor as playing a role in early manifestations of Carnival (1984:39). 
4. Significantly, the theme of madness is claimed by Bakhtin 
to be inherent to all forms of the grotesque. Yet he registers an 
immediate duality: "In folk grotesque, madness is a gay parody of 
official reason, of the narrow seriousness of official 'truth.' It is a 
'festive' madness. In Romantic grotesque, on the other hand, mad-
ness acquires a somber, tragic aspect of individual isolation" 
(1968:39). Concerning the latter contrastive point, the same may 
be said of grotesque realism, where the sense of isolation is per-
haps nowhere greater than when a survivor returns to the town of 
his birth to confront emptiness and ghosts. ("Ghosts, thronging up 
from the depths ofhistory. Fearful, silent ghosts." Wiesel 1969: 160) 
For in that isolation and sad confrontation madness lurks, as the 
practitioners of this literary form well know. 
5. Another boy trapped by the war makes similar supposi-
tions: 
Can it really be true that the only thing people have learnt to 
do to perfection in the whole of their history is to murder 
each other? ... Century after century, people are killed and 
rot in the earth, now for one thing and now for another, and 
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later it turns out that everything was in vain. . . . There was 
not the slightest hope, not even a glimmer of hope, of justice 
being done. It would never happen. No one would ever do it. 
The world was just one big Babi Yar. [Anatoli 1971:151, 
165] 
Such are a whole generation's common childhood ruminations. 
6. A small Asiatic people, the Kalmuks took the opportunity 
offered by the German occupation to rebel against the Soviets. 
"Hating the Reds, they joined the Germans who permitted them to 
loot and rape" (Kosinski 1966: 157), and, as the novel suggests, 
enjoy the war as brutally as they could. 
7. This theme is treated cinematically in Liliana Cavani 's 
The Night Porter (1973 ), in which both torturer and victim feel 
compelled, upon meeting man)' years after the war, to recreate a 
mock environment of their shared concentration camp existence. 
8. In another Appelfeld novel, the voice of a survivor also 
becomes the plaint of a suicide: "A man abandons his wife and 
children, his father and mother. What is he if not a murderer?" 
(1983: 151) In this instance, the speaker cannot live with the fact of 
his own salvation in the face of so many others' deaths, since "to 
survive," as one grievous argument has it, "is ultimately to betray 
the dead" (Neher 1981 :219). 
9. In this novel, a poetics of the Word intersects nicely with a 
poetics of the street in the little encounter Bartfuss has with his 
young daughter. 
Now he was afraid of himself, ofhis silence. He turned to her 
and said, "Why did you go out?" He spoke as though to an 
irresponsible creature. 
"I was bored." 
"What did you expect to find in the street?" 
"People." [118] 
Thus, in the absence of speech that pervades their world, the child 
still seeks the possibility of human communication. 
In contrast, in Mr. Theodore Mundstoclc, a work that offers a 
profound meditation on an old man's justified fears, terrible 
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aloneness, and ironically hopeless preparations for the worst, the 
street, which he is assigned to sweep, is a place of terror. 
Blue-gray clouds poured down the street and from them came 
a rattling, thundering, rolling noise. Like a storm raging down 
the street. 
He saw wheels, smelled rubber and gasoline. He saw steel 
helmets wearing coats with ammunition belts over them. They 
were on their way to murder. [Fuks 1969:99] 
10. Evidently others have a like expectation: "You people 
were in the camps weren't you? From you we expect something 
different" (Appelfeld 1983: 177). Yet novelistic "fact" may argue 
for the demands of human nature being everywhere the same. 
The summer sun worked its magic. As if the years in the 
camps had vanished without a trace. A forgetfulness which 
was not without humor. Like, for example, the woman who 
performed night after night, singing, reciting, and exposing 
her thighs. No one reminded her of her sins in the labor camp. 
She was now their carnival queen . ... She was in the camp 
for a full year .... And every night she performed for the 
inmates. [163, 184; italics added] 
11. As one illiterate but good-hearted soul puts it in Vargas 
Llosa's Conversation in the Cathedral: "People with brains get to 
understand each other by talking" (1988:210). 
12. The opposite point of view is expressed by Gabriella Coo, 
an asp_iring young actress in Fuentes' The Campaign, who is sub-
jected to a gentle irony in her nonetheless laudatory admiration for 
the Word: "She loved words, said Gabriella Coo; each word had 
its own life and required the same care as a newborn child. When 
she opened her mouth ... and repeated a word-love, pleasure, 
world, sea-she had to take charge of that word like a mother, like 
a shepherdess, like a lover ... convinced that, without her, without 
her mouth, her tongue, the word would smash against a wall of 
silence and die forsaken" (1992: 155). 
Yet the case for silence can also be artfully made: "Like some 
old, forgotten animal from the beginning of time, silence towers 
above the puny world of noise .... Sometimes all the noise of the 
world today seems like the mere buzzing of insects on the broad 
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back of silence" (Picard 1952:22-23 ). Still, as the maker of this 
metaphor himself forcefully argues, out of silence emerges speech 
in "the power of silence to create speech" (24 ). 
13. This term was used by theN azis to describe the policy of 
secrecy and concealment surrounding the concentration camps 
(Neher 1981:142). 
14. Similarly, in treating Rabelais' use of outlandish num-
bers, Bakhtin argues (1968:463-65) that they are employed to 
heighten the sense of the grotesque in a "gay, carnivalesque" way. 
The more precise the figure, the more absurd that cipher appears; 
its very exactitude, in other words, elicits doubts of its veracity. 
By contrast, the numerical detailing found on a scale of horrific 
magnitude in Holocaust literature affords a sense ofthe grotesque 
that is only numbing and electrifying, again indicating a clear op-
position between the "gay camivalesque" and the "degrading gro-
tesque." 
Concerning the awful novelty at hand, as Neher points out: 
"The brutal, planned perfection of 'concentrational' death insti-
tuted a new kind of death in the history of humanity. Death at 
Auschwitz bears comparison with no form of death known from 
the beginning of history until now. Until the twentieth century, 
such a death was unthinkable" (1981: 143). Wiesel personalizes 
the point: "Between the death of my father [in Buchenwald] and 
that of his, no comparison is possible" (1970:20). 
15. That severe deprivation amounts, in effect, to an act of 
"anti-creation," in accord with Carpentier's supposition that we 
perform a "true act of creation, like Adam, by giving [something 
new] a name" (1979:205). That same idea is supported as well by 
Boris Pasternak in Doctor Zhivago, and by Fuentes in the telling 
remark: "By naming her, he created her" (1992: 192). Conversely, 
and this in part defines Bartfuss' dilemma: "Without a name there 
is no existence" (Kaniuk 1972:214)-a grim notion that is illus-
trated in the following perverse madhouse drama. 
"Wolfovitz, who are you?" 
"I am Wolfovitz." 
"No. Raise your hand, roll up your sleeve. Look, what's writ-
ten there?" 
Notes 
"8 ... 1 ... 9 ... 8 ... 7 ... " 
"Well, then, who are you?" 
"Yes, I am not Wolfovitz. I never was and never will be. I am 
81987." [233] 
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From another singular perspective, things are a lot worse for 
Bartfuss than his being deprived of affection as a condition of his 
existence. "I did not fear the ordinary hell of flames and physical 
suffering but the hell I imagined, and that hell is a place where no 
one speaks: the place of eternal, total silence forever; never more a 
voice, never a word" (Fuentes 1992:225). According to this per-
spective, Bartfuss already exists in Hell. 
16. The same can be said of Appelfeld's The Age of Won-
ders, where, in the absence of questioning his motivation, the cen-
tral character attempts to absorb (over a prolonged period of time) 
sensuous detail from the past-the town's sights and smells-as 
best he can. 
17. For an expanded discussion of the topic, see Danow 
1991:59-74. 
5 I ARCHETYPAL ASPECTS 
1. A fine cinematic illustration of a like transformation of the 
carnivalesque into the grotesque is shown in Peter Greenaway's 
The Cook, The Thief, His Wife, and Her Lover (1990), in which 
there are scenes of pure camivalesque--Rabelaisian non-stop gorg-
ing in a surrealistic restaurant that serves as a metaphor for the 
world-intermeshed with scenes of cruelty that are grotesque. Thus 
the woman who reports to the thief that his wife has taken a lover, 
at first in the restroom of the restaurant and later among the raw 
cuts of beef, fruits, and vegetables in the kitchen, is herself re-
warded with a fork stuck full in her face. 
2. Speaking in 1936, Jung, in effect, addressed the problem 
of "history gone wrong" in his discussion of archetypal behavior 
manifested in pathological form. 
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If thirty years ago anyone had dared to predict that our psy-
chological development was tending towards a revival of 
the medieval persecutions of the Jews, that Europe would 
again tremble before the Roman fasces and the tramp of le-
gions, that people would once more give the Roman salute, 
as two thousand years ago, and that instead of the Christian 
Cross an archaic swastika would lure onward millions of 
warriors ready for death-why, that man would have been 
hooted at as a mystical fool. And today? Surprising as it may 
seem, all this absurdity is a horrible reality. [1959:48] 
3. "Carnival is not time wasted but time filled with profound 
and rich experience" (Clark and Holquist 1984:302). 
4. In accord with the just-cited Latin American view, we find 
an equally compelling European perspective. 
At that time the great battlefronts were collapsing, and the 
first refugees were groping their way across the broad fields 
of snow. Against the vast whiteness they looked like swarms 
ofinsects. [Appelfeld 1983:119] 
The snow thawed and the first convoys of refugees poured 
down the hillsides. [124] 
The cold spring sun exposed them like moles. A motley crew 
of men, women, and children. [127] 
5. Elsewhere, Jung declares emphatically: "One must, for the 
sake of accuracy, distinguish between 'archetype' and 'archetypal 
ideas.' The archetype as such is a hypothetical and irrepresentable 
model" (1959:5 n. 9). Interestingly, and also relevantto the present 
context, Jung states: "Just as all archetypes have a positive, 
favourable, bright side that points upwards, so also they have one 
that points downwards, partly negative and unfavourable" (226). I 
have been making essentially the same point with regard to such 
"archetypal ideas" as the spirit of carnival and its representation in 
literature as the carnivalesque. 
6. In presenting numerous angles by which to regard the con-
cept, Jung writes: "Archetypes have, when they appear, a distinctly 
numinous character which can only be described as 'spiritual,' if 
'magical' is too strong a word" (1960:205). Clearly, from the per-
spective of this study, that expression is not too strong. 
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